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I , I , I u v w 
NOMENCLATURE 
one-fourth the area of contact between a masonry 
unit and a mortar joint 
half the length, height, and width of a masonry 
unit, respectively 
modulus of elasticity of linear segment i of the 
idealized stress-strain curve for mortar 
vector of centroidal forces for masonry unit A 
( 6 x 1) 
vector of external centroidal forces for masonry 
unit A (6x 1) 
vector of nodal forces acting at the locations of 
the linkage elements for unit A (48x 1) 
vector of external centroidal forces acting on the 
wall system (number of elements is six times the 
number of masonry units in the wall) 
forces acting in the u,v, and w directions at node 
il located near corner i on side 1 (the right side) 
of a masonry unit 
shear modulus of mortar 
geometry matrix relating nodal and centroidal dis-
p 1 a cements of a masonry unit ( 48 x 6) 
geometry matrix for the masonry units surrounding a 
given unit (48 x 24 for the horizontal stack pattern, 
48 x 36 for .the running bond pattern) 
clear height of the wall 
center-to-center distance between masonry units in 
the y-direction (perpendicular to the bed joint) 
corner identification indices for a masonry unit 
mass moment of inertia of a masonry unit around the 
u, v, and w axes, respectively 
ix 
rkJ 
kl 'k2' k3' . . . ' k48 
[KA] [KB] [KO] 
diagonal matrix of spring stiffnesses for a given 
masonry unit ( 48 x 48) 
spring stiffnesses in matrix LkJ 
stiffness matrices for unit under consideration (A) 
and unit to the right (B) and to the left (D) for 
horizontal stack and running bond patterns, 6 x 6 
each 
stiffness matrices for the units above (C) and 
below (E) unit A being considered (for the horizon-
tal stack pattern, 6 x 6 each) 
[KCR] [KER] [KF] [KH] stiffness matrices for the units above (CR, ER) and 
below (F, H) unit A being considered (for the run-
ning bond pattern, 6x6 each) 
[K ] s 
L 
M 








system stiffness matrix (square, number of rows is 
six times· the number of units in the system) 
clear length of the wall 
mass of a masonry unit 
mass matrix of a masonry unit {diagonal, 6 x 6) 
system mass matrix (diagonal, number of elements is 
six times the number of masonry units in the system) 
overpressure at time t for general loading distribu-
tion 
overpressure at time t for sinusoidal loading dis-
tribution 
peak overpressure for sinusoidal loading distribu-
tion 
peak overpressure for general loading distribution 
overpressure at time t for uniform loading distri-
bution 
peak overpressure for uniform loading distribution 
o~erpressure at time t for the combined sinusoidal 
and uniform loading distributions 
elapsed time 





rise time to peak overpressure 
thickness of a vertical interior mortar joint 
thickness of a horizontal interior mortar joint 
time increment for numerical integration 
vectors of centroidal displacements and accelera-
tions, respectively, for a masonry unit (6xl each) 
vectors of nodal displacements, velocities, and 
accelerations, respectively, for a masonry unit at 
station m in the numerical integration process 
vector of nodal displacements for a masonry unit 
( 48 x 1) 
vectors of centroidal displacements and accelera-
tions, respectively, for the wall system (number of 
elements in each is six times the number of masonry 
units in the wall) 
coordinate system for a masonry unit 
displacement in the direction of the given axes 
(u, v, etc.) at the node indicated (i 1 , k2, q4 , 
etc.) 
global coordinate system 
angle for rotation around the v-axis of a masonry 
unit 
angle for rotation around the u-axis of a masonry 
unit 
non-dimensional parameters for specifying the loca-
tion of linkage elements between adjacent masonry 
units 




INTRO DU CTI ON 
1.1 Background 
During the last three decades, increasing attention has been given 
to the effects of blast loading on the behavior of structures. The objec-
tives were, first, to study the nature of the blast wave and the factors 
affecting its behavior both in free air and as it encounters a structure; 
and second, to examine and develop means of predicting the response of a 
structure to blast overpressures. 
In spite of the fact that the most common blast loading used by in-
vestigators is that resulting from an atomic explosion, the general term 
11 blast 11 refers to both fluctuations of air' pressure due to man-made explo-
sions and to vibrations induced in soil. The former, obviously, includes 
conventional (non-atomic) explosions, which yield blast waves comparable 
to the atomic blasts in nature but not in magnitude. A sonic boom may 
also be considered as a type of blast load. 
The major effects in investigating the behavior of structures sub-
jected to blast overpressure in the past have been focused on the response 
of the frame of a building. A number of assumptions were made by some 
investigators to incorporate the effects of the response of such struc-
tural elements as exterior walls, shear walls, and partitions on the over-
all behavior of the structure. 
1 
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The resistance of masonry wa 11 s to b 1 as t forces can be s i 9nificant. 
The dynamic behavior of the structure can, therefore, be different from 
that when only the frame is considered. Wa 11 resistance is, of course, 
dependent on numerous factors such as the strength of the materials used, 
support conditions, and workmanship, to mention a few. Quite naturally 
then, response of this type of wall to blast overpressures must be 
treated more thoroughly in order to have a more realistic understanding 
of the behavior of walls and, therefore, the entire structure. 
1.2 Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this irivestigation was to develop a mathematical 
model to simulate the behavior of masonry walls subjected to blast over-
pressure originating from a non-atomic source. The developments leading 
to this end may be outlined as follows: 
1. Two patterns of block arrangements are treated in this disserta-
tion, namely, the horizontal stack and the running bond. The mathematical 
model and the equations of motion for both patterns are developed in Chap-
ter I I. 
2. Chapter III is devoted to the description of the characteristics 
of blast loads. 
3. In Chapter IV, the physical properties of masonry walls and their 
constituent elements are presented. 
4. Computer program 11 WALBLAST, 11 for solving the equations of motion, 
is described in Chapter V. 
5. To demonstrate the perform~nce of the computer program, sample 
problems are presented in Chapter V~. 
3 
1.3 Literature Review 
Research aimed at predicting the response of structures to horizon-
tal blast loads has been underway for a significant period of time. As 
expected when a new field is investigated, the early efforts were limited 
to certain aspects of the problem. In addition, the complicated nature 
of both blast waves and the dynamic response of the structure made inves-
tigating the problem a difficult task to undertake. This led many inves-
tigators (25) (30) (33) (37) to develop methods aimed at establishing rapid, 
though for the most part approximate, techniques for design purposes. The 
corrunon procedure was to excite a mass-spring system having effective 
vibration characteristics similar to those of the frame of a building. 
The complex nature of the frame-wall interaction and its dependence 
on many unpredictable factors led many investigators to ignore wall resis-
tance to applied loads. Several attempts, however, were made to study the 
behavior of infilled frames subjected to lateral loads. Benjamin and 
Williams (6) performed experiments on masonry walls to determine their 
effectiveness in resisting shear forces. 
Smith (31) (32) to represent the infill. 
A diagonal strut was used by 
Blume (8) incorporated wall 
stiffness into a joint rotation index in order to determine the contribu-
tion of joint rotation deformation to the overall building response. A 
11 discrete physical model 11 representing the filler by a lumped mass-spring 
system was developed by Fedorkiw and Sozen (12) for the analysis of rein-
forced concrete frames with masonry filler. 
Investigation of the behavior of walls subjected to transverse load-
ing has been virtually limited to their response to static loads. A num-
ber of static tests on masonry walls were reported by Hedstrom (19) and 
Fishburn (13). Recently, however, there has been increasing interest in 
4 
the dynamic behavior of masonry walls. Wiehle and Bockholt (38) devel-
oped a method for evaluating the strength of existing structures sub-
jected to blast loading. Resistance functions were developed for 
exterior masonry and reinforced concrete walls using established analyti-
cal procedures which were then used in a dynamic analysis of a sinqle-
degree-of-freedom system. A series of tests on full-scale masonry wall 
panels were conducted by the URS Research Corporation (14) (15) (39) (40) 
using a shock tunnel facility to study various aspects of the behavior 
of masonry walls subjected to bl a's t loading. Willoughby ( 40) reported 
test results on panels having both simple beam and simple plate mounting 
conditions. They were found to develop similar cracking patterns of 
those of beams and plates, respectively. Gabrielsen and Wilton studied 
the arching effect. Walls with 11 rigid 11 (very snugly fitted) arching were 
found to have fai 1 ure overpressure four to five times those of non-arched 
walls, whereas those with "gapped" (having a gap at the top) arching were 
only slightly stronger than non-arched walls whose supports permit a cer-
tain degree of in-plane movement. Further tests (15) confirmed these 
results. 
Although relatively extensive work has been done on the experimental 
side, an elaborate mathematical treatment was lacking. In an attempt to 
satisfy this need, Summers (34) developed a "grillage finite element 
model" whereby the wall panel is replaced by discrete plate elements 
joined at the nodes. Each element is, in turn, replaced by an equivalent 
beam network. The principle involved was that a plate bending grillage 
representation can replace the plate continuum with an equivalen:t system 
of beams. The model produced favorable results. 
5 
The model proposed in this dissertation treats the masonry units as 
riqid bodies interconnected by three-dimensional 11 linkage 11 elements at 
the nodes as discussed in Chapter II. The idea of the linkage elements 
was introduced by Ngo and Scordelis (27) in a two-dimensional form to 
represent the bond forces between steel bars and concrete in a finite 
element analysis of singly-reinforced concrete beams. 
CHAPTER I I 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
2.1 Wall Patterns 
Masonry walls have traditionally been used in buildings in two major 
capacities: structural (load-bearing) and nonstructural, in which case 
walls are merely used for the protection of the interior of the building. 
The pattern commonly used for structural walls is the standard running 
bond (Figure l{a)). Several patterns are in use for nonstructural walls. 
They include such patterns as the horizontal stack {Figure l{b)), vertical 
stack, running bond, diagonal bond, basket weave, etc. The wall patterns 
treated in this analysis are the horizontal stack and the running bond. 
2.2 Mathematical Model 
Mortar is known to be the major contributor in developing the 
strength of masonry .walls (10) {18) (19). It is also the critical factor 
in wall failures, particularly bond failures. Consequently, the import-
ance of the role of mortar is emphasized in the chosen model. The model 
of a given wall panel consists of rigid masonry blocks 11 bound 11 together 
by a group of 11 linkage 11 elements which replace the mortar. Each linkage 
element is in the form of a cube for the horizontal stack pattern (a 
parallelepiped for the bed (horizontal) joints of the running bond pat-
tern) containing three orthogonal springs. A typical interior portion 






(a) Running Bond 
z 
(b) Horizontal Stack 
Figure 1. Wall Patterns Analyzed 
• I 
Block Element 
(a) Horizontal Stack 
(b) Running Bond 
Figure 2. Model Segments 
8 
Linkage Element 
.. . ' 
9 
2.2.l Block Elements 
The masonry blocks are assumed to have no deformations. Thus, each 
block retains its original dimensions throughout the loading process. A 
local coordinate system is assigned to each block. Each block has six 
degrees of freedom (Figure 3(a)): a translation in the direction of, and 
a rotation about, each of the block's orthogonal axes. 
-~J~2 Linkage Elements 
In order to simulate the mortar in the model, a three-dimensional 
linkage element was chosen. It consists of three orthogonal springs 
attached to two brackets in the form of diagonally split halves of a 
cube (or a parallelepiped) as shown in Figure 3(b). The springs repre-
sent the axial tensile or compressive force and the two planar shear 
forces. Linkage element surfaces normal to the axial spring are consid-
erect mounted to the blocks on the opposite sides. 
A mortar joint between two adjacent blocks is represented by four 
linkage elements. The location of each element on a given face must be 
chosen in such a way as to give the best representation of the mortar. 
Therefore, the location of the projection of the element center of grav-
ity on the side of a block (Figure 3(a)) was defined in terms of the 
adjustable nondimensional factors Aur' Aut' Av' and Aw for locations in 
the u, v, and w directions as follows: 
a' = aA · r ur' b I = bA . c I ::: CA . v' w (2 .1) 
2.3 Equations of Motion 
In order to formulate the equations of motion for a typical block, 
10 
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Projection of the Link-
age Element's C.G. s 
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q .v 2a 
(a) Block Element and Positive Degrees of Freedom 
v 
u 
(b) Linkage Element 
Figure 3. Model Elements 
ll 
it is necessary to develop some geometrical relationships. As mentioned 
earlier, the blocks are assumed to be ri~id. Consequently, all nodal 
displacements of a block can be conveniently related to those at its cen-
ter of gravity. 
2.3.1 Notation 
Prior to developing the geometrical relationships, it is appropriate 
to describe the notation used. The sides of a block are numbered from 1 
to 4 in the counterclockwise direction about thew-axis, starting with the 
right side as shown in Figure 3(a). Block corners are assigned letter 
indices. Points on the block surface where the projection of the center 
of gravity of the linkage elements are located (hereafter referred to as 
"nodes") are assigned the corresponding corner letter index and side num-
ber. Thus node il, for instance, is located near corner ion side 1. 
2.3.2 Geometrical Considerations 
The small displacement theory will be employed to develop the rela-
tionships between the nodal and centroidal displacements. Its applica-
tion, however, will be restricted to displacements occurring during a 
time increment ~t. 
The displacements of a typical corner (e.g., i in Figure 3(a)) in 
the u, v, and w directions are equivalent to the corresponding centroidal 
displacements; they will be added to the geometrical relationships later. 
Figure 4(a) shows a positive rotation by a block through a small angle cp. 
The resulting horizontal and vertical displacements for corner i are 
u ~ = a cos cp - a - b sin cp 
l 
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(c) Rotation About the u-Axis 
Figure 4. Nodal Displacements Due 
to Ro ta :ti on 
12 
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S'ince 1/1 is smal"I. Equation (?.2) reduces to 
u! = -b• and v~ = a~ 
l 1 
(2.3) 
The displacements at node il can be determined using Equation (2.3): 
= u ! + b sin~ 
1 




Substitution of the expressions for u~ and v~ from Equation (2.3), for 
1 1 
b' from Equation (2.1), and considering small displacements, allows Equa-
tion (2.4a) to be written as 
u ! = - ( 1 - A ) b~ 
11 v (2.4b) 
and 
(2.4c) 
The vertical and horizontal springs measuring shear forces are, however, 
located at a distance of tx/2 from side 1, where tx is the thickness of 
the vertical mortar joint. It follows that vi 1 must be measured at that 
location. Thus Equation (2.4c) must be modified to become 
t 
Vil = (a + ;)~ (2.4d) 
In Figure 4(b), a rotation about the v-axis is considered. Follow-
ing the above procedure, the displacements of node il due to this rota-
tion are 
u11 = (1 - >. )cs il w 
(2.5) 
t 
Wi 1 = (a + 2x)s 
14 
A rotation about the u-axis is illustrated in Figure 4(c). This in turn 





= (1 - "v)be 
= -(l - "w)ce 
(2.6) 
The translational displacements of node il in the u, v, and w directions 
are equivalent to those at the center of gravity as indicated earlier. 
The total translational displacements are, therefore, 
uil = u + ui1 + u" i1 
Vil = V + Vil + v" (2.7a) il 
wil = W + Wi 1 + w .. il 
Equations (2.4b), (2.4d), (2.5), and (2.6) ate substituted in Equation 
(2.7a) to obtain 
t 
vil = v + (a + ;)~ - (1 - "w)ce (2.7b) 
t 
wil = w - (a + !)s + (1 - "v)be 
Equation (2.7b) expresses the displacements of node il in terms of the 
six centroidal displacements. Similar expressions can be obtained for 
the remaining fifteen nodes. These relationships are conveniently pre-






l 0 0 0 (I - Aw)c -(l • Ay)b 
0 1 0 ·(1, • Aw)c 0 <• + t/2) 
0 0 1 (1 • iv)b •(I + t/2) 0 
1· 0 0 0 (1 • i 11 )c ·<b • t m .Y 
0 1 0 ·(1 • Aw)c 0 (1 • Aur)a 
0 0 1 (b. v2> .(1 • 1ur> 1 0 
l 0 0 0 (1 • A)c (1 • Aylb 
0 1 0 ·(1 • Aw)c 0 (• + t/2) 
0 0 1 ·(1 • AV)b ·(a + t/2) 0 
l 0 0 0 (1 • Aw)c (b + t/2) 
0 1 0 ·(I • Aw)c 0 (1 • 1url• 
0 a 1 -(b. v2> ·(l • Aurl• 0 
1 0 a 0 • (1 • 111Jc ·(1 • AV}b 
0 1 0 (1 • A,.)c 0 (a + t/2) 
0 0 1 (l • Av)b ·(• + t/2) 0 
1 0 0 0 ·(1 • Aw)c ·(b + t/2) 
0 1 0 (1 • i,.)c 0 (1 • Aur>• 
0 0 1 (b + t/2) ·(1 • Aur>• 0 
1 0 0 0 -(1 - i,.Jc (1 • Av}b 
0 1 0 (1 • Aw)c 0 (A + t/2} 
0 0 1 ·(1 • lv)b ·(• + t/2} 0 
1 0 0 0 ·(1 • Aw)c (b + lyl2l 
0 1 0 (1 • Aw)c 0 (l • Aur)a 
0 0 1 ·<b. v2> • (1 • Au~)I 0 
1 0 0 0 ·(1 • Aw)c ·(b + tj2) 
w 
(2.8a) 
0 1 0 (1 • A,.)c 0 ·(1 • Aul )a 
0 0 1 (b • v2> ( 1 • Aut )• 0 
l 0 0 0 ·(1 • i,.lc ·(1 • ly)b 
0 1 0 (1 • i,.)c 0 ·(• + t/2) 
0 0 1 (1 • lv)b (• + t/2) 0 
1 0 0 0 ~(1 • Aw}c (1 - Av)b 
0 1 0 (1 • i,.)c 0 ·(• + t/2) 
0 0 1 •(1 • Av)b (a + t/2) 0 
1 0 0 o· .(1 - Aw)c (b + t/2) 
0 1 0 ( 1 • Aw)c 0 • (1 • Aut )a 
0 0 1 ·<b. v2> (1 • Aut)a 0 
1 0 0 0 (1 • Aw)c -(b. v2) 
0 1 0 ·(1 • •w)c 0 ·(1 • Aut)a 
0 0 1 (b. v2> (1 • Aut)a 0 
1 0 0 0 ( 1 - Aw}c ·(l • Av)b 
0 1 0 ·O • i .. >c 0 •(A + t/2) 
0 0 I (1 • i.)b (1 + t/2) 0 
1 0 0 0 (1 - Aw)c (1 • Av}b 
0 I 0 -(1 • i,.lc 0 -(• + t/2) 
0 0 1 -(1 • i.)b (• + t/2) 0 
1 0 0 0 (1 • •w)c (b + t/2) 
0 1 0 ·(1 • lw)c 0 ·(1 • Aut)a 
0 0 1 -<b. v2> (1 • 10,la a . 
L. -
{Un}= nodal displacements vector (48 x l); 
{Uc} = centroidal displacements vector (6 x l); and 
[G] ==geometry matrix (4B x 6). 
2.3.3 Horizontal Stack Pattern 
16 
In the following equations the superscripts refer to the appropriate 
block in Figure 5. Forces at the center of gravity of block A can be re-
lated to those at the nodes using the [G] matrix as follows: 
(2.9) 
Forces acting at the center of gravity are the applied time-dependent 
forces and the inertia forces which are, of course, in opposite direc-
tions. Thus, 
where 
{F~(t)} =vector of external centroidal forces (6 x l); 
{UA} =vector of centroidal accelerations (6 x l); and c 
(M] =diagonal mass matrix for a block (6 x 6). 














(Forces on sides 3 and 4 
























For a solid brick: 
M = mass of the brick 
M 2 2 I = - (c + a ) v 3 
18 
(2.12) 
For a concrete block, different expressions for Iu' Iv' and Iw are pre-
sented in Appendix A. 
Nodal forces are dependent on the spring stiffnesses of the linkage 
elements, the relative nodal displacements of block A, and those of the 
surrounding blocks. These relationships are given by Equation (2.13a) 
on the following page. The same equation can be expressed as 
(2.13b) 
where {UBCDE} is the vector of nodal displacements (24 x 1) of the sur-
n 
rounding blocks. Substitution of Equation (2.10) into (2.9) results in 
(2.14) 
Combination of Equations (2.8b) and (2.14) leads to Equation (2.15a): 
(2.15a) 
in which [Gm] is the 48 x 24 geometry matrix of elements B, C, D, and E 
given on page 21. Symbolic expansion of [Gm] and {U~CDE} in Equation 
(2. 15a) yields 
ti •• ' II •a ' fl •• ~ 
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where [K] = [G] T (kJ[G] and [KA], [K8], [KD], and [KE] are the stiffness 
matrices for block A and the surrounding blocks. Equation (2.15d) may 
be rearranged as 
(2. 15e) 
Equation (2.15e) is the equation of motion for a typical block in the 
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Equations (2.11), (2.9). and (2.10) are applicable to the running 
bond pattern also. Due to the pattern difference, however, the vector 
of relative nodal displacements is different. The nodal displacements 
can be expressed as (see Figure 6) 
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{FA} = LkJ 
{U R.4} - m2 (2.17a) n 
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(Forces on sides 3 and 4 
are not shown for clarity.) 





From this point on the same procedure used for the horizontal stack pat-
tern can be applied, resulting in the following equation of motion for a 
typical block in the running bond pattern: 
(2.18) 
The stiffness matrices [KA], [K8], and [KO] are the same matrices devel-
oped for the horizontal stack pattern and are given in Appendix B. 
Matrices [KCR], [KER], [KF], and [KH] are also presented in Appendix B. 
2.3.5 Equations of Motion for the Wall System 
The equations of motion for a complete wall can be assembled using 
the equation of motion for a typical block (Equation (2.15e) or (2.18)). 
Consider, for example, the horizontal stack wall portion shown in Figure 
7. The mass matrix and vectors of accelerations, displacements, and 
loads are arranged as shown in Equation (2.19a). To assemble the system 
stiffness matrix, each block in Figure 7 is compared to the block arrange-
ment of Figure 4. Blocks l, 2, and 5, for instance, correspond to blocks 
A, B, and C, respectively, in Figure 4. Therefore, [KA], [K8], and [KC] 
must be located in the first row in the proper positions to be compatible 
with the associated displacement vectors. This process is then repeated 
for the other blocks. The system equations of motion for a wall with n 
blocks are given in Equation (2.19a). In a compact form, Equation (2.19a) 
becomes 
.. 
rMsJ{Us} + [Ks]{Us} = {Fs(t)} (2.19b) 
5 6 
2 3 4 
Figure 7. Portion of a Horizontal Stack Wall 
~ - -
LMJ [KA] 0 1 {U1 }I l[K~J I [K~J I 0 I 0 l EK~J I 0 I  I lrn1 }I lff 1} 
LMJ [KO] [KA] [KB] 0 0 [KC] 0 2 2 2 2 {U2}I IEK2J I [K;J I [K2J I  I  I [K2J I  I l{U2}I lff2} 
l:MJ 0 [KO] [KA] [KB] 0 0 [KC] 3 3 3 3 {U3}1 ~·  I EK3J I [K3J I EK3J I  I  I [K3JI l{U3}1 l{F 3} 
l 
l:MJ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. + = 
LMJ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
l:MJ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
LMJ 
'-- -
0 0 [KE] 0 0 [KO] [KA] n n n 
~ -
.. 
{Un~ ~Un~ ~n2 
(6nx6n) (6nxl) (6nx6n) (6nxl)(6nxl) 
( n is the number of elements in the wa 11.) 
( 2. l 9a) 
N 
CJ1 
2.4 Solution of the Equations of Motion 
Equation (2.19b) represents the general form of the equation of 
motion for both the horizontal stack and the running bond patterns. 
Newmark's B method (26) was used to solve these equations as outlined 
here. 
2.4.l Application of Newmark's Method 
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Equation (2.19b) can be reorganized to solve for the accelerations 
as follows: 
.. 
CMs]{Us} = {Fs(t)} - [Ks]{Us} (2.19c) 
Premultiplying both sides by CMsr1 yields 
= CM r 1 (ff ( t)} - [ K ] {U } ) s s s s . (2.19d) 
The general form of the expression for the displacements in the B 
method is given by 
(2.20a) 
in which ~t is the time increment. For ~ = 1/6 
(2.20b) 
The velocities are calculated from 
( 2. 21 ) 




3.1 Blast Wave 
A blast wave is defined by Merritt (23, p. 74) as 11 an atmospheric 
disturbance characterized by an almost discontinuous increase in pressure 
accompanied by simultaneous changes in temperatures, density, and parti-
cle velbcity. 11 In order to study the blast effects on a given structure, 
the characteristics of the blast wave must be known. Such characteris-
tics include the peak overpressure and the pressure-time history. The 
variation in these factors depends on the type of explosion and the atmo-
spheric conditions. 
Although the physical properties of the energy source or explosive 
affect the observed characteristics of air blast waves in one or more 
respects, evidence indicates that at reasonable distance from the center 
of the explosion all blast waves, regardless of the source, share a com-
mon general configuration. Figure 8(a) shows typical pressure-time 
curves resulting from nuclear and chemical explosions, measured at a 
given location from the source of explosion. Both waves have positive 
as well as negative phases. The latter, however, is of minor importance 
and is often neglected, especially when the failure of a structural ele-







(a) Nuclear and Chemical Blast Curves 
p 
t - tr - ( t-t ) I ( td-t ) 
-p (l ) r r P s - so - t - t e 
d r 
-P = P ( t/t ) s so r 
. (b) Positive Phase With Rise Time 
Figure 8. Pressure-Time History for Blast Waves 
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3.2 Non-Ato~ic Blast Data 
A blast wave may be generated by the sudden release of stored energy 
which occurs in the form of an explosion. The failure of a high-pressure 
gas storage vessel or steam boiler are examples of non-atomic sources of 
explosion. Another source is that of a chemical explosion. Experimental 
data on explosions of this type are not readily available on a wide scale. 
One good source for data is a Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL) re-
port compiled by Goodman (16) on bare spherical pentolite charges. In-
formation such as overpressure, duration, impulse, and distance from the 
explosion are tabulated and plotted in the report. Another reference is 
a comprehensive text by Baker (7) dealing with blast phenomena. 
Blast data in the BRL report or in a similar source can be used in 
two ways. For a wall located at a given distance from the center of ex-
plosion of a known charge, the pressures and durations are determined 
from the graphs in the report. The computer program described in Chapter 
V can then be used to determine the wall behavior under the given circum-
stances. Conversely, the impulse causing failure of a given wall can be 
determined after running the program. The distance at which failure 
occurs can then be obtained from the impulse graph in the report, followed 
by the side-on overpressure and duration from other graphs. 
Even though reference above was made to the BRL report which was 
prepared for pentolite, the procedure is by no means restricted to pento-
1 ite. Pentolite has been widely used in blast experiments because it 
gave reproducible data when detonated in small quantities. Blast proper-
ties of other chemical explosives can be obtained using conversion fac-
tors as reported by Baker (7). 
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3.3 Blast Loading 
Blast loading on a given structure is a direct result of the pres-
ence of that structure in the path of the blast wave. _The interaction 
between the blast wave and the structure is a complex phenomenon affected 
by numerous factors such as type of both the explosion and the structure, 
distance from the center of the explosion, and orientation with respect 
to the direction of the blast wave. When this information is specified, 
the load further depends on the face of the building being considered, 
since a certain pressure-time relationship exists for each face of the 
building. 
3.3.1 Pressure-Time History 
Attempting to define the form of the blast wave as a function of 
time in mathematical terms has not been an easy task. Expressions of 
varying complexity have been sug~ested to describe the positive phase as 
reported by Baker (7). They were based on theoretical and/or experimental 
data. The following expressions, modified from expressions in References 
(7) and (29) to describe the positive phase of Figure 8(b), are probably 
the best compromise: 
and 
where 
p ( t) = p ( t/ t ) s so r 
p 
so 
ps(t) =overpressure at time t; 
t <t<t (3.la) o r 
(3. lb) 
P - peak side-on overpressure; so 
tr= rise time after shock arrival; and 
td = duration of the positive phase. 
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The corresponding positive impulse representing the area under the curve 
in Figure 8(b) is obtained by integrating Equation (3.la, b), resulting in 
(3.2) 
3.3.2 Loading Distribution 
The distribution of the blast pressure over the wall area in diffrac-
tion type (closed or almost completely closed) structures depends on a 
number of factors. In addition to the type and orientation of the build-
ing mentioned earlier, the loading distribution further depends on the 
location of the wall in the building and the total area of openings in the 
wall, if any. Given the many uncertainties involved in the interaction 
process between the blast wave and the structure, precise loading informa-
tion is hard to obtain and may not be justified. 
For walls with no openings, the blast wave generally yields a loading 
distribution which can be considered uniform, sinusoidal (e.g., on an 
interior wall), or a combination of both. For sinusoidal distribution 
Equation (3. la, b) are expressed as 
t < t < t ( 3. 3a) o r 
and 
t- t -(t-t )/(t -t ) 
(t) P (1 _ t _ /) e r d r Psin = sin 
d r 
tr < t < t d ( 3. 3b) 
Similarly, the following expressions apply for uniformly distributed load: 
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pu(t) = Pu ( t/tr) t < t < t ( 3. 4a) o r 
and 
t- t -(t-t )/(td-t ) 
pu(t) = P (l _ r) e r r u t - t d r 
For the general case when a combination of uniform and sinusoidal distri-
bution is present, the pressure at any point at time t is given by 
(3.5) 
in which Land Hare the clear length and height of the wall, respective-
ly (refer to Figure 1 for the coordinate system used). 
In order to evaluate the external load acting on a given block, Equa-
tion (3.5) is used to determine the pressure on the block. The equiva-
lent concentrated load, acting at the centroid of the block in the 
w-direction, is then calculated. This represents the third element in 
the vector of external forces {F~(t)} in Equations (2.15e) and (2.18). 
CHAPTER IV 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES ANO SPRING STIFFNESSES 
4. l General 
The basic elements used in masonry construction are the masonry 
units and their bonding agent, mortar. As a result, the strength proper-
ties of a masonry structure depend on, excluding other factors such as 
the method of construction and curing conditions, the properties of its 
elements. The properties of these elements, in turn, depend entirely on 
those of their constituents and on the methods of production. 
The first portion of this chapter will be devoted to the description 
of the basic properties of masonry. The remainder will deal with the 
evaluation of spring stiffnesses and related properties for linkage ele-
ments. 
4.2 Masonry Units 
The masonry units commonly used in masonry construction are clay 
bricks and concrete blocks. Several versions of each type are available. 
Selection of the type of units to be used in a given structure depends on 
the specifications of the structure. 
4.2.l Clay Bricks 
Common (building) brick is, as its name implies, a clay product 
33 
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fired at high temperatures to near-vitrification. It is available in a 
wide variety of shapes and qualities. The basic unit, however, is a 
rectangular block, solid or cored not in excess of 25 percent. 
In selecting a brick for use in masonry construction, the general 
requirements are that it should be durable and possess sufficient 
strength to enable the masonry to carry the design loads. The durability 
of the unit would largely depend on the weather conditions at the con-
struction site, particularly with respect to the degree of exposure to 
moisture and freezing conditions. Compressive strength of brick is a 
function of raw material, manufacturing process, degree of burning, and 
unit size and shape. Some of the physical properti~s of building bricks 
are tabulated in Table I. It is to be mentioned that size variations do 
exist, especially the length and thickness. 
4.2.2 Concrete Blocks 
Concrete blocks are masonry units made of water, portland cement, 
and various types of aggregates such as sand, gravel, crushed stone, air-
cooled slag, coal cinders, expanded shale, clay, etc. Depending on the 
type of aggregate used, blocks of various weights are produced. 
A concrete block may be solid or hollow with two or three cores. 
It may be load-bearing or non-load-bearing. Some of the physical prop~ 
erties of concrete masonry units are given in Table II. 
4.3 Mortar 
Mortar for masonry construction is a mixture of cementitious 
materials, sand (natural or manufactured), and water. The cementitious 















SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CLAY BRICKS 
Dimensionsa (in.) Compressive Strength 
Length Width Thickness (psi) 
12 4 2 
8, 12 4 2~, 4, 51 
4 3 





aFrom Reference (21). 
bMinimum specified by ASTM C62-75a (3) for Grade MW. 




l 04 - 142 
TABLE II 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS 
Compressive Strength (psi) 
Dimensions (in.) Load-Bearinga Non-Load-Bearing0 
Nominal Actual (Average Gross Area) (Average Net Area) 
7h7hl5~ 
lOOOc 600c 
8x8xl6 e a 
(800)d (500)d 
aMinimum specified by ASTM C90-75 (3) for Grade N-I. 
bMinimum specified by ASTM Cl29-75 (3). 
cAverage of three units. 
dindividual unit. 
Unit Weight (lb/ft3) 
Light Medium Normal 
up 105 125 
to to or 
104 124 more 
w 
°' 
combination thereof, and may include in addition quicklime or hydrated 
1 i me. 
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The American Concrete Institute (/\CI) specifications (1) for con-
crete masonry structures recommend ASTM mortar Type M, S, or N for load-
bearing non-reinforced masonry. ASTM specifications (3) for proportion-
ing and compressive strength of mortar are listed in Table III, along 
with corresponding tensile strength from Reference (20). 
4.4 Mortar-Unit Interaction 
As indicated earlier, the strength of masonry construction depends 
primarily on the properties of both the masonry units and the mortar. 
Furthermore, the integrity of the masonry depends on how well the masonry 
units are joined together by the mortar. The stresses needed to separate 
the mortar from a masonry unit by axial or shear forces are known as the 
tensile bond strength and shear bond strength, respectively. 
The structural bond between the mortar and the units is an important 
factor in the structural behavior of masonry walls. In fact, bond 
strength was found to have a distinct limiting effect on the flexural 
strength of masonry walls. In flexural strength tests on various masonry 
walls subjected to static transverse loads, Fishburn (13) and Hedstrom 
(19) reported bond failure in all walls tested in flexure. Thus, bond 
strength is considered the weak link in masonry walls. 
Various -factors are known to have an effect on the bond strength. 
Of major importance is having the joints between the individual units 
completely filled with mortar. Furthermore, mortar should have an ade-
quate water retentivity. This can be achieved by having the maximum 
water content of mortar consistent with workability, along with an 
TABLE III 
MIX DATA AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MORTAR 
Proportions (Parts by Volume)a 







Cement Cement Lime Putty 
1 I 1 --
i 
l -- 1/4 
1/2 1 --
l -- over 1/4 to 1/2 
-- l --
1 -- over 1 /2 to 1~ 
-- l --
1 -- over 1~ to 2~ 
l -- over 2~ to 4 
aASTM, specifications (3). 
bFrom Reference (20). 
Aggregate 
The sum of the 
volumes of the 
cements and limes 
must be greater 

























acceptable initial rate of absorption of the masonry units. In addition, 
Copeland and Saxer (10) found that tensile and shear bond increased with 
the ratio of portland cement to the weaker cementitious constituents 
(lime or masonry cement) and with the compressive strength of mortar. 
They further noted that higher initial flow had a favorable effect on 
tensile bond, while increasing the air content beyond 7 to 8 percent had 
an adverse effect. 
Noteworthy in this context is an expression proposed by Grimm (18) 
for calculating the bond strength of conventional mortar to brick. 
Based on extensive research, the expression was given in terms of the 
initial flow, air content, and time of exposure of mortar. 
4.5 Spring Stiffnesses for Linkage Elements 
As indicated in section 2.2.2, mortar between the masonry units is 
represented in the wall model by four linkage elements. Each linkage 
element encloses three springs arranged in the x, y, and z directions to 
measure the displacements and therefore the corresponding axial, in-plane 
shear, and transverse shear forces. 
Spring stiffnesses ki used in Equation (2.13) were determined for 
beams by applying the basic theories of strength of materials. In order 
to have the same shear and moment capacity in a masonry beam as those in 
an equivalent elastic beam, the stiffness expression for springs in the 
axial direction of head joints was found to be 
(4.1) 
where 
A = one-fourth of the area of contact between a masonry unit and 
a mortar joint; 
E = modulus of elasticity of mortar; and 
£2 center-to-center distance between blocks in the x-direction. 
Accordingly, each of the four axial springs must be located such that 
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c - c' = ~ 
~ 
(4.2) 
Using the expression for c' from Equation (2.1), Equation (4.2) yields 
1 
A 
The stiffness expression for transverse shear was found to be 
in which G is the shear modulus of mortar. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
For simply supported walls with two-way action, the stiffnesses 
obtained from the above expressions proved to be too high when the wall 
behavior was compared with an equivalent elastic plate. Thus, further 
investigation was necessary. The solution of several examples was 
attempted. This led to a modified version of Equation (4.4) to be used 
for plates. The modified expression is 
(4.5) 
in which 2c is the thickness of the wall, and his the center-to-center 
distance between blocks parallel to the y-axis. In addition, the stiff-
ness of the springs representing in-plane shear, which was not important 
for beams, had a significant effect on the behavior of walls. The 
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Favorable results were obtained when Equations (4.1), (4.5), and (4.6) 
were used for simply supported walls, with the linkage elements located 
such that 
- l "u - 3 
for the horizontal stack pattern and 0.488 for the running bond pattern 
(due to geometry), 
and 
1 - 1 /\v - 3 
A. = w 
Using Equations (4.1), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) and referring to Figure 9, 
the axial and shear stiffness formulas for head as well as bed joints in 
terms of the dimensions of the mortar and the masonry units were devel-
oped. These expressions are given in Table IV. It should be noticed 
that when hollow concrete units are used, mortar for bed joints is com-
manly spread over the face shells only. Thus, the area of contact was 
considered as such for this case. 
4.5.l Modulus of Elasticity of Mortar 
Illustrated in Figure 10 is the nonlinear nature of the stress-
strain curve for mortar. It can be seen, however, that up to a stress 




















(b) Solid Bricks in Horizontal 
Stack Pattern 




STIFFNESS EXPRESSIONS FOR LINKAGE ELEMENTS 
Type of Head Joints Bed Joints 
Masonry Unit Axial Shear (v) Shear (w) Axial Shear ( u) Shear(w) 
Hollow a c j 2b wj G d aw. E. aw. G 2a w. G b w. E. b w. G 
(s)f Concrete J 1 J J 1 J J 
Blocks t2b £2 
! 3£2 ( r) he I 
h 3h 
Solid be E. be G 2bc G ( ) 
ac E. ac G 2ac G ( ) Masonry 1 1 
£2 £2 3£ r h -h- 3h s Units 2 
aFor compression i = l, 2, ... , number of segments in the stress-strain curve, 
for tension i = 1; 
bt2 = the center-to-center distance between blocks in the x-direction. 
cG = E/[2(l+v)], where vis Poisson 1 s ratio for mortar. 
dr = 1 for beams and (2c/h) 2 for walls~ 
eh = the center-to-center distance between blocks in the y-direction. 



































Water-Cement Ratio: 0.55 
Age: 28 days 
(Curves reproduced from Reference (11)) 
A 
2 4 6 
Strain (x 10-3), in./in. 
Figure 10. Typical Stress-Strain Curves of Mortar 
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essentially linear. Obviously, the slope and therefore the modulus of 
r~lilr;tici f.y ilrc~ variable in the nonlinear reqion. 
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In order to evaluate the modulus of elasticity for the entire 
stress-strain range, the original curve is replaced by a number of 
linear segments representing the original curve as closely as possible. 
Thus, the moduli of elasticity are reduced to a finite number. This is 
illustrated in Figure 10, in which curve A is replaced by the three-
segment dashed line. Consequently, three moduli of elasticity are ob-
tainable for the three linear segments. 
4.5.2 Poisson's Ratio for Mortar 
In evaluating the shear modulus G for mortar to be used in Equations 
(4.4), (4.5), and (4.6), it is necessary to know Poisson's ratio for mor-
tar. Various mixes were tested by Anson and Newman (4). They reported 
an increase in Poisson's ratio with the water-cement ratio of a given 
mix. On the other hand, they observed a decrease in Poisson's ratio with 
the increase of aggregate ratio in the mix. The tests produced Poisson's 
ratios ranging from 0.168 to 0.227. Based on these results, an average 
value of 0.19 may be suggested. In general, Poisson's ratio for mortars 
and concretes lies between 0.1 and 0.2 (4). An average value of 0.15, 
therefore, seems more reasonable for general use. 
4.5.3 Stiffness Modifications for Simple 
Supports and Running Bond 
The spring stiffness for shear in the transverse direction calcu-
lated from Equation (4.4) is the basic stiffness, applicable wherever 
the distance between the centroids of adjacent blocks is a block length 
plus a joint thickness in the x-direction or a block thickness and a 
joint thickness in they-direction. In Figure 11 the basic center-to-
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center distance in the x-direction is i 2. The distance between the cen-
ter of the first block and the left support is i 1. To be consistent, 
the stiffness of the side boundaries must be increased by the ratio 
i 2;i1• This is true for all boundaries. It is also applicable at the 
head joints of the running bond pattern when one of two adjacent blocks 
is not a complete block. The same principle applies to the bed joints 
of the running bond pattern. Since the centroids of blocks in consecu-
tive courses are not aligned along a line parallel to the y-axis, the 
bed joint stiffness must be reduced by the ratio of h to the actual in-
clined distance between the centroids of the blocks. Expressions for 
the modified stiffnesses are given in Figure 11. 
Boundary sti.ffnesses obtained from the expressions of Figure 11 are 
the maximum values. In order to simulate a simple support, all blocks 
along the boundary must have the same transverse displacement. This was 
done by having boundary stiffnesses vary according to a sine curve along 
each boundary, with the expressions of Figure 11 representing the peak 
values.· For example, the expression for the upper and lower boundaries 
is 
TIX 
kTB = K6 sin (~x)/[l - ~TI sin (~)] 
where k6 is defined in Figure 11, xis the distance from the left support 
to the spring, and x is the distance from the left support to the cen-c 
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where k~w is the basic shear stiffness for head joints (Equation (4.5)) 
l 
and k~ is the corresponding bed joint stiffness (Table IV) . 
. Figure 11. Modified Shear Stiffnesses for Simple Supports 
and Running Bond 
CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
5.1 General 
The computer program described herein was prepared to perform the 
calculations involved in solving the system equations of motion developed 
in Chapter II. The program is capable of analyzing the horizontal stack 
pattern of masonry walls as well as four versions of the running bond 
pattern (Figure 12). The loading provisions consist of a typical blast 
loading, in addition to a number of the common dynamic loads. Masonry 
units may be either solid or hollow-core blocks. 
The program was written in FORTRAN IV language for solution using 
the IBM system 370/158 computer. Minor changes may be necessary for run-
ning the program on other types of computers having a FORTRAN compiler. 
5.2 Program Organization 
Program vJALBLAST is composed of a main program, 11 subroutines, and 
a BLOCK DATA subprogram. The main program (Figure 13) is the organizer 
which basically consists of four CALL statements to execute the major sub-
routines in the required sequence. The CALL statements are executed as 
many times as the number of problems. vJritten in this modular form, the 




(a) Horizontal Stack 
(KODE = 0) 
DI II II I 
DOI IDD 
I II II II I 
DOI ~~ I II II I 
(b) Running Bond, Version I 
(KODE = 1) 
DI II II I 
5?952:] 
DI II ID 
DI II II I 
(d) Running Bond, Version III 
(KODE = 3) 
~I 20 101 22 l@J 
~000 
~LJIJI 12. II 13 I~ 
0000 
OJI 2 11 3 II 4 10 
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(e) Running Bond, Version IV 
(KODE = 4) 
· Figure 12. Wall Patterns to be Used in the Program 
READ Identifi.cation of Run 
PRINT Identification of Run 
READ Problem Number and Identification 









Figure 13. Flow Diagram for the Main Program 
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The function of each of the subroutines will be discussed in some 
detail in the following sections of this chapter. A listing of the pro-
gram is provided in Appendix C. 
5.2.l Subroutine ID 
The purpose of this subroutine was for reading and printing the data 
for the problem. A guide for input data is presented in Appendix D. The 
wall type is to be specified by the appropriate code number, as indicated 
in Figure 12. A summary flow diagram is given in Figure 14. 
5.2.2 Subroutine CORDS 
This subroutine performs two major functions. They are: (l) to 
determine the number of blocks in thewall, along with other information 
such as the number of blocks per row, the number of rows, etc.; and (2) 
to assign a number and determine the x, y, and z coordinates for each 
block with respect to the global coordinates system. A summary flow dia-
gram is shown in Figure 15. 
Examples of the numbering system used are given in Figure 12. 
Choosing this system was primarily due to the programming method used in 
association with the stiffness matrices (section 5.2.8). 
5.2.3 Subroutine LINKEL 
All the necessary spring stiffnesses are calculated in this subrou-
tine using the material in section 4.5. As indicated in the flow diagram 
(Figure 16), the stiffnesses are calculated for interior as well as bound-
ary springs. The expressions of Table IV were used for interior joints. 
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Determine Number of Blocks 
in the X- and Y-Directions 
No 
Calculate Center-to-Center Distance 
Between Block Portions and Next Complete Block 
Calculate Number of Odd and Even Rows 
Calculate Number of Blocks in·Wall 
Calculate; X-Coordinate for First Two Rows 
Determine Block Number for Blocks 
Along the Left, Right, and Upper Boundaries 
Repeat X-Coordinate Calculations 
for Consecutive Row Pairs 
Calculate the Y-Coordinates 















Calculate Effective Length and Thickness of Blocks 
RETURN 




l I Calculate Modulus of Elasticity I 
E and Shear Modulus G 
i I Calculate Basic Spring Stiffnesses 
for Interior Joints 
i 
Calculate Axial and Shear Stiffnesses 
for Springs Along the Left Boundary 
l 
Calculate Axial and Shear Stiffnesses 
for Springs Along the Right Boundary 
i 
Calculate Axial and Shear Stiffnesses 
for Springs Along the Upper Boundary 
J 
Calculate Axial and Shear Stiffnesses 
for Springs Along the Lower Boundary 
J 
Assign Stiffnesses for Springs Representing 
the Head Joints for All Blocks 
l 
Assign Stiffnesses for Springs Representing 
the Bed Joints for All Blocks 
l 
Determine the Maximum Allowable Forces 
for Springs in Tension, Compression, and Shear 
i 
I RETURN 
Figure 16. Summary Flow Diagram for Subroutine LINKEL 
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l. Free support. All spring stiffnesses were set to zero. 
2. Simple support. For axial springs the stiffnesses were set to 
zero. The expressions given in section 4.5.3 were used for shear. 
3. SyITT11etry condition. This condition is useful in a situation 
when only a portion of the wall is analyzed due to symmetry. Such sym-
metry may be with respect to the x-axis, y-axis, or both. Since walls 
with running bond patterns are not symmetric, this condition is re-
stricted to the horizontal stack pattern. The spring stiffensses speci-
fied for this case are those of a similar interior joint. 
Noteworthy is the fact that the modulus of elasticity was neglected 
in all calculations in this subroutine. The task of multiplying each 
stiffness value by the proper modulus of elasticity is performed in sub-
routine STIF (section 5.2.6). 
5.2.4 Subroutines LOAD, STAHS, and STARS 
The loads on a given wa 11 are stored by the program in a two-
dimens i ona l array (P) having six rows and as many columns as the number 
of blocks in the wall. The six rows allow for a load in the direction 
of each of the degrees of freedom of a block. The loads applied in this 
study are the static in row 2 and the dynamic in row 3. All loads on a 
block are considered to be concentrated at its centroid. 
The static load is due to the wall 1 s own weight. For the horizontal 
stack pattern the static load is calculated in subroutine STAHS. For the 
running bond pattern this function is performed by subroutine STARS. De-
pending on the type of wall being analyzed, one of these subroutines is 





Calculate Peak Dynamic Load in the 
Z-Direction on Each Block for All Blocks 
Proportion Load According to Loading 
Function Used and Time Reached for All Blocks 
Subroutine 
STAHS 
Calculate Static Load 
on Each Block for All 
Blocks for Horizontal Stack 
Calculate Effective Block 
Weight for All Blocks 
RETURN 
RETURN 
Calculate Effective Block 
Weight for All Blocks 
Calculate Static Load 
on Each Block for All 
Blocks for Running Bond 
RETURN 
Figure 17. Summary Flow Diagrams for Subroutines 
LOAD, STAHS, and STARB 
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Dynamic load calculations are performed by subroutine LOAD. The 
load on each block is calculated from a loading distribution over the 
entire wall that is sinusoidal, uniform, or a combination of both, as 
specified. The variation with time is calculated from one of the load-
time functions shown in Figure 18. One of these functions needs to be 
specified in the problem data by specifying the appropriate ILOAD code. 
Subroutine LOAD is executed when called by subroutine SOLVER (Figure 22) 
at TIME = O and at every time interval thereafter. 
5.2.5 Subroutine MASS 
The mass and mass moment of inertia are calculated in this subrou-
tine. Solid brick as well as two- and three-core concrete blocks are 
treated. Mass calculations were based on the effective block wei~ht 
calculated in subroutines STAHS and STARB. This weight includes half 
the weight of each of the surrounding mortar joints in addition to the 
actual weight of the unit. 
In calculating the mass moment of inertia for solid and hollow 
units, separate calculations were necessary, as shown in the flow diagram 
of Figure 19. Equation (2.2) was used for solid bricks; those used for 
the hollow concrete blocks are given in Appendix A. 
This subroutine is executed once by a CALL statement in subroutine 
SOLVER (Figure 22). 
5.2.6 Subroutine STIF 
This subroutine had a dual purpose. The first was providing the 



















tr t c 
p 
Definition of terms for data input: 
RTIME = Rise time = tr 
CTIME = Duration of constant pressure = tc 
DTIME = Decay time = tde 
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(!LOAD = 1) 
(!LOAD = 2) 
(!LOAD = 3) 
(!LOAD = 4) 
(!LOAD = 5) 




Calculate Block Mass for 
Use With Linear Displacements 
No Yes 
Calculate the Inverse of the Mass 
Moment of Inertia for Solid Bricks 
Calculate the Inverse of the Mass 
Moment of Inertia for Hollow Concrete 
Blocks, Both Full and Portions 
Figure 19. 
RETURN 
Summary Flow Diagram for Sub-
routine MASS 
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subroutine LINKEL. The second was constructing the various stiffness 
matrices of Chapter II. A summary flow diagram is shown in Figure 20. 
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Coding for the specification of the modulus of elasticity E occupies 
a very small area at the beginning of the subroutine, but performs an 
important function. Depending on a code stored in array NSTAGE for each 
spring in the wall, the proper E value is selected to multiply by the 
value obtained for spring stiffnesses in subroutine LINKEL. Originally, 
the code is set to one for all springs. It is then updated in subroutine 
SOLVER for the successive regions for springs in compression, or failure 
for those in shear or tension. 
The overwhelming portion of the subroutine was reserved for con-
structing the stiffness matrices used in Equations (2.15e) and (2.18) and 
given in expanded form in Appendix B. 
5.2.7 Subroutines FORCES and GEOMET 
The force developed in each spring is calculated in subroutine 
FORCES, as shown in the flow diagram of Figure 21. First, the geometry 
matrix [G] used in Equation (2.Ba,b) fs assembled in subroutine GEOMET 
which is executed by a CALL statement. Knowing the centroidal displace-
ments from subroutine SOLVER, the nodal displacements for each block are 
obtained using the geometry matrix. Change in the length of each spring 
is then calculated as the absolute difference between the nodal displace-
ments of the two blocks at its ends. Finally, the force in each spring 
is calculated as the product of the stiffness and the change in length. 
Subroutine FORCES is executed by CALL statements in subroutine 
SOLVER (Figure 22). The first CALL is for calculating the spring forces 
Subroutine 
STIF 
Multiply Stiffness Values by 
Proper Modulus of Elasticity 
Build Stiffness Matrices [KA] and [KB] 
Yes No 
Construct [KC] for Horizontal Stack 
Build [KC] and [KE] for Running Bond 
Construct [KO] Matrix 
Yes No 
Construct [KE] for Horizontal Stack 
Build [KF] and [KH] for Running Bond 
Calculate Displacements Due to Static Loads 
RETURN 




Convert Centroidal Displacements 
to Nodal Displacements for Each Block 
Calculate the Net Elongation or 
Contraction in Each Spring 
Calculate the Nodal (Spring) Forces 
for Each Block 
Calculate Static Forces 
Due to Weight 
RETURN 
No 
Figure 21. Summary Flow Diagram for 
Subroutine FORCES 
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Do U To Number 
Subroutine 
SOLVER 
11 LOAD 11 
11 MASS 11 
11 STIF 11 
Calculate Time Increment OT 
Calculate Acceleration at TIME = 0 
TIME + TIME + OT 
Initialize Iteration Counter: ITER + 1 
Define Displacement UCT, Velocity VCT, and Accelera-
tion ACE of Block Centroid at Time =TIME for All Blocks 
Assume Acceleration at Time = TIME + OT and Calculate 
Corresponding Displacement UC and Velocity VEL at 
Block Centroid for All Blocks, Using Newmark's Equations 
Figure 22. Summary Flow Diagram for Subroutine SOLVER 
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3 
Calculate [KU] = [KA]{UC}A - [K8]{UC}B - [Kc]{UC}c 
- [KD]{UC}D - [KE]{UC}E - [KF]{UC}F - [KH]{UC}H 
Calculate Actual Acceleration at Time = TIME + DT 
Yes 
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Set Spring Fail~re Code; 
Print Number of 
Failed S rin 
Yes 
Set Spring Failure Code; 
Print Number of 
Failed S rin 
Figure 22. (Continued) 
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due to the static loads. In later CALLs, spring forces due to the dyna-
mic loads are calculated. 
5.2.8 Subroutine SOLVER 
The main purpose of this subroutine was to calculate the centroidal 
displacements, velocities, and accelerations for each block. This is 
done by applying Newmark's equations given in section 2.4.1 and the equa-
tions of motion of the system (Equation (2.19b)). Much of the informa-
tion needed in the process was calculated earlier. Thus, subroutines 
LOAD, MASS, and STIF are called by this subroutine. 
In preparing the stiffness matrix for Equation (2.19b), the system 
stiffness matrix as given in Equation (2.19a) was not actually assembled 
into a global stiffness matrix. This is due to the fact that when 
assembled, the global stiffness matrix becomes banded. Storing the com-
plete matrix in the computer, therefore, results in providing unnecessary 
storage space for the zero elements. 
In order to avoid the extra storage space, the product of [K]{U} is 
substituted in Equation (2.19b) rather than the separate matrices. For 
example, the first element in the resulting vector is expressed as 
( 5. l ) 
and the corresponding expression for acceleration is 
(5.2) 
For the purpose of detecting any cracks due to mortar or bond fail-
ure, the force in each spring is calculated by calling subroutine FORCES 
when new displacem~nts are obtained after each time interval. Whenever 
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the force in a given spring reaches the maximum allowable limit (calcu-
lated earlier in subroutine LINKEL), a failure code is assigned to that 
spring in array NSTAGE so that the stiffness is set to zero in:subrou-
tine STIF. For springs in compression, a similar approach is followed 
to assign a modulus of elasticity corresponding to the level of stress 




The principles discussed in the previous chapter will be employed 
here to analyze a number of beam and wall systems. The process should 
serve as a means of testing the performance of the computer program. 
The behavior of the systems analyzed here will be discussed in 
Chapter VII. 
6.2 Simply Supported Beams 
Two versions of a simply supported beam were analyzed. The first, 
shown in Figure 23(a), was made of eight clay bricks. The second version 
was the same as the first, except for substituting concrete blocks for 
the clay bricks, as shown in Figure 23(b). Due to symmetry, only the 
left half of each beam was analyzed. 
Both beams were subjected to a sinusoidal loading distribution. The 
pressure variation with time was according to the function shown in 
Figure 23(c). 
Computer printouts of the input data and calculated stiffness used 
in both beams are presented in Appendix E. 
In order to compare the behavior of both beams, the centroidal dis-
placement versus time of unit number 4 in each beam was plotted in Figure 
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(b) Eight-Unit Beam of Concrete Blocks With Typical Loading 
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(c) Pressure-Time History 
Figure 23. Simply Supported Beams 
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24. A comparison of the behavior of the clay brick beam with that of a 
closed form, continuous elastic beam is presented in section 7.3. 
6.3 Simply Supported Walls: Horizontal 
Stack Pattern 
In order to investigate the behavior of simply supported walls, the 
system shown in Figure 25(a) was analyzed. Due to symmetry, only a quar-
ter of the wall was analyzed. Again, two types of masonry units, namely, 
clay bricks (Figure 25(b)) and concrete blocks (Figure 25(c)),were used. 
A sinusoidal loading distribution was applied to the wall. The 
pressure-time history is shown in Figure 25(d). Computer printouts of 
the input data and calculated stiffnesses for this problem are presented 
in Appendix E. The response of unit number 12 is shown in Figure 26 for 
both types of masonry units. 
6.4 Simply Supported Walls: Running 
Bond Pattern 
The simply supported wall with a horizontal stack pattern of the 
previous section is analyzed here as having a running bond pattern. The 
wall system, brick, and loading used are illustrated in Figure 27. Com-
puter printouts of the input data and spring stiffnesses are presented 
in Appendix E. 
It is interesting to compare the behavior of the two systems. Com-
puter printouts of the results at 7.5 milliseconds are presented in 
Appendix E for both the horizontal stack and the running bond patterns. 
A comparison of the fourth row deflection in each system is shown in 
Figure 28 .. The displacement history of block number 29 in the running 
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figure 25. Simply Supported Wall With a Horizontal' Stack Pattern 
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Figure 27. Simply Supported Wall With a Running Bond Pattern 
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Figure 28. Comparison of Deflection Along a Row of Horizontal Stack 






bond pattern and the corresponding brick (number 12) in the horizontal 
stack pattern are presented in Figure 29. Clearly, the row deflection 
and unit displacement differ slightly in magnitude. It is also apparent 
from Figure 28 that the row deflection of the running bond pattern fol-
lows a sine curve more closely than the corresponding row in the horizon-
tal stack pattern at the given instant which is near the time of maximum 
deflection. 
6.5 Comparison With Experimental Studies 
Much of the experimental work on the dynamic behavior of masonry 
walls has been performed by the URS Research Corporation. One of the 
experimental walls that has been used in the literature for comparison 
purposes is a wall having a 11 common Flemish bond 11 construction with a 
bond course every sixth row. The wall is simply supported at the top 
and bottom and free on the sides; it is approximately 12 feet long, 8~ 
feet high, and 8 inches thick. 
The wall was tested by Willoughby (39) at the URS Research Corpora-
tion with a uniformly distributed load having the load parameters given 
in Figure 30. The deflection at the center of the two panels tested are 
shown in Figure 31 by curves EA and EB. 
In at least two cases this wall was used as an example. Wiehle (36) 
reduced the wall into a single-degree-of-freedom system and applied 
Newmark's B method in the analysis. The resistance function used was 
based on a beam strip of the wall. The response obtained is represented 
by curve Win Figure 31. On another occasion Summers analyzed a 12-inch 
wide strip of the wall as a beam with the 11 finite element grillage 11 
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Figure 29. A Comparison of the Displacements of a Typical 



























P = 3 psi 
0 
t = 2 msec r 
tc = 40 msec 
td = 80 msec 
Beam Parameters (Simply Supported) 
Length = 8 ft, 6 in. 
Width= 12 in. 
Depth = 8 in. 
Height of bri~k = 3 in. 
Joint thickness = 3/8 in. 
Mortar Properties 
Tensile bond strength = 135 psi 
Shear bond strength = 128 psi 
Compressive strength = 2656 psi 
~12"-~ 
Unit weight= 110 pcf 6 
Modulus of Elasticity= 1.3 x 10 psi 
Figure 30. Beam Model for Comparison With Experimental 
Brick Wall Panel 
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Figure 31. Comparison of Experimental and Various Theoretical Displacements Versus Time 




In order to comrare the response of the wall using the principles 
employed in this research with the previous results, a 12-inch wide beam 
was analyzed. The beam model, load parameters, beam parameters, and mor-
tar properties are given in Figure 30. The response of unit number 15 
is given by curve BM in Figure 31. Note that this curve represents the 
displacement at the center of unit number 15 rather than at the center of 
the beam. As the curve illustrates, the beam disintegrated rapidly fol-
lowing the development of tensile·cracks at the top and bottom of unit 
15. Had the bond between the mortar and the bricks been strong enough so 
that no failure occurs at the stress level attained, the beam deflection 
would have followed the general trend of the deflection curves obtained 
by vJiehle and Summers. Note that the forcing function used by Summers 
had no rise time. 
The complete 12 x 8~ foot wall was also analyzed. As indicated 
earlier, this wall is simply supported at the top and bottom and is free 
on the sides. Load parameters and mortar properties were the same as 
those given in Figure 30. The bricks used were 19 inches long, 6.5 
inches high, and 8 inches deep. As such,the bricks have approximately 
twice the dimensions of the bricks used in the experimental walls by 
vJilloughby (39). The wall pattern used was version II of the running 
bond pattern (Figure 12(d)). The average displacement of seven bricks 
located near the center of the wa 11 is represented in Figure 31 by curve 
WM. 
When this curve is compared with experimental curves EA and EB, 
certain factors must be kept in mind. The current model employs a run-
ning bond pattern rather than the flemish bond, with bricks approximately 
twice as large as those used in the experimental walls. In addition, 
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joint thicknesses and the modulus of elasticity of mortar were estimated 
on the basis of information in the URS report (39). A more important 
factor, however, is the fact that the experimental walls were built with 
bricks that are approximately 4 inches deep. Thus, the 8-inch thick 
experimental wall can be thought of as two 4-inch thick walls joined to-
gether by a mortar panel extending over the full length and height of the 
wall. Certainly, the stiffening effect of this panel cannot be ignored. 
The responses shown in Figure 31 clearly indicate that the beam 
models follow the same general trend. Collectively, they seem to predict 
the wall response fairly well. 
r 
CHAPTER VII 
COMPARATIVE STUDY AND DISCUSSION 
7.1 General 
In the previous chapter, different systems of beams and walls were 
treated. In addition, different masonry units were also used. The 
effect of these and other factors on the behavior of masonry walls will 
be discussed in this chapter. 
7.2 Effect of the Type of Masonry Units 
The two types of masonry units used, namely, clay bricks and two-
core concrete blocks, produced different system behaviors. For the beam 
of Figure 23(a}, substituting the 32 percent lighter concrete blocks for 
the clay bricks (Figure 23(c)) produced the same maximum displacement as 
shown in Figure 24. It did, however, raise the natural frequency of the 
beam by about 26 percent. This was not the case for the wall of Figure 
25. Substitutinq concrete blocks for the bricks here resulted in higher 
displacement, as indicated in Figure 26. 
In the case of the beam, the change in natural frequency is traced 
directly to the change in the unit's mass. This is also a contributor 
to the higher displacement of the wall. A more important factor for the 
wall, however, is the lower stiffness of the bed joint springs caused by 
the mortar covering only the face shells of the concrete blocks. 
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7.3 Comparison With Closed Form Solutions 
In order to compare the response of the modeled masonry systems with 
equivalent elastic systems,. the beam of Figure 23(a) and the walls of 
Figures 25(a) and 27(a) will be considered. 
The displacement versus time of beam unit number 4 (shown in Figure 
24) was reproduced in Figure 32. The dashed curve in Figure 32 repre-
sents the corresponding displacement obtained for an equivalent elastic 
beam. Clearly, the two solutions are very close, with a peak difference 
in the neighborhood of 1.85 percent. 
For discussion of the simply supported walls, reference is made to 
Figure 29. The horizontal stack pattern resulted in a peak displacement 
which is over 7 percent higher than that of an equivalent elastic plate. 
Conversely, the peak displacement in the running bond pattern was about 
5 percent lower than the elastic plate solution. 
Inspection of these results shows that the response of the modeled 
masonry beam and walls is essentially the same as that of a comparable 
elastic beam and plate. Furthermore, the running bond pattern seems to 
develop a somewhat hiqher resistance than the horizontal stack pattern 
for dynamically loaded walls with simple supports on all sides. 
7.4 Wall System 
One of the objectives of this study was to compare the behavior of 
the horizontal stack and the running bond systems. In Chapter VI a wall 
was analyzed once as having a horizontal stack pattern and again with a 
running bond pattern, both under the same loading. Figures 28 and 29 
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deflection for the running bond pattern is approximately 12 percent lower 
than that of the horizontal stack pattern, which indicates that the run-
ning bond pattern has a slightly higher transverse resistance than the 
horizontal stack pattern. 
7.5 Crack Development 
Crack development is one of the important factors that affects the 
strength of masonry walls. A number of investigators have pointed to 
the bond failure between the masonry units and the mortar as the primary 
cause for crack development. 
In order to study the development of cracks, the horizontal stack 
wall of Figure 25 was subjected to the same loading shown in Figure 25, 
but with peak pressures of 1, 2, 4, and 6 psi. Figure 34 shows the dis-
placement of block number 12 versus time for all four peak pressures. 
No cracks developed when the 1 psi peak pressure was used. Under the 
other three peak pressures, tensile bond failure occurred at the upper 
bed joint of b 1 ock number 12 (mid-height of the wa 11) when the b 1 ock 
displacement reached approximately 0.027 inches. It is interesting to 
note that had there been no crack development, the 2, 4, and 6 psi curves 
would have followed a pattern similar to that of the 1 psi curve but with 
a higher amplitude. This is shown for the 2 psi pressure in Figure 33. 
A clearer picture of crack development under the different peak 
pressures might be obtained from Figures 34, 35, and 36 which show the 
crack development after seven milliseconds of exposure to the peak pres-
sures of 2, 4, and 6 psi, respectively. In Figure 34, virtually all the 
central area of the wall developed cracks, with the rear face having a 
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Figure 34. Crack Development in a Horizontal Stack 
Simply Supported Wall Subjected to a 
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Figure 35. Crack Development in a Horizontal Stack 
Simply Supported Wall Subjected to a 
Peak Pressure of 4 psi for 7 msec 
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(b) Front Face 
~ 
Figure 36. Crack Development in a Horizontal Stack 
Simply Supported Wall Subjected to a 










failure near the center of the rear face. It was followed by successive 
failures at the other joints, starting with those along the symmetry 
lines. More extensive cracking developed when the wall was subjected to 
higher pressures, as illustrated in Figures 35 and 36. For the most 
part, cracking was due to tensile bond failure, although shear bond fail-
ures did occur. In addition, some joints experienced compressive 
stresses in the nonlinear region of the stress-strain curve, as indicated 
on the front face of the wall in Figure 35. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Summary 
Research on the response of structures to blast loading has been 
underway for decades. Much of that work, however, was concentrated on 
the frame behavior. Since wall resistance can be significant, more 
attention has been given to wall behavior in recent years. The aim of 
this study was to develop a model for masonry walls that simulates their 
response to blast loadin9. 
Previous investigations have pointed to the mortar joint as the weak 
link in masonry walls. Thus, the important role of the mortar joint was 
emphasized in the model developed. While masonry units were assumed to 
be rigid, mortar deformation was simulated by flexible three-dimensional 
11 linkage 11 elements. Enclosed in each of these elements are three perpen-
dicular springs to measure the axial, in-plane shear, and transverse 
shear stresses. Since the masonry units were assumed to be rigid, forces 
and deformations developed in the springs were conveniently related to 
the center of gravity of the masonry units, using the small displacement 
theory. 
The horizontal stack and running bond wall patterns were studied; 
equations of motion were developed for each. Walls built with either 
clay bricks or concrete blocks were used in the study. 
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A computer program was written for solving the equations of motion, 
using Newmark's B method. The program can be used to analyze four ver-
sions of the running bond pattern, in addition to the horizontal stack 
pattern, with different boundary conditions. Furthermore, solid brick 
as well as two- and three-core concrete blocks are acceptable. 
So far as the loading distribution is concerned, uniform, sinusoidal, 
or a combination of both may be specified. Pressure-time relationships 
can be any of four common pulses, in addition to the blast function. 
The level of stress in each spring is tested in the program after 
each time interval. Thus, crack development and transition into the non-
linear region of the stress-strain curve are traced. 
8.2 Conclusions 
A number of conclusions may be drawn from this study. They are: 
1. Based on the excellent agreement between the response obtained 
from the model and those from previous research and closed form solution, 
the model chosen seems to simulate the behavior of masonry walls quite 
well. 
2. Assuming that the masonry units are rigid is a valid assumption, 
provided that proper stiffnesses are assigned to the springs. 
3. Using the small displacement theory in relating nodal and cen-
troidal parameters for the masonry units proved to be satisfactory. 
4. The running bond pattern developed a somewhat higher resistance 
to the transverse dynamic load than the horizontal stack pattern for 
simply supported walls. 
5. Walls constructed with clay bricks have a higher resistance to 
transverse dynamic loads than those constructed with concrete blocks. 
6. The model facilitated the prediction of crack development and 
simulated wall response beyond the elastic limit. 
7. Mortar properties and block dimensions have a great effect on 
the resistance of masonry walls. 
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8. The behavior of masonry walls is similar to that of plates, 
which suggests that the model developed here may be used for plates and 
beams. 
8.3 Suggestions for Future Work 
The work presented in this dissertation may be expanded to cover 
walls with openings. Additional wall patterns may also be studied. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPRESSIONS FOR MASS AND MASS MOMENT OF 
INERTIA FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS 
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As mentioned earlier in connection with Equation (2.12) (see page 
18), the mass and mass moment of inertia for concrete blocks are natur-
ally different than those of solid bricks. The mass is calculated in a 
similar fashion to that of a solid brick, using the block weight in addi-
tion to a shell of mortar surrounding the block on its sides. No mortar 
is used on the webs of the block. Furthermore, mortar joints on the 
right and left sides are considered to have a width in the z-direction 
equivalent to that of the face shells for 3~core blocks, and the full 
block width for 2-core blocks. 
where 
The expressions for mass moment of inertia for full blocks are: 
I = {2W [w~ + (2b + t )2 + 12R2] 
u s J y z 
+ Wri (Nc - 1) + 2(Wre +Wern)] [(2b) 2 + z2]}/12g 
Iv= {2W [w~ + (2a + t )2 + 12R2J + 2W {t2 + z2 + 12R21) s J x z re e x 
+ W. (N - l)(t~ + z2 + 12R22) r1 c , x 
+ 2Wem [(tx/2) 2 + z2 + 12(a + tx/4) 2]}/12g 
I = {2W [(2a + t )2 + (2b + t )2] + 2W [t2 + (2b) 2 + 12R21J w s x y er e x 
+ W . (N - 1) [t~ + (2b) 2 + 12R22J r1 c 1 · x 
+ 2W [(t /2) 2 + (2b) 2 + 12 {a + t /4) 2]}/12g em x x 
N = number of cores; c 
a,b,c = half dimensions of the block; 
Ws = weight of the face shell and mortar; 
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w . - weight of the interior rib; r1 
w = weight of the exterior rib; re 
~ = weight of end mortar attached to end rib (for 2-core blocks); 
g = acceleration of gravity = 386.088 in./sec2; 
te' ti' wj, Z, Rz, Rxl, Rx2 are shown in Figure 37; and tx' ty are joint 
thicknesses defined in Chapter II. 
For the case where a portion of a block is necessary to complete a 
course for the running bond pattern, a new set of expressions for the 
mass moment of inertia must be developed. To begin with, the center of 
gravity for a portion of a block must be located. The expression for 
the center of gravity is given by 
where 
Cg = {As (2a + tx)/2 + Ar [Eh + (te + tx)/2] + Atl (X2 + t 1/2) 
+ At2 (X4 + t2/2) + At3 (X6 + t3/2) + Aim (tx/4) 
+A. (L + t /2)}/AT m x x 
As =area of the two face shells (including joint); 
Ar = area of end web; 
=areas of webs with widths t 1, t 2, and t 3, respective-
ly (Figure 37); 
A. = area of mortar for 2-core blocks in excess of that im for 3-core blocks = Z tx; 
Am = equivalent to Aim; may be deleted when section at Lx 
does not pass through a web; 
AT = sum of the above areas. 
The expressions for the mass moment of inertia are: 
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I = {2W [w~ + (2b + t )2 + 12R2] 
u s J y z 
+ [vJ (t1 + t )/t + w . (t2 + t 3);t.J re e e r1 l 
• [(2b) 2 + z2J}/12g 
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s J x z 
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c2(1->.w)2 K~ 
-(b + ty/2) K~5 -a(l-"ur) K~4 K24 -K34 
-(b + ty/2) 2 ~ 
H H H 
c2(1->. )2 KH 
- ( b + ty/ 2 ) K~ 5 0 
w u 
K15 -K35 K45 2 2 H -a (1->. ) \_; ur 
H H H -KH 
- a 2 ( l - >. ) 2 KH 
Kl6 -K26 0 -K46 
ur v 
56 
- ( b + t I 2 ) 2 KH 
y u - -
H 
Ku = klO + k22 
H 
KV = kll + k23 
H 
Kw = kl 2 + k24 
H 
Kus = k10 - k22 
H 





KB + KC I u u I 0 0 0 
+ KO + KE I 
u u I 
KB+ KC I a c ; Kz4 + K24 v v ' 0 i 
+ KO + KE 
i 




K34 + 34 
+ Ko + KE I C E w w - K34 - K34 
I C2(1-A )2 K12 w 22 
I+ !>2(1-:..)2 (K! + ~) 
(KA] = 




Kl 5 + Kl 5 
0 E 
+ Kl 5 + Kl 5 
0 
C E 
K35 + K35 
B D 
- K35 - K35 
C E 
K45 + K45 
B D 
- K45 - K45 
c2{1->. )2 KA \•/ 11 
~ 2(l-;.. )2 (KC +KE ) a ur wr wr 
+ a2(l->. )2 (~ + ~ ) u.i .i t 
+ (a + t /2) 2 ( ~ + KD) x w 
-
B 0 
Kl6 + Kl6 
C E 
- Kl 6 - Kl 6 
KC + KE 
26 26 
KS KD 
- 26 - 26 
0 
C E 
K46 + K46 
B D 
- K46 - K46 
B D 
K56 + K56 
- KC - KE 
56 56 
a2 \1-A ) 2 (Kc + KE ) ur vr vr 
+ 2 ( l -:.. ) 2 (KC + KE ) 
a u.i v .i v R. 
+ b2(1-;.. )2 (KB+ KO) 
v u u 
+ (a+ t /2) 2 (KB+ KD) x v v 
+ ( b + t /2) 2 {KC + KE) 




Boundary Modifications for Stiffness Matrices 
Due to the geometry of the running bond pattern, certain courses 
start and/or end with a less than full masonry unit. In such cases, 
. A B CR ER D F H . matrices [K ], [K ], [K. ], [K ], [K ], [K ], and [K] given on the 
previous pages of this appendix need to be modified. The particular 
cases where such modifications are necessary are tabulated in Table V 
on the following page, along with the required changes. 
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TABLE V 
MODIFICATIONS IN STIFFNESS MATRICES FOR LEFT* BOUNDARY 
35,53 Replace a by t t/2 
45,54 e 
26,62 [KA] a(l-).. ) = 0 
46,64 ur 
55 a(l-;i.. ) = O 
66 UR. 
53 
54 Replace a by R.e/2 62 
~ 
64 [KB] 
I ----· ,____ 1 
55 ... -2 (R.e + tx)(a + t/2) KB w 
-.JR.el-- --
66 l KB ... -2 (te + tx)(a + t/2} v --
53 
54 [KCR] Zero "O 62 CIJ ..... 64 u and CIJ 
'+-
'+- 55 [KH] cJ: a ( 1-).. } = 0 
CIJ Ill 66 ur 
Ill ..... 
<tl I:: 
u CIJ 35 E 
CIJ 45 ,_ Replace a by R. /2 LLJ 26 
~ 
e 
x 46 [KO] II 
•r-
s.. ·--- -·-- ---..... l ,,,. 55 KO ~ . . . -7 (9, + t )(a+ t /2) . e x x w ---- ···- - ---·--1----·---- -------0--
66 ... --·(R. +t)(a+t/2)K 
·---- H••--o•• • '•~• --------·-·· -··----· -· ... "' .. - --·-----·~"' ·----- _2 ___ 2 __ ~ ___ >s_ ___ L__ 
35 
45 Zero 
frI ·P 26 [Kr J II I 46 
55 






IV 46 [KER] 
55 a(l-)..UR.) = 0 66 
·---- ----- i.--
*The Si1111e chanqcs apply for the riqht boundary, except in Cases 
and II, wlwrc [KB] chanuec; apply t.o [KD] instead and vice versa. 
tlc is the actual length of an end block. 
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APPENDIX C 































OY~AMIC :~tLYSIS CF ~ASC~hY •~LLS 
T. ~. AL-AStl~C 
S~HC~L OF CIV!L EN~I~EERI~G 
CKL:~3v~ STAT~ ~~!VEQSITY 
ST!LL•ATE~~ C~Lt~~VA 
RA~L PATTE"~S• ~C•rz:~T~L Sl•CK. "Uh~I~C fChC 
~ASG~KY UhITS: StLIC C~Ic~s. ~- A~O ~-CC~E CCNCWETE eLCC~~ 
SUPPQ'lf CC":l!TI0'4S: FREE, Sl"i'LEt FlllEC• S1P'P'ff~y 
LCACrNG OISIR!EUT!C~: ~'!FCR~, SINCSCIDALi OR A CO~EI~AlI:" 
FC~Cif\;~ FU~CT!CSS: FIWE J:!FF=RENT PULSES 








c * • c * FUNCTICN: CALL MAJCR SuBROUTIM~S 





















DIKE~SION IOR(40), IDP(l9) 
DAT.I. lBLl!i:C /4H I 
READ IDENTIFICATIOM OF RUN -- T~O CARDS 
RElD 10001 IDR 
PRINT 20il5 
PRillt 20101 IDR 
COllTili!JE 
READ IDE~1IFlCATION OF PRCSLEH -- ON:: CARD 
iU:AD 10001 liPR03, IDP 
PRINT 2020, !iPROS1 IDP 
CH£CK PROBLEM NA~E. STOP If BLAU 
IF (NPROa .E~. 13LANK) GO TO 200 
CALL SUi!ROliTINE "ID" TO READ ANO PRI!fT PRC.>LE"". DATA 
CAl:.L ID 
CALL S;JBROUTINE "CORDS" TO ASSl(;N l\Ull5ERS to AS:; CAl.CULA!E 
COORDINATES OF BLOCKS 
CAL!. co~os 
CALL SU3ROUTINE "LINKEL" TO CA!.ClJLlTE S?RIXG STIFFNESSES 
CAL!. !..INKEL 
CALL SUSRCUTINE "SOLVE«" TO FORMULATE .UD SOLY£: 
EQUAIIONS or MOTION 
CALL SOLVER 
GO TO lOU 
200 i'Rl!IT 3000 
PRINI 2005 
lGOO FORKAT (20A4) 
2005 FORMAT ClHl) 
2010 FOi\H.AT (lH I 20l4) 
2G2Q FOR~AT (lHO, 3X,8HPROBLEM I .A4, 2H: I 19A4) 























* F:.;•.·::~:'i: =-=!C -~\J :l~fNT PQ~BlE~ DATL .. .. • 
***•~c••~~*••~c•r-~•:z•a•**~*e**-•***~****~**~**•***~*********=~••• 
I ""PL!':~! P=l.t. "* (a-~ , ')-l) 
C':''""['~ /:-L!~l I ~~:~, SP~!.~, "lf'"'=• CTI~=• DTIME, TVPE,ILOA!J,KOYllf 
c;.""~(~i /CLCK I , a, c, WJ, TI' TE, Er, ELENTH 
CC',."C•; /CU"V!' I 1.$T!Go!48rl2~1r 5;1_,:SS! 51, SnAIN! 51, !:(5), P.S!'G 
C~wu~~ /GLl~~S/ KSC48rl25l, G{48,6), LA~R, LAHL, LA~Vr LAH~, AKK 
cc·~=~ /JCl~TS/ TXJ, !VJ, TLJ, 1RJ, TLJ, TBJ 
c~~v:~ /~T;~!~/ -sc:~J. SS80,D, CS\IORT 
-::·;..*~•, f;..!Ll IL, L~, L2., rl, H2, !LS, !PS, Il.S, IBSt f(.QOE 
c~· .. ,...:·: /;,.'f;f;~~/ "!• ~'.':P.:wr, ?BLC< 
L/~'J~L:: P"EC!S!'J~t L, Llr L2w Llr h, HI, H2, KS 
C';1J~L~ P~.E~lS!C": L6";)' LAµL• LA~V, LAftk, MQRTWT 
I'tT~G~~ t"F 
O~TA T-c. Tw=Lv~ 12.~a~a. 12.0COO/ 
c~~a TV?l, TYP2 /l~I. 2Hll/ 
DATA FIX, S!"I, Fo~, SYH /4HF!XC, 4HS~PL, 4HFR~E, 4HSYMM/ 
~E:~ ~ALL !~,c~~~ATI(~ 
Q~!.'J ·1e-;·:e -IC)")=' LI=, LI, HF, HI 
~EID su~;:>r CC~J!TIJNS 
READ !':':5, IL . IQ S, !US, !BS 
IF lILS • Q. 01 SL = FP E 
IF I lLS :i. ll SL = Sl'I 
!F l!L S Q, 2l SL = F!X 
IF Ill~ . o. 3 l S.i..:: SY"I 
!F {!~~ . C• • t)) s~ -= FPE 
IF I ! ;; S • ' . .. s~ = ~r~ -. 
!F { 1? s . ~- ZJSR=F!X 
ff <I~ s . :;, . 31SR=SYM 
! " trus • o. 01 SU = FPE 
IF I ! !JS • q. 11 SU = SI '4 
IF CIUS • Q. 21 SU = FIX 
IF t !US • o. 31 SU = SYH 
!F UBS • o. 'l I Sa = FRE 
IF ll3S • Q. ll S~ = SI H 
IF Iles . o. 2) sq = Fr x 
IF I Jes • J 31S8z$Y"I 
REAJ BLOCK I~FCR~4T!O~ 
R~!.D tOlO, !BLOK, !2, 62, CZ, ~T, iiJ. TI. TE, ~i-< 
-->> CE~D SP~!~G LOC~TIC~S 
;;=:.a 1)30. LA"IR, Ll."L, LA"IV, LA~n 
c-->> 
c 
~E~~ \C. :F SEG~E~TS I~ ST~ES!-STRAI\ C~~VE FS~ ~:~~:c 
REA~ 1010, !\S::G 
c 
C->> ~:AD CCG~~!"-i--..T=S CF ST~ESS-ST f~tN CL~VE 
c 
DC 150 =l,•iSEG 
RC:AD 1050, TRESS! !I, ST'>~!'; !I l 
150 C::l~TINU 
c 
:-->> READ ~CRTAR P~QP"~Tl~S 
c 
READ lCJC, TSBJ•lnr SS3C\J, CS~Cl<T, >4C~T\oT 
c 
c-->> REID l~TER!0R A\C s:U,.JA~Y JC!NT ~ICTHS 
c 




Q~LD L~AO!~G INFG~~~TION 
c 
PEAD l04C, TYP~t ILCA'• DPEt..1<, SP~AK• ~T!~E, Ct!wE, CT1"~!-
PR t'!T 202'1 
PRINT 2040 
IKC'·D = KCC>E + l 
GC TC (30, 350, 350, 40:, 4JCl,lKCDf 
300 PRINT 2060, L , LJ, HF, HI 
G:J T<: 45) 
350 PP!"T 2Dtl, LF, LI, HF, HI, lYPJ, KOQE 
G" TC' 45:J 
•oo c:\TI~u= 
P~P-!T 2~tl, LF, L!, HF, H!, 1YP2, KCDE 
lt50 PR l'lT 2070 
PRI~T 2175r Slr SR, SU, SS 
PRINT 2080 
IF 115LDK .EQ. 11 GO TC ~co 
PRINT 2100, A2, B2, C2, TI, 1E, WJ, Et-. ;.T, IE!LOK 
GO TC 550 
500 PR!''iT 2101, A2, B2, C2, nT 
550 PRINT 2120 
PRINT 2140, TXJ, TYJ, TLJ, T~J, TUJ, TEJ 
PRINT 2160 






?) ! ·rr 222J, L~~o, Ll"IL, LA~V, LAMW 
?~;';T 226C 
P•r-.· ZZt:l, !ST~ESSl!l, Jsl.~SEO 
tST•:I~III, 1:1,~SE!l :ny'l;T 2262, 
P:\!t:T 22~0 











































c:1. !4. FlC.o, rs. FlC.Cl 
l4i 5) 
tI5, 4~10.1, 4~5.JJ 
( t.F l '::'. '; J 
1~4, sx. :1, s~10.01 
(')l~.3, 5X, Dl0.31 
(l,,;, 11/l, 35(1H•), 3X, 7HO ~ T A, 3X, 35(1H•J, 
tX, 37(1'-·•), '· sc;x, lH•, 35X, lH•. '· 89X, lH•, '3X, 
lqH.PQ.·:';"!.Ll "w!.L8LAS T", ax. ir•, ,, 89X .. U1•, 14-X, 
7H::~:) i~~. l4X 1 lH*) , 
(4X, 1512"--l, 2X, 111",.All SYS TH!, 2X, 271 l!c-I ,131(, l"*• 
!X, 33~~v,~v1c ~~ALY SIS OF MASCN~Y WALLS, !X, !ri•, 
l(fl, .:.x, 2S.-<CLEAR. LE~·GTHI FT--INI, 4X, !.Z'<CLE~'! r;;"'IGnT, 
e,.!FT--l',), 4X, 7H?/ITTEFN, 3X, 4HTYPE, 3X, 7nVE"Sl::r., 
!3X,:.~•, 35X, lr'"") 
(7;t:, !3, 5X 1 Ft..3, l·')X, !3, SX, Ft: .. 3, 7X, BHH. S,'!'~C:<, 2X, 
l4H 1~~r !.='PL!Ct.BL!:, l~X. lH"", !X, 17HPPGGrt.,.,,,.::;?: T.t.4.' 
EH!t-!$'..;~D. 9JC, lH•. '· 89X, Ir•, 3SX, lH•, 1,esx, 1r-:•, 11x. 
12..,S<>c;•;<;, 197°, 12X, ll-*1 /, 89X, lH•, 35X, ll'i*I 
(7X, I~. :OX, F6.3, lOX, !3, SX, F6.3, 7X, 7H<:<. 9:)--e!}., 4Xr 
!2., 7X, r!., l6X, lY*, l>'r l7b.FR'.::.1GPA~v.~R: "'!".~. r 
2'~~'--!S;,.!Q,. qx, lH*, /,S9X,lh*, 3SY.,l~•. /,E9x .. v;•,11x, 
!2~S::>;; !"·~·~, 1978, 12X, l rie:, I, sc;x, lH*r 35X, lrl*] 
a1x, '.7!!'--l, zx, 12-ISUfPCRT TYPE, 2x, nc1 ... -1, 22x, Lt1•, 
4X, 27-!Sr:.""C:l 'JF CIVIL l~-!GlNEEflt.\G, .. x, l~•, /, 17X, 
4HL=F;, :'.lXo 5HRJGHT, l2X• 5HUFPE''. 9X, 5HLQ,;;:ll, 22X, ltt•, 
5X, 25H'::KL!ricVA SThT~ Ul'.!v=ri.sJTY, sx, lH*I 
!17X, A4,,'.JX, ~4,13X, A4 1 lOX, 1>4,23XolH*, 7X,l'l,.,STILLWATER, 
t~h·t, ':!1<.l!t-t(v~, 8X,1H•,/, 89X,U-·*• 35XrlH•,/, b')X, 37(1M•)J 
llH • 4X, 1712~--I I lX, 6hBLCCKS, zx. 17(2H--), lH • 
21/1 1 5X, bf-LENGTH, 4X, 6i"HE!GHT, 4X, 5h::lE?Th, 3X, 
24~!.1"=~ E.wfg rt.c= t~El, 4X, C:HWEIGHi, <iX, 4hTYP::, 
1111. lH. zox. 23Hll N c t<' E Sl.17X,5n!Las1,/l 
15X, Fo.3, 4X, F6.3, 4X, F6.3, 3X, 4(F5.3, lXI, 3X, Fo.3 1 
4X, ll, 61-1-CQ~;: , B>tCU:c BLKI 
(5X, fb,3, 3X, f6.3, 4X, F6.3, 7X, 14HNOT APPLICABLE, lOX, 
Fb.3, 5X, llHSDLID ER!CKI 
llHC, 11/l, lOX, 712H--I, lX 1 26hJCINT THICKNESSES I lriCHESl, 
2X, iH21 • -) , lH , l( I), 4X, 312H--l, SH!NTC:R!OR, lX, 
2(2H--I, 26X, 6(2H--), SHBOUNtAR'I', lX, 6(2H--), lH • 11/), 
6X, 4HHEAO, ax, 3HBEDt ;gx, 4hLEFT, 4X, 5HRIGHT, 4X, 























tsx, FS.3, n, FS.3, Z7.(, 4(F5.3, 4 ll 
&lHO. ll/l, 3x,, l:i2~-~, 2x, l~'-'~ oT~r< P~CPE~TI~s. 2x, 
15(2H--J, lH. !(/J, sx, !.2i-'EC>.c s ~=~.;f,Th(?Sll. 21x. 
15HCQ"r>R. STRi=~:;';"rt, ~x. lt:-:;·,r-r "~IGHT, lH, 1(/), sx, 
7HTft;S!LE. :zx. t-,s"=!= •• :2x, ?~fDSJI. 13X, 5t1i::>CFll 
(4X, F8.3, llX, f6.3, !;>, ~3.,;:, :1x, F7.3J 
(lHO, 11/1. lX, tSl 2-;--;, Z,.., 7"~D?!:\GS, 21., l 712H--l, 
1(/), 1,x, 9!2~- }, O::~!..CC!T"::,.s, lX,10(2~- ), 
l{/), 4X, :;'"-!L!"':,~!. :. !'(• B~L:..l.tEDA L, 5X, 8t-iLAJJE.D:. V, 
5X 1 8HLA'.o3:! •l 
t .;x, 4 t F7 • s, t..x l , / i 
llH, 3x, 32,..,s'!::.~ss-s;;;:!r·. cu;-.~ c~}:~a1~·:ATES:,1,.:,x,33tlrt-rl 
(lH • 3X, lhSE!:SS(:><;!J, 2x, ~12x, Dll.411 
(lHO, 3X, u,.;s:1H!'<IP1n1. 512X. 011.:.11 
llHO, 11/l, lX, lHz..;--l, !X, Lh?LAST LC~Dl~G, ZX, 
lfd2H--),, 2(/), lX1 .;~T,;>:, 3X, ~r·f!"l\4~ CCO=, 3X. 
lCHlJNIF. PE.!K• 3~. 9""SIP..f ?~:.,._, 3X, ~t-iRlSE TI"::, 3X 1 
13H?EAt( !)UR!T!!::".;, 3X, lC~'.::'.:C!&Y T!~E, 1(/), 21X 1 5H(PSI), 
BX, 5rl[P$!1, D<, 23'-'( ~ ": C C ~ J S ),/ l 
(lX 9 A4, bX, !l, 7X, ;::e·=• bX, f-,e.3. 4X, FS.b, 5X, 
FS.6, 7X, FS.cl 




CALCUL~TE H~LF ~L~C~ 2!~~~~IC!'S 
A = A2 I nn 
B = BZ I T~8 
C = C2 I TA'J 
L = LF * T;;~!.V 
H = HF * "~:OlV 
MORTilT = f"CR TW 
PETU~N 
EN'l 
.. L l 
+ H! 










Bl 'Kl< CAT A 
**~~s••••~•***•*•••·~••~•*•*~**~**•*••**••~·•~•••••***•*********** 
* * PL;D~S~: i~IrI!L!Z~ !~~~vs !}, :c~~=~ et:~~s * • 
••••••••#$••••***•••*~*•••~•e•~*•***•~•••••*******~*••**•~•••••••• 
!u=>L!:IT ;;E!L * 8 (!.-1-, ")-Zl 
c:"-'"":C·: /?c;::.-;;1 ~.LS!l25), ":;<~(1~5J 
c:vv:'. /CtF'i:O I ~.SHCol48,l2~l. S7~.::ssc 51, SP.!.!I<( 51, EIS), NSEG 
C:J""""C"·i /GL~~!<S/ KS(.;S.125), GC4Er0)• Lt~~. L.!."'.Lr LA~V, Lt..HW, AKK 
c~·,~r~1 /~AStCJ/ Pt6,l25t, U~Sfh\[e,125), SL~KWTfl25l 
c:u·~~~-; /CF$1JLT/ F~~C=(48,125l, U:U;.,125) 1 P:Sl6,125J,. T!"iE 
c::" 1~·~~~ /ST::~AT/ t.K(75j,6}, Ei<cr~::.:>}., CK(75·J,t), fi:<.(750,62. 
s :Kt7s:.~>, F~i~::.,cl, t-:<{75:,6> 
C0·JBL~ P~::-:CISI('\ KS., "!.SI!'\'/, lt..""::., L!...i..-L, i~Y-V. LAM;c 
c~T! F~~:E/6~G~~a.00~01. ~S/£0CJ~J.OCCO/t PCSi75C•~.o~~~/ 
J!-r.!. P/75'.J.<:~.)J:J/, l.1:i7:.-J=':.J()'j/, f\ST!G:/603Co:ai/,"-;.L:3w"~'1S/250•0/ 
C~T! ~~/45~C*1.~DS0/, a~/45o:•c.10001, C~/45~0•C.:300/ 























* * ~U\CT!C~~S: l) !SS!~' ·1J~5~'S ~:~All ~~ITS 
* 21 C!~C~~!TE ~r:=:r~i!TES ~F ~!LL U!~ITS 
$~~~*~t.#%:s~•±~~~*~r~.A~~·*·~~i~=·~··*~••**~**#*X•~••~¥=~K•SS•#~¥ 
I"!:>L.!C!T ;:; ~!... * a (!-t-- • '.'":-Z> 
c:w.·~[''l /f..L I(. I :. • ~ .. : • ..tJ. ~I, r=, ~~. :-LE~TH 
CJ~~'=°''\ /Er- r:E~/ ~:L2(125i, ·:~:tl2 l 
co~~c-·. /JJ~~75/ "'."X.J. "':YJ, ":'"L.;. ~ ~. TL'~~ TRJ 
co·~~r"-1 /t..CSL::Kt t.E:!2,l25J, ."\:, ,. x, t\e'r. t-..':~. "i:::·, l::;xx, "''~11; 
CC.:~ 1-!:~~ /'f..:;:SULoro/ F-~~:E(.:.6,l25l. l (6 .. 125), ?05(6,125;, T!1otO:: 
CCv~~·~ /P.-~L:.. IL. Ll, L2. Mr t-.:, ILS., I~S, ILS.1 :ss. hJJS 
Ol~E~SlQ~ SWJTC~f351 
DJU~LE ?~EC!SIQ~ l1 Ll. L2 
D!..TA H!..LF, Tl'iJ. 7~~£!: /5.C·J-1, 2.0~JO, 3.0000/ 
t2 : !~~ ~ t 
?.2 = '!WC' • ~ 
L2 /:..2 ... 'r)(j 
~U~3ER CF ~~Lt-LE~~T~ 3L~C<S !~THE x-ciq~trIJ~ 
:.c,x = (:._ .. •xJ - Ti.J - TO.JJ I L2 + O.J:: 
:.~x = :.sx 
HZ T'n: JZ' ~ + l Y J 
!~ T~~ Y-~l~~CTIC~ ~U~BER CF ?.L~C!( ~~ws 
A5Y (ri + ~YJ - TUJ - TBJI I H2 + 0.00l 
•:~Y = ABY 
~~~ Xl 




•t x .. l 
CF '.:'C o::;:.s 
= ( ~Y-1) 
·< .. l 
I ',Ci\ l 
I 2 
•,?Y - ~.CF 
l\3X 
ti\::> r-.i:.;~'3ER 
KCDE 0 l'l::llCHES HC)R!ZC~T!d STACK 
IF (t<ODE .EO. C) GG T'J 21 ') 
~,. CV~!\ ~.2i-.S { ~~e:;:.} 









l - L •~EX - TLJ - TAJ 
H:OLF.ICl X~f: + A 
3 .OR. KOO .EO. 41 ELENTH 
'= HALF * !:LENTH 
H•FENO + A + TXJ 


















';:3x + 3 
M!C~\': .. TLJ 
XR? L - H:.FE~D - HJ 
Pos11,11 • ~ .. T'<J 
SiHTC"1Cll .;;:: CJS(l,ll 
: ":: -= 2 * '~ x 
CAl~ULtT~ !:~A~ ~J~~E~ r~ ?L~C~S ~\C X-CCCROINATES FOR 
Tri~ SCTT2V ~~c ~=~s 
, T:J llO'J, 11:, 13';, UCldCDE 
~3 = ·.::..<•'<~~ + '-'lXl*NER 
N~X = ·~qx 




~~Xl•~CR • NSX• .. EP 
·.~x !. 
0 i=: x 
r ·~c 1 r ··r + . '. , ... ! \': 
x~~ P:Sf lr'•~XlJ 
P~S\ l.~~::xz> P'::S~l,\3.JtlJ + ll 
!~ (';5Y .!:O. ll '.:;':TC l4C 
P:JSll,INCll = XR? 
IF H.~xx .EL'. ll ';.'.:! TO HS 
GJ TC 140 
~. 3 = •.sx l < 
r.~xx = ~i::i. :( l 
~. "( x • '1SX;. 
!-"',.. ::;; ! ~-;': .. 2 
I.,(: l = !".;(. 
I ~, =- I \C 
?·'JSC1,·.~Xl> = 1.P~ 
P'1 S(l,''3X2J = XLP 
~~y 
PCS[l,'.::>X3) = ?GS(l, .. 8)21 • ll 
s~!TC~<~ex11 = ~PP 
! so = ".ax x + 3 
!)': 150 !=2,•:•q 
?':S(l,rl::: P:Sf~.I-1) + L2 
s .. d~CHt!J =- ;>SS(l,IJ 
:N.,. I ~;lJ~ 
f p;~Y .:.:C. l) G TC' !.9J 
1 lL~ ! = !S~,I~ 
P[)Sll.Il = P S!l,l-11 • L2 
CONT l ~:11i;: 
c~~rr~~u~ 
!F l~OQE .EC. l .OP. KCCE .EO. 4) GO TO 190 
01 170 !•l,\BXl 
P:" s ( 1. 1 l = p ::s I l. I +~ax~ I 
C0~JT!fjU~ 
01 lBO I•~BK2,!NC1 









CS .. :TINIJ 
rer~~~!·~~ 3LJC~ ~U~3E~ FO~ BL~C~S :t:·.~ L;Fr ~~= ~IGHT 
ecu·::~;1~s 
P;~~ = ! "~ + l 
ca 191 ·~ = i,~J2,IN~ 
';L ~I <; l = N 
•;C~( ........... ~XX-1) = N .. l\.XX - ! 
·.~=\Lg!\)+ l 
!F ('-;o;\('i+\XX-11 .EJ. r;B I GC TJ lG2 
\L51'<>~XXJ = ~: .. ~xx 
\~2~'t+!r,J = ~J + IN 
C 'J\:T !•;JE 
C2'\Tl".:.r~: 
I~ [ .... ?Y .=c. i GC TO 21':' 
! NC2 = I C.l + 1 
D"! ZJ:J I=l, !!'-.. l 
!F ll'.C2 .GT. ~'31 Gr; TO 2CO 
~~ 2~1 ~:l~C2,~~,!~l~l 
P~S(l,Nl = PCS(l,11 
cci.\T!~...:u'= 
IF (K·JD:: .:~. 2 .QR. r<C!JE .tc. 4) ~c r:: 2J2 
IF I! .~~. ~!BXI !NC2 = "IFX • I•:Cl 
G ~ 7 C' 2 )3 
CO ... TI':J~ 
!F II • '.). t-;3Xll !NC2 = ~.ax1 + ;·,c1 
ZC 3 ! r: 2 = I NC 2 .., l 







GJ T: 2 0 
CO~TI~:0 
ExP•~D x- OJRD!NATES I~ TH• Y-Dl~~CTt:~ 1r.o ~r~s AT A Tl~EJ 
!~ ~ ~RXl 
N3 
PCSlloll 
°'iBX * \E) 
A + TLJ 
~j l 
~•LS ( ll l 
~~~C~3X) = N~X 
c ~4T r t·u:: 
I [~.SY .~O. 1) GG TC 23~ 
0 230 !=!~C, ~S, N~X 
F CS I l, I I = P !JS! l, t-; l 
l F H: • ~Q. 11 NL B 11 I = I 
!FIN .EQ. NBXI NR8Cll = l 
C'.J"IT INUE 
c :NT rr..uE 




GO TC 220 
C!JNTI NUE 
GO TO 24C 
=PCS! l, :\l 
I "IC • l 












l" l = 2 "' N!'IX 
c-'\Tl\U 
IF (<:CJ .;:c). 21 \BXX = ~5Xl 
CAL:JL!7!: "';!lx: SLCCK NUl"BFR FOR LAST BL'.JCK BEFCRE THE U~O!:R RCll 
~~3X NB - ~3XX 
IF (Vc!)E • ;i. 11 "N3X 
IF (K~DE • C. 21 ~~~X 
~NS> +NOP - NER - l 
~~B> - NOR + NER + l 
C!LCUL17E TME Y-CCCQD!NATES 
K = l 
~~ = ';~Xl 
IF (•.-::i: .Ee. 0 .Oil.. KCSE .eo. 11 NN = NBX 
~~ = -l~ 
EX;>:>. = B + TB J 
00 26•) LY=l,2 
co 261 YY=K,~B.INCl 
PCSIZ,'~Yl = EXP~ 
IF (•~s .E'.J. ! ) GQ TQ 265 
J = ~y + l 
CC 262 1 =J.i..:..M 
:i:-s \ 2,. :v 1 = j;:·2S <2• ""Y) 
cr~~ .... :·.JE 





M:-1 + INCl 
EXP?. + T~O*H2 
= 'IN + 
! r~r:: 1 







C!LC~L~TE 3tO:K ~fF~CT!VE LE~CTH A~C WICTH 
!ADJ ~!lf ~ J11NT ri!DTH ON EACH SIDE) 
IF OCDE .·1::. cl GO TO 3 l') 
c~ 3:0 Je = i.~~ 
....:j :r T,X°J 
VJ = TYJ 
. IF IJS .EC. '•LEH Jill I HJ = TLJ 
!F (JB .::a. ~;o~~Jd)J HJ :; TFJ 
IF lJ8 .G~. Mi'.ol~l VJ = TUJ 
?F IJB .LE. ~6XXl VJ = T EJ 
A81l,J'\l = 112 + (TXJ+HJ) I TllG 
~812,J3l • SZ + <TYJ+VJl I T"O 
300 C Q•:T l NU!' 







DO 4()0 J = i,o;s 
p::or = t.2 
IF IJ .'i:O. ~l91JI I GC TO :02C 
TXX = TLJ 
!F (PcS(l,Jl .lT. :.J ?C 0.' = ~li:';Tt­
Gc TC 340 
IF CJ •"•!:°• N~?.-(J)) GO ~[I 33: 
TXX = T~J 
IF I (L-?'.::S(l,Jll .LT. Al ;:on= CLEt>.TH 
G~ Tr 340 
TXX = TXJ 
':YY = Ty j 
!F IJ .GT. "'~;3X) TYY = TLJ 
t r < 1 :..:s • ~ Q. 3 J : vv ; T v J 
If {J .LE. '<!').XI TYY = T:'J 
A~(l,Jl = P8~T + ~~LF. (TXJ + TXXI 














5· .. ~;..,1,;T!P.-.!: i..I\K:L 
••s•w=s~*•***~~••••~*~*~~«•*~~*•****•***~******~**•**~********•*•* 
• 
• F~,~~T!:~~s: l! CALC~LATE ~~CLL ! CF ~LASl!C!TY • 
* 21 :!LCUL~T~ S?C!~C srr~•\ESSES FD~ E'CH SLJCK • 
ll CILCULtTE "!Jl•l" ~LLC~~ELE f~CCES IN SP~INGS * 
z * 
••r$•~*•*~•~•*~t~••****•*~**~•*•*****••******•*~**~*•*****~**~**** 
~~'JL:c.:-r ~Et.t: 3 (~-1-, 'J-ll 
:: i"' v:.~: /~l:-K I !, ~. C, wJ, 1"t 1 r=, Ef-<, ELE~TH 
JE';O:y'f_~/ ~•L'Hl25l, '<P.f(l;51 c:~ .. C\ 
(:-"UC'!', /C'JVE I ~:ST.!.G~(48,1251, STRESS! 5), STPAI!'H 51, EISJ, NSEG 
/GL'""'~' ($(48,1251. Gt4e,6), Lt.'<?, L.!."'l· LAMV, L~Mw, AKK 
/!·~JLL i'/ CC"'PH'j( 5), CC~F3J( 5},!fP...~E:;,T~NBED,Srl~HED,SHRBED 
/JC..~~1TS/ TX.,;, !YJ, TL.;, ~~J, :uJ. TS....i 
:,_: ....... ~ .. ; 
•"'Y•.J-': 
: ,,.v~·~ 
~U•Jf'~; Jr.:':li_ :tt/ t..212,1251' \;=l, r-r;.x, !\2Yt l'.~~, ~~P, '.\:S~X. "1N8·X 
r=fS:..>1.. rt F~~==t43,lZ5), L((6.!.25J, ?0S(6,125l, TI-'"lE : -"" ... ~·~ 
--.{...,~1, /S"?"C•,"!'H/ 
~.., .... ...-~,. /;~!'.~t_ I 
:;·.1u-•, /~~I SHT I 
"":i3~:: ~FE:!SIG 
~s~C\l':, SSb~~c. CS:>CR1 
L' LL. L2, H, H2, lLS, IRS, rus, !&S, KODE 
~T, ~~~TWT, I2LCK 
l, Ll, L2, ..:s, Ll~R,LA"'L• LA,.\/, LA,.;<, MORTi.T 
~:-J9LE P~EC!S!J•. CSI~ 
C!"rt 1"-IU /l.5')-1/, Pl /1.1415<;~654/ 
,..., ..... -- -
.:AT!.. 
ij!T .l. 
l~~2, ~··J::, i;,.t; /G.O~.J'")O, l .·l):JD, 2.CD')Q/ 
$!".:-'"· SK,.,z, SKcX, SKBZ /4<:J.C,)0C/ 










CALCUU Tc A~ !:A CF CCNTACT EET >EE~l UHT ANO l40RTAR 
\IJH = C 
>IJ~ = c 
; f ! l ~L .:K • :;~. 2 l 11 J a = W J 
IF t!~L~'I'.. ~:'...i. 3J J.JJH = \IJ 
e:J.';:iEA z ~Ja * A 
n:!.Pt'4 = \.cJH • 8 
CALCULATE ,.~)UL! QF ELAST!(!Tl: E 
EI ll = S TR 1' S 51 ll I STR ti N 111 
IF (l':S!:G .EC. ll GO TO 110 
DJ 100 I = 2.~SEG 
OS7PS = SH'ESS!ll - SHESSII-ll 
rJSTP'l = STi>AHllll - STRAl'Hl-11 


























S-i~!~ ~~·J,L'JS !C:Cl L~;:; T;,E EFFECT Iv::: L~.._:;­
/ ( 7ft':" • ( C'\: .fX·~~I)) 
- =t. = L 
!F ll"S • E:: • 31 ':ffl = .... -. ' - 4 EFFL - TXJ 
~rFn ; ~ 
: " I: .;S ·=<i. 3) = ;:;::~ = T ~:: ' ff F H - TYJ 
s~?~'i:; 5TIF=\~SS~S r::~ !·.::~re=< JC!f\TS 
~=!~ ..:c !~,~r~ 
~X!!l. s . ..i:::.R 
F1(Trl ==CZ• C? I (._2 • H2> 
F~c-; = ~2 • C2 I (L2 s l2J 
IF o.e)f ·'-=· 2 -~·- •10.y .LE. 2 l Ft.(TH 
!F (!'·.~XX .L::. 2 .:;:. 't?Y .L~. 2) Ft.CTS 
~~CT~ = FlCTr * ~-~ I !.OJJ0 
F!:~~ = FA(TJ ~ 7~2 I ~.~JOO 
IF ('!)'_J • ::~. z=;<;:) G~ TC 11 ! 
YL = L2 
!LH = ~z 
S~rlY : HC~P~~ ~ GG I Yl 
SKrZ ~ :-i:!:i E ! • GG I Z lH 
SK~l = F~CTr. # SKHZ 
!KH = r:aQeA I l2 
!F ('T~.; .::~. z:.:-:l ci: ra !l' 
!~L = ~Jt~~~ I ~2 
p: ( .... ~J .:J. z~;<.:;J G;J T:J 113 




IF (TYJ • 0 ~. ZE'<JI G'.: TJ 11' 
Y.l = ~2 
ZL 9 = ~ 2 
SK~X = 9:A~E~ * G~ I XL 
SK~! = EC~Q~~ * GG I ZIR 
SKdl = FACT3 * s~~z 
!KS = PJ!RE~ I H2 
IF ITUJ .~a. l!R1l G3 TC 115 
~KU = SJ~Q"A I H2 
IF IBJ .u. ER<:I GO ro llc 
AKO = b~A~EA I H2 
C:'NT ! r,uE 
SPRING STIFFNESSES FCR BOU'DAfY JOl~TS 
O~•E 
C\:: 



























ILSl I LS + 
!OS : ! ~S + 
IJS =!LS+ 
J:;S = !SS + 
l'OFT art.:•::!=Y 
G~ T: tlZJ, 14:, lo Cl. ! LSl 
F:.E= SU~~':~'!' 
t;!~L = z::::: 
f\SKLY = Z~P:' 
3S<LZ = E"} 
GJ Tf 2C.J 
Sl"Pl~ SJ:>;>:-;<T 
5!.KL .:: l_~Q!) 
BSKLY = SKHY 
3SYLl : SK'1Z * l.C.2 + TLJI I IA + TLJ I 
G':' '!C' 2 :·J 
FJx;o SL':>P~::'!' 
B ~it. t. = l • ~:· 'J ~ 
::.~~ .. !..Y ~ l.:-J-:3 
e::~~ z ; !.J):3 
P.TG'1~ ;:;-..;•, !~Y 
G'l TC' (2 '), ;-4·:, 26'.l, 28cl, IRSl 
FOE~ 5VPD'.""; T 
9..:..K.P = l ::=<~ 
esi<.:v = z::'!.:: 
~:--:~l = zEwn 
G".; TC 3~-1 
S :u:>L~ SJ~;'.'"~."!" 
~!.Jo.:.:( : -:_ C:P"} 
3~;..:.y = ~K..;y 
f'o'.?l = 5,;,,z * ll.2 + Tf'J) I (A+ TRJ) 
G~ "'!"11 ;.:J 
FIX!:D ~~c;;pro; 
f3!1C;I' = l.:J:')J 
Esi.:oy = l.'JJC3 
~~-<:iz = i.~013 
G'1 T:: 3C:J 
)'°~~£T?y 
e..-. ~~ = !. J( t-
a.::.-<;;-v = Si<rlV 
R:.r~z = Sr<Ml 
UPP C: P. ~r:u•;J l~ Y 





























o~KuZ = SK5Z * 132+TUJI I (3+TUJ) 
GJ Tf: 4';') 
F!X£!) S~;>p:~T 
~ ! K 'J = l o :)'.) 0 3 
.:s~·Jx = l.JJ~3 
::Sr<.~;Z = l .OJC3 
:;-:; TC 4': ~ 
SY.""ET~Y 
f~<.;J=A1G 
nSKUX = SKSX 
0S1CZ = SKBZ 
L:',..~;J: ?C.U\;J:.::y 
G'.l T'.: 1421, 44'.l, 46'.ll, l~Sl 
F<lEE SUP"C'< ~ 
3~<?. = ZERO 
?S<3X = Z~P8 
BSKS!. = z::~G 
::; .: ,. = -) ; J 
S!~?L~ S~P?JRT 
f~<.3 = ZE~O 
"SK3X = SKBX 
BSKBZ = S~BZ * 182 + TEJl I (8+TBJl 
':'i:l TC 5')0 
FIX=D ~U?P2~T 
R.~i(~ = 1.-~J·'.)3 
SS"-oX = I.0803 
3SK3l = l.OiJC3 
CC·"'.;T P·~'.J= 
XX =·TLJ + A/TW'.:: - t21 l,l) 
YY = T'lJ + B/T><Q - ~~( ;,l) 
:)'J acv ~ !;I: i, ~s 
SP~!NG STIFFNESSES FOR HEAC JC!NTS 
KL = 45 
... = 9 
P' (r .NE. ,._lf,IK >I GJ TO SO t 
YY = YY + Ao(2,KI 
y = yy 
YC = Y + g/ "k0 
CCNT l1'UE 
00 600 N = 1,2 
!'SKLL = BSKLZ 
SKHH : SKrl 
!F (K .~E. NLB(KI) CJ TC 52C 
IF l~D'lE .EQ. Ol GO TO 51~ 
IF (!LS .EQ. 0) GC T() 505 
AR: A+ TLJ - POS(l,KI 



























:;:: (~: .LT. '.l. t:::c:1 ~c TC 510 
A~J;ST s~;A~ STlF~~i~SS FOR LEFT s~u~:!RY (FCR PA~T!AL ur~tTS) 
SS'LL = SK-<Z"' (A2+TLJ l I IELE!\Th/Tk'J + TLJI 
: :'"'.':l.j= 
!':J'..;S7 s~::t.:;, ST!CF·.=ss FC~. H:.::t!J J:I~TS CF ?~:(i!AL SLC:Ct<.S I~ •r:= i=:j~.:'.I"'.G SC'tJ PATT£P·~ 
SKHH = SKHZ * l2 I Ll 
S'\Ll3 = 9S~LL 
S-!~K = .S«HY 
- t !~~ .£~. 21 SKLL~ = BSKLZ 
c~ ... ,~~·.·r: 
!c:(! .·=· ):; TC5'.: 
: ;; {". • ::. J ·~ T'J 5 : 
,(L = S-<L = JS ~IP l*Y/Efrhl 
/( \~ - ~Bll.~)$Fl•OSl!\IPI•YC/~cF~l/1ThJ•~FFLll 
!'.)JJ$T SH~!, STIFF<i':SS FOQ LEFT BOU~OAQY ACccoo:"G TO 
5!!\:S'.l!~AL VA 0 'AT!C~ IFJR Sl~FLE SUPPCRT O~LYI 
C':'.; ! '..;: 
!~~!~·; $?::;:·.·~ ST!FF. 
T~~ LEFT ~CJ"j:l~Y 
i<.S (KL , Kl 
KSIKL-l,Kl 
-~5 !i<L-2, n 
C ""•tTI'!U'.: 




F l~.sx ·=c. ll Gr:J TC 525 
;o (e< •• ·~. r.31 G'.l T'.J 525 
F II~+ l ·=~· ~~3(K+ll .A~D. ~E(l,K+ll .LT. ~2) SKHH 
* !... 2 I I • 
C":-•.T l •.=J::: 
tSSIG": s~or~:c STIFF\ESSES FCR HEAn JCI~TS 
KS(" ,Kl= SK'1H 
l\';("-l ,Kl = 3KHY 
K)( .. -2,Kl = AKH 
A~J~S! SMr&? ST!FF~ESSES FCP ~[GHT BCUNDARY 
3So<o.q = SSKRZ 
IF IK .NE. ~;RFl(K) I GO TO 54( 
IF (KCD= .EO. ~l GO TO 535 


















!L = L - 0::;5 il ,K }- ! -
!'= ( t.L . l T • z=~::i :.L = - lL ;F { .. ~~ .Gr. J .lJJJ!)l~SK~, = 
CC'~.TP.J:: 
S.c::<~3 = :3S<C ~ 
T~J 
SKHZ * !d2 + ''~l 
IEL~\TH/T•J + T~JI 
!F ( !~.) • ~O. ?l S=':i,;::: 
: )t-.T!'~J'.°: 
E'51'Rl 
!SSI~~ SP=!•:3 sr!FF. FC~ qfG~T H~!D JOINTS OF SLCC~S 
Trl~ ~IC~! ~:0~.Jt~Y 
~S(.... .~> = ~S<~::: 
;.:5{...;- ,:<.j = 3SK~Y 
~5{~- 'i = 2AK~ 
~s~i.•.;. ,-<.} = KStu ,K) 
KS { •) + , K) = KS i '-~-1 , J<.) 
KS ( ~ t- , "I.) = ·i\ S ( .,__ 2 , K) 
IF (K .;'~. ~~(Kl I G'J T.J 5t>C 
SET STIFF~E5S~S FJ~ SPa•~GS c~ L~FT ~EAD JG!N7 c~ ! ~c::~ 
~OUAL TC TM~S= ~\ ;~= P:G~T Of THE ~~EVI~US g~CCK 






Kl = 42 
,.. = 3 





>.:S { l.\L , r.) 
KS ( <: L -1, r l 
KSIKL-2, fl 
S?RI~G S~IFF~~S5~S FC~ 5EJ J:I~TS 
IF C'!~Y • =·:i. 1) S'.J TO 30C 
.. ~~ ~>J = f\::=1.X 
M~X!.2 = \:!X + 
IF IK .No. t;LS("-l l GO T::J 61Q 
"f'X34 = '\BX 
IF !t.B(~,KI .LT. 
M34 : ~.tl X34 
CONT P.:U'O 
Kl = 48 
M = 39 
I = l 
+ l 
A2l M3X~4 • NSX + 2 
XX = XX + AB(l,Kl 
x = xx 
XC = X + !I/TWO 
DO 700 N = l, 2 
IF IK .GT. N3XXl GO TO o £0 
N 
w 
IF lt!!ll,KI .GE. 21 GO T tl 
IF {'" • !:O • l '" '< • :: • ~' :: I !< I l G'.l TO 630 .... ' . 
IF p, -~~. 2 -~ ·,; . K • ~ • ' 5(Kl) CC TO 630 
t:l 5 C~';T!"l:..Je 
c 
~-->> CALCUL.lT~ F!CT'JOS F!Y S!"~~C:!!:Al '/A~IATION OF SHEAR 
::-->> STIFF,Ess=s (FQ> S!~PLE SJP~:FTSI 
... 
i:: 
StJ;> = ~"~ 
IF lIBS .~E. ~) GC T~ 6lt 
IF [':3XX .LE. 21 G'J TO 616 
SUP = DS!'(P[•X/~CFLI 
ii II !:\E- ~5 I 2 .i<. I •?!*OS '.'II F l*XC/EFFLI / ITWO*ffFHl l 
c-->> ~SSIGN.STIFF. FC~ a:rrs~ s•~!~GS OF 2LCCKS ALCNG LOWER BOUNDARY 
c 
616 KSIKL ,Kl = BSK3Z • SU? 
KS(KL-1.KI = eAKe 











A~J~ST swc,o •11cc. FOP !!:[ J[!,T SPRI\GS BETWEEN FULL BLCCKS 
":F r...1;: ~·j·;~-:P.h SC'~J ?!.t"!'"TER't 
5¥.35 s~ez 
I F (~SJ:: • C. ·~) G::! T ~ 6 ; 7 
IF {Af;\ l,'< .GI". A21 G'.l 1t: f25 
IF Ci< .oQ. '<Lg(KI .t"i-J. •, .Eo. II GO TO 630 
IF IK .i:;i. •.R3(KI .4'Hl• 'l .EQ. 21 GO TO 631'.l 
SKaa = SK!Z*~2 I [(t-=LENTH/T~Cl**2 + H2*H2l••o.5 
S3~K = St<~3 
G~ TC 627 
cc·.r ! ~:·Jt: 
5(~~ = s~~z·~z I f (L2/1~Cl**2. H2•H2l••0.5 
S:">o< 0, = Si".8B 
JF CK .o~. ~.LElKl .~·;'.). ~ .cC. ll Si<BB = SKBZ*H2 I llA-ELENTH 
I T;.;'))~*2 + H2 * H21•*C.5 
IF I .!'O. ~iOP(KI .A,;[). N .EQ. 2l SKBB " SKBZ * H2 I 
(I~- LotlTH/T>i".!l**2 • H2*t-2l ••0.5 
C 1~1T ':'Jc 
ASSIG4 STIFF~ESS!'S FC~ ~ED JOl~T S?~INGS 
KS['< ,K) = •K '>B 
KSCM-1,K) = AK:\ 
KS!M-2,K) = SK~X 
IF IK .LE. "!':!'!XI GO TO 640 
SKUU = BSKUZ 
IF I IUS .EO. 31 SKUU = SKeB 
!F U.Bll,Kl .GE. ~21 GO TO t35 
= 1•: . -·. . ·- . ....: . < .~O. Nlq{Kll GS TJ &4~ 
= i •. . z . - .......... . . " ;::;::. \;. 3 i 1' l l G':; 640 e35 -. •T • ' -- .. - .... 
::-» ~s ~ G.•: ST F~. r: :=: ~ ~:; JJI~T S~;I\GS ~LC~~ U~PE; 5~J·;:!;Y 













~ (W-1,~l = ~!~U 
~- '"-2 ,!() = ~5-<.J:( 
"' = '~-~ *12 
JC = <L-!•t2 
"- ( ""! ! · , "-l :: ;.<.S ( '-" ,KJ 
¥. i "": - t t :<:} : j.\ '5 { .,._ l I .() 
I... ~·~:-2t"'-l = K5{'1.-2 1..l 
,... c' .;..:. ~?:i.:J> ::::: .... - c : 
;: t~·,...~:: • ::. -:J v:;x = M XJ 
F (!<.-':J:: • ~- l .'J~. K c~ .EO. 2J ~ex 
:: (:<S::: • T. Zl Y3X :;; .... X34 
F llK-~ax .::. Cl GC T 6t:l 
VY ; '4 
[<-: . ~ . ·: l GS ro 6~:) 
(•. :} . I ~ ... = 6 
(', . c l ."'~ = 39 ,, . 
c :·. ".":. ~ = 
!~ t~ .·.:::. " .. ~:[~)} '.;S 7:::: C5~ 
""'?- Xl2 
!; t:.2(l;S..} .:._T. !..2 .!~2. ~ .=c. l) G~ Tr"! 6c5 
iC C.~6 
lr i<. • ':. 'l~P ('<l l G1 TQ 65t 
ff {1-~t ,Kl • LT. !2 .A·~:J. ~ .E:Q. 2) GG T2 Ct-5 
(~~·! 1~:·.: 







C C~T !'~UE 
I = - ! 
~L = 12 
~ = 6 
KS(•-4~ ,K-..,.SXJ 
KS { "'V:- 1, 1<'.-"'CX) 
KS('\'l-2;K-,U5Xl 
KS( Kl ,K) 
K5{.~L- !,Kl 
KS!KL-2,Kl 
~"Xl2 = N!3X 
"8X34 = 1"34 - l 
IF 1i .• ::o. 21 ~SX34 = '13 4 





C-->> "AX!l"i.:1' ALL·JW.l.BLE STRESSES 





~a 9~~ ! = 1.~s~~ 
:;v?~Jl ! l = src:ss1 ! l • l·<':l!.'l.EA 
(Cv?'Di; I = SF!:SSI ! l • eJA'l.EA 
P::II'ff 195:, I, El!J 
900 CChT!~~= 
T:'.";~ 0: = ""SOC·~J • ~C!.~EA 
r~·~~ 1 = ~sa:~~ • Y~tQ~A 
SHFS J = SS3C:~J • ~~t~EA 
s"~~ ') = s~~C~J * H:AREA 
C--» "ULTIPLY ST FF!.~SS'.:S bY ::t ll FOR ?1111.Tll.G PU=<PQSES 
!{H = !<~ • ~(l) 
$r(HV 









e ~ ~-::. z 
e.~ ..... :1 





s,-~y * i 1 J 
s~~z"' t:1 
!.r<~ • \ !. ~ 
s~~x • !1.i 
$"-'! l * 11 I 
l!-~Kl * 111 
a SKL Y • 11 I 
f!5"<Ll * ll) 
= ! "· ~ === t l ) 
1:5<:';. y 11: ( l ) 
s·~;z• (lL 
!. ..... '~'. .. ( l ) 
S<;x * l~l 
-' .. ;._) ~ ( 1 ) 
!../. 3 .... ( ! j 
S-<3 X • 11 l 
Sl\~l * (1) 
IF (!'.t:t)E .EC. Cl !';') T 9';0 
S~Hr\ = S~!-i!< * (l) 
so<:: = S~Ks " 111 
S:Hi< = $'.:",•; * lll 
S<LL~ = Si<LL3 • Ill 
~~===i = si<=<'13 • !LI 
c;so c~~TI!~J~ 
?P PIT 2'l~') 
PP 11'' z,JlO 
IF I Y"'.l!' .•1:=. 01 ~o TO iroo 
PF!~T 2020, ~Kn, A~q 
P~ rrn 2030, Sit:HY, 9<~x 
::- 0.t·~: 20'-'0• Si<Yl, Si<~l 
GO rr 110') 
10?0 POJ~T 2~5G, AKH, 4KB, IK~, AK8 
P•.:•;T 2060, SKHY, SKBX, SKHY, SKBX 
PRl~T 2'.l70, SK~Z. S!K~. SHHK, sesK 
1100 P~!"JT 208'l 
IF IKCOE .•JE. Cl GO TO 1200 
PPI"JT 2?90, B~KL, BAK~, BAKU, BtKB 
P~!"IT 2100, BSKLY, BS~RY, BSKUX, BSKBX 
P~l~ 21!0, 8S~LZr 3S<RZ, ~~~Ur 5S~EZ 
J ~~ 13C'J 
120~ CQ_J·~ 212"}, 3!i(L, ==-~ ..... =, ~:.:<-:..: 6t.<.3, !:!J(L, :;i!K~ 
P~!N-r 2130, 55:-<~Y' 351\=tY, ~s ~..:x. =3S<2X, :S!<.LY. '.3SKRY 
:r (!JS .:;:. 3j s.l(·_;J = 5 ..;S 
P~!~T 2140, ~5~LZ, 3S<~z, SK ~' SS(SZ, SKLLS, S~C?3 
















20~G ~ ~~~~ 
207J F ~~~~ 









(lo-1). li"'1S£G"': t~~ •.:., 2, 3X, C2J.13) 
(:HJ, l \I} , 4 t l -iir:. J t :: , 3 :ri S f: ~ ! ~-~ G ST!ff,ES, 
5HS .E S, 3Xt 44( l~•)} 
t!.r.~. 2!/J, 33'(, :s::----.-l. 1x, 
!9(1ti--) ,/, 27t.. 5ll~-l, lX, 
15~!~TER!Cq J8!~:rs. 
li~~ULL ~LC:KS, lX, 
l y, 
l.t { ~- ,_) ' 
!.t.X, t.t!r- , :..x, ....:;; ;;.1! ..... _._: ::;-~c:(.s, 1x, .;.{lk- • 1. 
27x. 4t--'"":::.. ,1sx, ;c , :6X., .;.1<-~~~-:.~. 17:<, 3~~:-1 ~. lt/)i 
{!i-t ,s-~!. X l L, , {Z:r:, Dl7.1Cl, l3X,14~:;:: A=>::.L!C~"">i..::J 
(lH ,L4~P:- LI.'~ S !..'=, 4X 9 2(~X, 217.10), 13X. 
!4~~~- ~P&LIC!~t~> 
(l!-i t 14-....:z-::l?::C s·-r::~~. 4X, 2{2X, !)17.lOJ, 13X, 
l4H~.~T !POtfC~~ ~1 
t :r-o 9-!! X I !. , ~x, -:. (2)., Cl7. i~! ~ 
Clio-\, 14r!'·;-:>:_•.t: 'S-::!.:-, "-X, 4l2 . .\, '.)17.!.'J:)) 
<>-', l.;'--lz-;::::. :::-::~~,. ;x, .... c2x, :"17.lJl> 
il-i!, 2\/1 .. 5-2.:r.. .. .}..:::,t:-·-1. ix, ::r-~::-:JL;~t::·y ..;c:~~-s. ix, 
!.7llr.-j, /, 21'1., :_;.(>--~, lX, !:r--rt.;LL .2!....:.'(i.:.s, :x. 25~>-·-~, 
l4X., 4(~i--}, lt. .... ;>·--:=- ..... r:'. ;\t_"."::::Ks. lX, 4(lH-:, ;, 27X, 
4r.L~FT, 15.X, 5P"f 3 :·.:;!""'7, lt.t.X:• 5ri~f'Pt~, !'1X, 5HLJt.'.:~. 
14X, 4:...tlEF!, 15>.., S~":"!C.r-T, l(/Jl 
(l!-! ,9H! X ! :. L, ::::r., 4{ ;x.Dl7.l-J) • l3X, l4Hfi(lT !i'PL!Ct.~l'.:} 
(lh, 14:-t!'J-=>:...~·,;: SHEttt. 4X, -'tl2X, Jl7.lrJ}, l3X, 
i.4H'~Gi t..P::>!...:C!ct.=> 






FJKV.!T ( lH , 9:...;!. X 1 t. L, 9 • 6(2X, Cl7, 10)) 
F!:'~!-!l,":'" (lH t l4H!S-PL!.~,= s~ !t", 4X, 6C2X, P.17.10)} 



















• FUhC.TICHS: 1> FCP~ULAIE A'~ SCL~E E;cATI:~s CF ~CTIC~ 
* 2) TR4CC C~AC~ VEVEL:P~E~T ~~J ~:~-~I~EAK si~AVICQ • 
• 
• CTHEK sua~GLTI~~s CALL~C: "L::::.:", ,,._,:..ss•, "STIF"1 "FC~CES" 
··································*·~·········••••*•••••••••*••••• 
I•?LIC:T ~2~l • ~ (A-H • c-z> 
C:•w~~ /3L~ST I nPEPK1 S?EAK1 ~T!~E1 CTI~E• ~TI~£• lYPE1ILCA01rtY~ 
C~~·~~ IJLCK I A1 St C1 •J• ll• TEt EH• £LC~IH 
C~Yv~~ /30~LE~/ ~LC(l25)s N~~ll25l 
CC~v:~ /C~R~E I ~STAGEl4a1125J1 STRES~( 511 STR&i~l 5)1 El5i1 ~SfG 
cc~~~~ /I~JCLT/ CCWPhOl 5>• ccv?~O( ~•.TE~~E~.TE~5~t.~ri~"EC.!hCfEC 
cr~~r~ /J~l~TS/ TXJ1 TYJ1 T~J. T~J. T~J, 13~ 
c~~v~~ JV£SLC~/ Pt6,125ls V!5!NJ(t,~2Sl• EL~~aT!l25) 
cc~~:~ 1·.tsLc~1 ~ac2,12sJ, ~e. ~.~x. ~a¥, ~z~. ~c~. ,5,1, ~'.~X 
ccv~~\ /~fS~Li/ FC~CEf~!Jl25JJ ~Cl6sl2~>• ~:.Stf,125>•· TI~E 
cc~~=~ 1STF~AT/ A~,1~0.f >s 9K'75a.~>, c~r75~•til• ~~11so.s1. 
S ~~(7~C1Cl1 F~17~Ct0l• ~Kl?5C16) 
cc~rc~ /~LLL I L. Ll• L2• H, "H2. !LS. lGS, I~s. ISS. KOCE 
J:~E~s=:~ ~CCf 51125J1 VEL<E·l~S)s K~{f,:25) 
~Iv€~S:G~ VCT'~1125l1 ~CTl61125t, ~CE•~•l2S>1 !SSU~El61ti51 
~cc~~~ P~EClS!C~ L1 Ll• L21 ~u. KS. ~~SI~~. o;ss 
ctr~ rro, i~c 12•c1 
O~TA ' /7~t•O,tD~C/, EETA/6.000Q/ 
0£T& A C/750•0.0~0C/, VCl/7~o.o.ODOG/ 
CtTt z ~CJC.tOCOJ, H~LFJ~.co-11, ChEJ1.c~:&1. TMC/2.0000/ 








TI Ill: E 
P~!~T SCOCt TI~E 
ZERO 




CALCULATE TIME I~CQEMENT: OT 
L = ! 
" N 
N3 = 1 







~. ! = -.e :c: r + 2 
L = twi3 • £ + l 
~ = L • 4. 




.:¥fL•!> • -.ASIN~!3,N3) 
;~···•> * W!SI~~f41N3) 
~w:.;.L5 :. '-- t !t., ~ ) • "!!Sil'<'Jt5•1<3l 
c~ lVO ~ = l1:,2 
I(! = I; • !: - 3 
i<" = ~ • r - 2 
rs = is • ! - 1 
lIJ.Y3 = :06'll"J,3J • 1'ASIJ.V(3•l) 
IF CT[JCT' .LT• S.ll:.LL3J GO TO 90 
5,.-.&tLl = Tt,._Y3 
II = I 
l?~l~ = 1~1•4•41 • ~~Sih~C4tll 
1.f fT!!'lf"~ .tr. sw..:.LL-'J .:;.c TO 110 
~'°'.:Lt.4 = T!:~Y.C. 
!4 = ! 
I!"P\'!5 = ;.,.;(i'5•~J * )ll.Sll\VC5tl) 
!f ITI'Y~ .LT• ~~'~LSl GC TO 100 
S"'t.LL~ = il\l~ 
I~ =· 
CONll"UE 
0£1€ = I Tt/S~ALLJl••0.5 
CEl4 = C IL/~~ALL4)•*0•5 
:=T~ = r T:/5VeLL5>••0.5 
"~ = c 
c ~ t" = :. :: ! 
if lC~T4 ,LT. ~T) CET 
IF IC£TS .Ll. ET> OET 
tu.ii = CEf 
CLt.rz~l:E 
f..I( = kX .. 
cu~ = tu~ • 10.000~ 
. ~u• = t:U.,.. 
1 F ( ~. J"' • '\ E • C) G C TC 15 ~ 
GO TC 12~ 
CET~ 
ilET5 
15-~ ~0 = N;;...• 
Aul = A~ I 4.0DOO 
~T =•GT• 1110.00001••1-NKll 
PRUIT tOOO 
r.2 = Tao • t. 
82 = TA'J • 8 
OG 2CO .J%1shl! 
?Rir.ir 6Gto • .J. (UCllet.ils IB=l16), (VELlIBsJ>• I8.&l•6> 
PCS•c.Jl % PtS•2.Jl + uc12.J> 





























•EST•~rN I~F~CPE" "OTATlC' AL~l.G SUPFORT FOR SI~PLE SUPPORT 
!F , r • LE. ! • c;; • r .~:. 5 I GO TO 151 
!F" IIL5 .EC.• l • t '•U. J • t.. ... "'l E(.; l I GC TC 230 
!F I! RS • E -;. l • Id.::.. J .to. 1iW:aC J >) GC TO 230 
:F I I .LE• •I GO TC IS2 
lF 'T E.S • E. Q. l .:.,..,c. J .LE. hEXX l GO TO :230 
IF CIUS • c: c. l oAP.0 • J .GT. PNEX I (Q JO 230 
C•:NTihUf 
IF C 1(0Y" • E,. Q .A:.o • I .cc. 21 GJ TO 225 
IF t 1(0YN .c,. c • t.t-.O. I .,c. 6) GO TO 225 
CALCULATE ACCcLE~AlICNS •T IJPE = C 
ACCII.JJ 
~C T'J 2(i0 
P' AS I!\ 11 r I 11 J J •,-Pf I• J >-KUf I• J l J 
£CCI It .. > = 2Eli0 
CO,TI~UE 
CC"Tl"'Uf 
CALL >ua~OUTihE DFCKCES" TO INITIATE FCRCES &T iIPE z 0 
C~LL F:hCCS 
~= 2'SC J :; ls1'-&e 
C'.'J,':.C.I=lt6 
t..ClI11_.'J = ZEF<C 
CO'<T Il.UE 
~ETEQ•T"'E ~U~BER OF TI•E ST~PS IINCRE~ENTSJ 
STEP = IRTIME + CTIME + OTIMEJ JOT+ 1. 
"'STEP = STEP 
~5TfF = ~SlEP + 150 
TE~~r ~ 10.~occ • or 
PPh.T = TEI.CT 
CnE~ = ZERC 
f\IYEti = 3 • f\S 
DO eOC ITIME = 2tNSTEP 
I~~~~~~hT TI~E BY CT 
TI"E = Til'E + OT 
ACJUST TI~E If tBRLPT CHA~GE IN SLOPE OF FORCING 
FUNCTICN CCCURS •IThlN OT 
IF <ITO .ea. 01 GO TO 260 
TI~E z TI'f - TO 
IT~ z 0 
260 
GC TC ~co 
IF t I~': .EC. ~J GO TC .3~0 
TI~E • T!~E - ~C 























CtLL SUE«CUl!NE "~~t~" IC CtLCULtiE C\~A~IC LOAC CN 
EUCH CLGCK ~T Glv£~ TI•E 
CALL LOA': 
!TE'l = l 
lhITI~LIZE CC~TXCI~~l CISFL. '~er>. ~fl. (V(T>. AhO ACCL. (~(El 
UC •00 ~3 = 11~5 
PC4: • ..;E> '= ZEr<C 
CY t\CC I = 1•5 
t.;CT'l•.J2l 
VC: T (I ,JS> 




VELf ! 1Jf! > 
:CC£1>.JEJ 
~c ~~~ Je = l·~= 
"u 440 : = 11-:. 
I I- < r • LE. 3 .CP. I . :.:: ".:. 
;F IILS " I • :. '· c. .J E 
!F I! P\ S •C:.·.-. l • t \.~. ..;s 
IF I I .Lf: • 4 I GC TC 432 
IF [I:! s • c: c. l • t.:<.C • J5 
If I It;5 .£:;. l .t..'iC. .;£ 
CCNTil.'..IE 
SI GC TO 431 
.cc. ,.. LE [ -E J l GC TO •40 
.c;. l\k8l .J2)) GO TO 44C 
•LC::• '-EXX) GO TO 440 
• GI. ll'I.\ ex> GO TC 440 
CALCU~~iE ~ISPL. lLCl ~ VEL~CITY lVEL> BASEC ON ASSL~£0 ACC£LE~. 
AS~U~E'!•J51 = ~CCt!sJSl 
liClT1Jt.l = 1~CitT21.Jl1 l + OI•VCTll>JS) +(HALF - C~.;C../:.JElt:J 
•(:T•CT1•"Cf{I1.JEJ + '~l•Cl) • ACC,I.JF.l/d~TA 
V~L!I1JBI = ~CT!ItJ!ll + nALF•OT•IACClltJBl + ACEII,.JBll 
cc~ TIMJE 
CONTI~UE. 
~ULTI~LY STifF~:SSES BY CISPL. VECTORS TO OBTAIN RESISTA~CE 
VECTG~ KU FC~ E~CH 2LOCK 
L~ = _.,.._e X + 
l>;CEX : -1 
INOX = 1 
DC 1888 J = l•Nc 






l c !. 5 














:';C l~D I.IC : 1•6 
KulI!C1J) = Z£ll0 
h:.=S•f.J-lJ 
DO tC!.~ I~ = lt6 
~A = IA + NA 
~C 1~!.S JI = 110 
kl.l'l 1£ • ..,l -: ICU( IA.J) + AK(,,A1.;A) • t;Cl.JAaJ) 
Ci'.:~Tih\:E 
IF 11"5 .Ee. 3 .4NC. J .Ee. NQetJll GO TC 1060 
:F '~ .E~. ~ea(J)) co TQ lllJ 
.,,pl = .J + 1 
SS = Gt.E 
G:: r.: 1c1:i 
,J?l = .J 
55 = - OriE 
CChlI,.liE 
·LLTIPLY KE EY UC CF BLCCK a AND S~BTRACT F~CM 'Ku 
~- 11CC ' - = 1, e v:. = r:. ... ~-:. 
-~ : 1 ~~ J~ = l , c. -- = <:;~£. 
IF I Jl • c:;. 5 J AS = SS 
<I.I It.,JJ = KUI lt.oJJ - BKIMAoJAI • UCIJA,JPll •AS 
c:NT? :-,uE 
IF •!LS .~~. 31 GO TO 1120 
!F [.J .LE..- ~~~ex> GC TC 1150 
.JOA: : .J 
SS = - !J~~ 
Ge re 11~0 
!F lJ .E~. L~) G: TO 1~75 
IF I .J • ( r • LI• • • ~. C • J •LE• NB J G C TC 13 C 0 
J?X = J + ~~X 
SS = Ch~ 
TF l~=y .<~. 11 GO TO 1275 
r~ ( r~~~ .hE. C> GO 10 1210 
~LLll~LI ~c e1 UC CF BLCCK c ANO SUBTRACT FRC~ KU •FCR h. STACK! 
DC 12G4J !& = 106 
~& = IA + ". 
!)C l:i:GO JA = 106 
.. s = C~E 
IF I J& .E,. 41 AS = SS 
XUIIAo~I = KUIIAoJI - CKIM,.,JAI • UCIJA,JPX> • "S 
c~~rr;,u::: 





















JP.X: = J?J + i 
!F (J .E~. ~L5,~}J I~CEt 
IF t~CC~ .~E. ~> ~C TC 1212 
IF Cl~CEX> 12:~. :2l5s 1220 
IF (~~CE .~f. 4: C: TC 1220 
IF CI~CEXl 12~Ct 122;• 1215 
..i?Xl = .J?:.C. + 2 
JP X = Jt: X • 1 
SS = :i.;: 
- I"DEX 
!f f!..2[1,Jl .Li • .!.2 • .i:.!";:::S. J .Ee;. p,::C:el..ill GO TC 1230 
~ULTIFLY ~~ EY LC Cf ~LC(< c A~O suar~~CT F~C~ KU (FJ~ ~- sc~:J 
IF IIUS .kE. 31 G~ TC 1222 
IF IJ ·"E" ~kS•I GO T~ 1222 
~PXl = .J 
J?X· = .J 
SS = - CkE 
CONT!~t.;£. 
GC 1?2~ !. 'IS 
~A = !:. • ?1J 
CG 1225 ~A = !•6 
~s = c~= 
IF tJ~ .EC. ~> !$ = SS 
KUlIAsvJ = ~~(!lt..il - Ckl~A,J~J • ~CCJA,J?lll • ~S 
CC"TINUE 
IF lt8ClsJ) ~LT.-L2 .t~D. J .EC. hLSC.J)) GO TC 1275 
~ULT!PLY KE EY c: CF BLCCK E A~O SUSTR!CT F~C~ ~u tF~R R. a:~:J 
CCNTI1'~E 
DO 1250 IA = l•c 
,,A E IA + h.A 
00 125C jA = l•e 
,, = ChE 
IF IJA .E~. 41 AS= So 
KU1:£.-~-J = KUfIA.Jl - EK'~~.~Al·. ~CrJA.JPXl • ~s 
cc:~TI~UE 
c;,,, TI ~UE 
If (J .Ea. 11 GG TO 1050 
IF IJ .ic. hLS[j)) c~ TC 1•75 
MULIIPLY KO eY UC CF BLCCK D ANO SUfTRACT F~C~ KU 
Jl<l = J - 1 
DC 1350 IA = 106 
~A=!;.+ri:. 
DC 1350 J~ : 1•6 


























TF t J.LE. ~BXXI GO TC 1650 
J~X : .; - 1'f l 
:F t~O~: .~E. Ol GO TC 15CC 
!F l'EY .EC. ll CG TC 157~ 
~LLI:~Ll KE E' ~C CF ELCCK E A~O SUETRACT FRC~ XU IFC~ ~. Sl&CKl 
~c isco r~ = l•6 
!fl A ~ It. + l.A 
CC 15CO JA = 1•6 
KU! IAoJl = KU! lAoJl - EKll<l .. JAl ,. UCIJAoJ,.X> 
C.C"T l"vE 
GC TC 157'5 
c '="· ! ! '·;,..: E. 
..;."Xl : .;~X - l 
:f lJ .;;c. :'.l'll Jl) i~:ix = - i:NDX 
IF ·~C:)c .~"· •I c.c rt 1510 
TF II~~)J 15~5, 1525, 1520 
IF (~(Cf .~E. 4) (C TC 1525 
If' tikC~J 1520• 1520, 1525 
J"Xl = J"X - 2 
.,,.,x = .;~x - 1 
!F [!3(11~) .~r. A2 .ANC. 4 .Ee. hLE(J)J GC TC 1550 
~~LT:~LY ~F EY JC CF 8LC(K F AND s~eTMACT F~CM XU lFC~ "· SC~~) 
J~ 1~~0 !~ ~ l.6 
~l = IA + loA 
o: !540 JL = 1•0 
.Ct,;t IA1.J• : Jt'UflAt.J' - FktMA•J.t.J * UCt.Jt.1J-..XlJ 
C :i. T I'-U:. 
I~ IA:11.wl .LT. A2 .Aho. J .Ea. ~RBIJJl cc TO 1575 
~L~TI-LY ~n eY UC CF SLCCK H ANC SUBTRACT FRC" KU IFCR ~. BC~CI 
CO:\.':'!Ai.VE 
~G lSCQ IA = 1•6 
1(1. = ::: A + ._. 
cc 1-seo .,.11 := 1.6 
~UII~oJI = k~IIAoJI - n<l~A,JAI • UCIJA,JMXI 
C .._ T:: 't;E 
C ~Y:'-UC 
C ""TI!'w.VE 
c-; .. r M;E 
5CLVE £~UATIC~S OF ~OTION FOR ~CCELERATIONS 
eo .eo JE = 1.~a 
DC 4 60 I = 1•6 



















IF I I LS • ;: Q. l .~~D • Ja • c. .... r.LC'.JE>l GG lJ -'SJ 
IF I I;; S • E:l. 1 • A!';C. Jo • ::: c. 1';;5 c J;)) cc Te ·HO 
IF I I •LC. 4) (C IC •5 2 
:;: C.ISS .• a. l •:.. \C. .JS • L~ • .. s xx l G.!J TC 4EO 




C:.Pii T !f\UC. 
nc 485 .JB = i,Nd 










TOL~~s = <s.~:-•• • ~:s!~~'3• £t • pr3,Ja> 
tTOL~~S .LT. 1E~C1 T~~~\5 -; - T ~~hS 
IP(J,JS> .iO. ZE~:> i~t~·.s = C. S 
o\34 I = 1,6 
tr .LE. J .c~. I .E~. 5l GC fC 431 
lIL5 .~G. l .:~~. JE .E:. ~Ld(~Sl) GO lO 4€4 
<I~S .Ea. 1 .~ho. J~ .~c. h~2(-EtJ ~c TG •a4 
'I .LE. 4) GO TC 432 
(~t;S .E~. 
t ! L'S .. ._ Q. 
.A~C. Je .L~. ~~XX) :c T3 •a· 
.:~c. J~ .er. ~~.~XI G= IJ ·~4 
CJ~TI"UE. 
Ch£CIC if Cl.l..Ct:LAlE:C t..CCELfr<. I$ •!Tr.II\ ALL~,k'AELE 
ER~CR OF ASSU~EC ACCELE~ATION 
DIFF = ASSIJrtE(I.Je) - !.(CflaJB> 
Cif.t = !)!ff 
IF fOIFF .LT. Z£~CI ~iFA ~ - ~IfF 
IF fOlFA .Lf. TCL~~S) GC IO 4a4 
IT&R = I!Ek + l 
If IITER .LE.~:TE~I G~ TC 430 




SELECT TIME INTEPVAL FCR P~:~Tl1'G tUTFUT 
IF ITI~E oLE• TE~CTl CC IC <9C 
TI~P = ITl~E - PH~TJ / TfNDT + le00-7 
NT = TIM? 
PROO =CHE~ • VClf3•1J 
IF !PROO .LT. ZEhC .A~C. ~T.NE. 11 CC TO 490 
If INT .NE. ll GO TC 510 
PR~T : PK~T + TENOT 
490 CONTINUE 





~: ~~~ Je = 1.~e 































~o ~20 Je = 1.~a 
D~ 52C I = 1' 5 
POSll•JBI = PCSII,JBI + UCII,J8) 
CC!'.TI"UE 
CtLL SJeacurr•E "FCACES" TC CALCULATE NC~•L FORCES IN SPRI .. GS 
~t~~ F~~c~s 
C~SCK FC~CE I• E:CH SPRING' 
11 f~q SPRihGS IN CCMPQESSIGN, P~:CEEO TO THE NEXT 
S~G·E~T CF THE ST~ESS-STRAJN CUR>E •HEN HIGHEST 
ST~ESS LEVEL IS REACHED IN A (l~EN SEG~ENT 
21 JF F~RCE I~ A~Y SPRING HAS REACHID THE ULTlMAT~ STREhGTH 
I~ (QW~RESSIOh1 T€h$I0~1 CR S~E~J • RELEASE ALL SPAI~G~ 






1:c ~ = l • !'12 
J~ViTS 
LlST = 19 
IJ .E~. ~Lill JI I 
~~~ " = l•LAST• I = ~ 
I w .£ c. ;:5 .c~. 
ll = : + 1 
12 = I + 2 
LAST = 43 
6 
,. .£ c. 
lf 'I .GT. 1~> GO TO 610 
371 I = ~ + 3 
C~ECK -~ETHlR FC•CE IN i SPRING rs fEll.SILE• CO"PRESSIVE. CR ZERC 
lF CF:PC((y,~Jl c1s. €11· 6JO 
!f 1;~~C£CT1JJJ t!Gt 611• 61~ 
!F l•SIAGEII•JI .GT. kSEGI GO TO f60 
CG~Tl~UE 
I~ TH~ FCLLO~ING STEPS: 
~·~· hU•!ER OF SEC~ENIS Ill. THE SIRESS-SIRAIN CURVE • 5 
A~RAY II.STAGE IS USED TO KEEP TR~K Cf THE STATUS OF 
EACH SPRING IN THE ftALL• ~HE I A SPQING FAILS• ONE CF 
THE FOLLOMING F&ILU~E CUOES Ii ASSIGNED TO THAT SPRING TN 
jQ~aY "NST&Gl" FCR PROPER ACTtCN IN SUEROUIIll.E •STIF"z 




~F:RCE = FC?CE(loJl 
IF IF~~CEI IoJI .LT. ZcPGl DFC;;Cf : - fORCElloJl 
If IOFC~CE .LT. cc•?HOlll.SEGll GO TC 620 
~5T.C(;£t:,J>::. 6 
~ST~~EC !l•Jl = 7 
:.$H(;E(I2•.;I = 7 
PRINT 91CO. l• ..;, TI"'E 
GL TC 6~C 
P:S : ll.STA(;EII,JI 
CFCRCE = FC~CEt I,,,.:> 
IF <Fc;cfc!.Jl .LT. Zf~~) DFC~CE = - FO~CE,I,~l 
!F tOF:;;;CE .GT. ((!"PH~( \.5) J 'ST~CE• I•JJ • P..5+1 
!F (~STAGEJ IsJJ .GT. ~S> FWI~T S150• ~STAGECI1J)a !• ~· 
GO TG 640 
Tft.;SlGN 
630 CFU?C£ = FC~CEl!.J) 
c-->> 
640 
If •F~RCE•I.Jl .LT. ZEkCI rF:RCc = - FORCEII•JI 
IF (VFC~CE .tr. TE~H~C) GO r: 640 
~SJ~( (:.Jl = a 
~sr;~ !!1.~1 = 1 
~STA~ '12,~J = 7 
P~!NT S2~~- !t J• JIVE 
S~E~~ 
DFCK(l = fUt:'CEl Il,JJ 
IF tFCQ(Ef I:i.Jl .t.i. ZE~C) cr:cr::ct 
~FQ"~2 = FO~CEtI21J) 
tF lFCFCEtI2, •• J) .L1. 2En.::1 CFCF.'.C2 
If iCFC~~l .LT. Sh~HEC) GG TC 550 
....:s1e..cEt!1J> = e 
l.STt~c{!loJI ~ 7 
:. s r;.' ~' r;: , ~ J = 7 
PRI"'T 13001 11, .h Tl!ttE 
- FCQCEt It,.;> 
- FC~CE!I2,Jl 
650 IF lvFCR~2 .Lr. ~M~h[OJ GC TO 66C 
~STf.GEC l•Jl = 13 
"'Sft.Gll Il,Jl = 7 
~STAGE( I21.;) -= 7 








IF (J .E~. 11.LB(J)) GO TO 690 
SET STATUS CF SPftI~GS Ct-; ThE LEfT SIDE OF A 8LOCK E'OIL 
TG TH4T Cll. THE RIG~T SlOE OF THE P'EVlCUS BLOC~ 
. o o 6 eo ~ = 1 .., 
1'STAGEI 27+ .. ,JI ~STAGEC12+~1J-ll 
~ST~CEtJO+M~JJ ~ hSTAGEtlB•~•J-lJ 
t.;STAGEI 3S+M •J l 























" = - 1 
re 1~c • = 5,.1.e 
:r <w .E~. 2~ .~;. ~ .c~. 41> I 
I! = T + 
!2 = I -
~ = - ~ 
IF I~ .EQ. JI GO TC 710 
,._3 
CHECK IF fG"CE IN A SPRI"G IS TENSILE• CQ~P~ESSIYE CR ZEPC 
!f •FGOCf'l•J>J 7~0w 7111 715 
IF (fQPCEII,Jll 715• 711• 730 
JS l~STIGEIIoJI .GT. ~SEGl GO TO 760 
cc' r ! .\\.:£ 
~iFiP TC CO~MENTS C~ HEAC JO-!NTS ABOVE FOR ·~STAGE•. 
!?,:- C'!LU~E C~CES 
CC"'r;,,ESS!C"-
OFC~CE = FCOCEl!1JJ 
!F lFC~Cff f,JJ .Lf. ZERCJ.DFCP.CE = - fCFCflI,JJ 
:F CLrc~c: .~r. c~~?qD(~S~G)} GO TO 720 
,5T:.(.E,• I 1 .;l = [, 
t,~TLGElI!.1.Jl = 
f"13ft~Cf ~21..i) = 7 
;io;, i p, T ~1;c, I,, 





FGRC.El I ,.JJ 
IF IFCPCEIIoJJ .LT. ZE~OI OFORCE • - FORCEII•Jl 
IF C'F1kC~ .~T. CC~PE~lkSJl- ~STAGEfl1JJ = NS+l 
!F (~STA~~( I1J) .er. ~Sl PRINT 9150. ~STAGE[!1J>. I. J• TIME 
t;C T~ 74C 
T t= 1, '.":.. ! .:; ~. 
7!i ~rtr.CE • FG~C£(I1J> 
c-->> 
740 
TF •F~·c~·I·J> .LT. ZE"O> OFORCE : - FORCEIIoJI 
IF IDFG•~£ .LT. TE~9EOl GO TO 7•0 
PP!hT nee. r. J, TI~E 
NSTAt;E(J,,,J):: 8 
rtSTAGEt Il1.J> = 1 
~~T,GEl~2•J>: 7 
S~f AO 
DFC~Cl = FC•CEIIl,JI 
!F •F~~cErr1.JJ .LT. ZERCl OFCRCl 
DFC~C2 = FOttCECI2•JI 
IF IFC-CEII2oJl .LT. ZERCl DFORC2 
IF IDfORCl •LT. SHRBEOl GO TO 750 
FORCE< UoJI 
FCRCEII2oJI 
NSTl!GEf 71.J) = a 
l>STDGEl:l•Jl = 7 
:-.SJ~CEC !2,JI = 7 
PRI~T 93~Ct Il• j• l!WE 
750 IF 1UFCC~2 .LT. ~n~:~:J GC TC 760 
760 
790 
l'lr.~Tt.:iE.l I1.J> = ; 
~sr1-c.=,r1 ... , =. 7 
~ST4~ECI2•vl = 7 








IF FAILURE CR t Sn!FT TC ~ ~IG~EA StG•E~T CF THE STRES~-ST~Al~ 
cu~~E HAO CCCL~E~. :!LL s~e;c~TI&i "ST!F" TO ASSIGN PROPE~ •e• 
OR SET STIFF~~ss T: ZE~c. ~£~[,~!~~ CN TPE CASE 
7Sl 
CC 7~1 I ; l1•C 
cc 791 J =. 1.~s 
IF (~Sr~~f<:1Jl .~r. ll GC TO 7$2 
C~~- I I~UE 













CHEK = V£LL!tll 
CfT~~VI\E CCD~ F(; TI~E !~J~sr~E~~r If CHe~GE IN ~LOPE Of 
FO~CI~G Fu:.cr:c~ :cc~~s -r;~:~ A TI~E IC~E~ENT or 
TOI~ = ~Tlv~ - T:w£ 
~c:rF = ~TIYE + c;i~i - r:~E 
If ITC!FJ 7ge, sc~. 1S1 
IF (fO!F- .GE. Otl c;;: IC 3GC 
;F (~ACS<TClFJ .LE. ;.~D-e> cc TO aco 
Tf¥f = I!~( + T~!F 
rn = TCIF 
lTD ~ l 
GO ";'Q JCO 
IF CRCD!f) ~oo. eco. 79; 
IF fRCDIF .cE. Cl) ~a lC ~oc 
!F lDASSl•CDIFl .LE. i.co-8> GD ro aoo 
TI~E = TI~E + KCCIF 
RC = RCDIF 
IP.C = l 
GC TO 300 
CCl\TiliUE 
i1t: 
4000 FORMAT '''· 14H•••• •DRE THA~. rs. 27H ITERATIONS NEEDED ••• ~ILL. 
1 lOH STCP ••••l 
5000 FORMAT llHOo 21/l• l>• 7HTJME • s FS.7o 9H SECO~OSI 
6000 FOR~AT llHO• 3!1lh-lo l~• lJr.CISPLACE~EhTSo lXo 3111H-lo 
w ...... 
1 3x. 1;t1~->. 1x. lCh~~l~CiiIES. 1x. 21(1H->· /1 
2 1H • SHCLCCK1 6X1 lri~• 11X1 lnV1 11)1 lH•• 9Xa 5HTHETA• 
!X• ~rl~LTA1 fJ1 3~P~I.:~~• ~HUt 8Xi lH~• 8X1 1Ha1 
6A1 5~Tr£r;. 4X1 4k2~i!t 6x. 3H?HI) 
~:10 F:~~~T l 1~ , 13. ~x. cc1x.c11.•>• ix. 6'1x.Fa.~> 
~lt~ FC=~tT 11H01 3~~$SSiS c:v~~~SSI:~ FAILU~E AT SPRtMG NO •• 141 
l 15H ••• 5LCCK ~c.. Is. sx. 7HTI~E = • Fl0.718H SECCNOS> 
gl50 F~R~AT ll~C.51HS,$$S S~IFl JN ~CO~LUS OF ELASTICITY TO SEG~E~T hO. 
+ • 1x. I31 l~M ••• SPR:~G ~c •• I~. 12H1 BLCCK hC •• 
!51 5X1 SH TI~S = • Fl0.71 8H SECCSDSl 
s~:c FC~Y!T ClH01 J5h>>>>> TE~sr:s FA!LU~~ AT SPRI~G No •• 141 
~ 16H ••• ?l((( ~c •• r~. s~. 7~TI~E : • F10.1.eH SECO~CS> 
~3CC f~C~~r (lhO. 33h••••• SnE~R F~?LU;E AT SFRIKC ~c •• I•· 



















sus 0.CUT!'·,i: l::l~'l 
*************=***~•~~••$•~~r.~~~~·~~~·~·~•~·•~$••$*~~~•$••e~•~•*•** 
• 
* FU,CTIC~: C~LCUL~T~ DY'~~IC LC!O C~ E!C~ ?L:C~ 




1v~Lrc1r ~c~l • ~ c -~ , :-z J 
CS·n•:-•: /~L.!ST I :,,: :<., S?=:K, ~-1!"::, C ... ~\,f , ".:'7!v::, :y;::;,!~::~:-;,,:;.y·. 
(1-.;v•,)t\i /SLC!<. I :. , , C, nJ, Tl., ""."!:., t~, L::·;'"'-" 
CC'<"C'i /J'.'!'i~S/ TXJ, TYJ, TLJ, ~PJ, _ TLJ, ~J 
CQ~v1~ /~~SLCJ/ ?{6,125), ~dS{\V(6,125J, L~~hT(l25) 
cc"'~ .. '.·~ f\."J3':_':ll...I .!'.:£2,125), tii.'l:, ·.~x. ~~Y, ,:.:::, ·.::-, t~·a\x, ""\::X 
('::".v:·~ /~ESUL!/ FC~C'=(4Brl25), lC(:),12St, ?:'S(6,l25>• rt"": 
C\:~-~f"l~J /'rt!Ll I L, Lt. t2, H, H;. ILS, !~s. IuS, I5S. Ill'.:::::: 
D!~~~·~YC~ ?E!~? ( 125) 
:'.''J ! J3 LE ;>c E: I 5 I:'> !.. , L 1, L , *" !i S ! ~\' • K ~ 
C.\"!'! U 5 /4!"1:J';I F~ 4>-!Sf~ I 
c~~! ~ /3.!4t5;zf~35~79~ J/, D~!~J,~;!KS/2C~.JJ~~/ 
0.\T~ l ::, :·;=, T.,::: /·J.': :), l .J~:):;, 2.:.'::21 
C~LCUL~T~ ~FfEC~!V~ LE~Gr~ ~~c HE!G~T 
IF (!!~!= .':=. ZE~r:) GO re 2C) 
t:F FL = l 
lF I !OS • :~. 3 I EFFL = T>C ~ E~Fl - TXJ 
P I L = Pl I : f'r L 
ErFM = r. 
IF (!L.:S .~J. 3) =r~o, 
?!r1 = Pl I 2FFH 
~~YN = J 
A3X = ~~X 
ABY = NSY 
X~ • NB 
A2 = ~~0 * A 
M~~Xl • ~~5X + 1 
T"': • ::;:~'"I - ~YJ 
CALCUL:Tc ST~!IC LOAD: C&Ll SL1~:UT!~E "STA~~" FQR RJ~'~!~~~ 3:~J 
A~D sue~~uTt~~ '1 STl~S" FO~ HO~IZO~T~L STAC~ 
!F (KCSE .EQ. '.ll GO TO 15'l 
Ct.LL STAOB 
GC' TO 200 
15() CALL STAhS 
200 CG~Tl~UE 
c 







:;-, 5-:J = l r •,q 
.. ~ z = ~(2,Jl 
: C ! ..-: = RT P•:: • C''l"'J "": 
1~ lC"'!"!'.I= .!::~. z:;::.a) GO 'TC 210 
'AT!C = C7t~= - ~CTl~EI I OTI~E 
:~AT!O .= C~~ - DAT!( 
!F (TY~= .E~. SJ GO TO 220 
i::--» U~lFO~wLY OIST~l3UTEJ LOAD c 
-->> 
A<> ! = ~;:(l,JI * AB !2,JI 
o: KD = O?:;!.~ * AR'::~ 
IF (TY? .;:Q. UI GD TO 24C 
S !'l~S!J I C.!.L l ~AO 
22J CJ~TI~VE 
TY\J = TYJ 
TY5 = TY J 
IF (J -~~-· \~XXJ rye = TBJ 
IF (J .GT· .... ~,;::.J iYU = TLJ 
Yl = F:§l2,JI - 3 - TYE I TwC 
Y2 = P~Sl2,JI + 5 + ~YL I TftC 
23l ~T:~1 = - {~=~st?!~~v2 l-DCnS<PIH~YlJJ/ ?I~ 
IF ('.~y .::;i. 11 ?TJ;l = ~:;(.2,JI 
Xl = PQSC lwJJ - ABf l,JJ' I TWC 
X2 = F:~ C l,J) + tBI l,JI ./ T;.C 
PT~! = - IJCG$1PIL*X21 - DCOS(P!L*Xlll I PIL 
IF u.axx .ec. 11 PTOT = te( i,JI 
PE~~S = SPC:!K * PTQT * ~TOTI 




1>;: K"IJI = PEAKJ +. ~EA~S c:,rr• .. J 
('.:";-:"' ! ~;IJ 
c 
C->> CALCULATE OYNA~IC LCAD CN A BLOCK AT GIVEN Tl~E :: 
'.l'1 4CJ J =l •'>3 
Pl 3,Ji = :><:A<P(J I 
IF (Tl'1= - RC:Tl"':::I 25;), 4~0, 275 
25~ I~ fit~~ .~T. ~Tl~=) GO lC ~00 
GO T(' 14'.!.), 4CQ, 300, 30C, ::501, !LOAD 
275 C'!NT H;u!: 
GIJ TC 1375, .. 25, 325, 375, !501 t ILOAO 300 P(3,JI = PEAKP(Jl*Tl~E I RTIHE 
GO TC 400 




GO TO 400 
Pl 3, Ji 
GO TC 4G'.j 
P:!l<P(J!•::.;!T :: 
?(3,JJ = zE;: 



















* >> ;r,' T~o rlG'lZC,TtL STACK PATTERN<< * 
* FUSCT!C~S: 11 ClL(UL~~= ST!T!C L:&D '::~EACH SLCCK 














l'"LIC!7 ~ !L " 3 I -;- , J-l 1 
::· .. .,.,... .. ~ /f:L !< I !. , C, #OJ, Ti, TE, EH, ELENTH 
ccv~:·4 ;;: ~~~/ ~~~ !2Sl, ~=~~(125t 
c:v·~:·: /J:!• .. TS/ TXJ, TVJ, TL.;, 1~J, TUJ, TOJ 
(C.""'":·~ /P'!.:t.:11 P(t;,!~5}, U!.5ft.,\(6,12~). StCK'..tTfl25) 
CJ~V[\ /~C!LG~/ 1!(2,l25l, Na, ~ex, ~ev, ~=R· NC~. N3XX, ~NBX 
CJ'"'C'l H.~Ll I L, Ll, l2, H, H2, ILS, !PS, !US, !BS, KOJE 
ccvu"":•• tw:!~f-'T/ WT, ~~~TftT, !i:LCK 
D'J~J3.L~ ?'£C!~1:·. :... Ll. L2, !(tJ, Ks, '4/..SI~v. ~ORTtii:T 
D~TA C"tf, T-''J I l.G:·:~, 2.')~CO/ 
!? = ~i(: .. !. 
F. 2 = "!"fl'.: • 3 
r.Jr = C 
~..:a = c 
IF I PlLCK .G!'. 21 >IJ'I = \,,J 
IF IIBLOK .E:J. 31 ~JH = ~J 
CALCUL!TE W~!GHT CF ~:~TAR J0l~T5 
c:v = r~: = ~J3 $ µ~~T~T 
CC'' = T ... ::: * ',.:Jrl "" 1.1~::.>. °1'1'fT 
~~-. Z = ~ 2 • ":" Y J • CC~ E 
f::j:1~P = ~2 * T;JJ ~ (Cr~ f 
~~~·~ = l~-T!Jl * TJJ • CJ~H 
BV~OT = -~~T I Nev 
CALcUL~T= SLQCK n"!GHT AN~ ST~TIC LCAO 'JN EACH BLOCK 
DJ :M J3 1 • "3 
~ .. ~. :-:'" J ~ I .. 3X 
QC·~~ = ~~y - N~1~ 
IF IIUS .~;i. 3) <>'j1;G = TWO • NBV - ~i<>.ow 
!F IJS .EC. N~S!Je)I <>ON[= RONG+ l 
Pl2.J3l '-l<>C:NO*IWT+SVf~TI + IRCNO-ONEl*BHORZ + BUPERI 
A•=A • i•ll.JBI • ae12,JBl - AZ • 82 
BLOK~TIJ31 • >IT + A~EA * CG"B 
IF ll~LOK .E~.· 21 BtGKWTIJBI • BLGKWTIJBI + IABll,JBl-A2l*B2 

























>> F'.)'l Tr': OJ';'ll \G 1c·~o PHTE"N << 
* FU\CTIC~S: 11 C!LC~L~T= ST!TIC L~~~ C~ =ACH BLOCK 







!~JLIC!"'!° ~=!L # 8 {:.-1-o ' a-z) 
~f.:v"Jlt,,,! /?.L~i<. I ~. c, c, nJ, Tt t T=· EM, !:LEtiTH 
C~Yvr~ /ES~ry~~/ ~l~ll25J, ·~Q~(l~5l 
Ct:""v-:•t /Jr'IJ•;TS/ '!")(J, TYJ, ~L.J, TPJ, TUJ, TAJ 
C1""'-'i /"~SL;:,J/ P !6, 1251, uA~l>i\(6, 125), !',LCK;.,Tf 1251 
C~'I"('; /t.02.L'.;K/ !512.1251, •;3, ~3X, NeY, NER, NOR, N!>XX, Ml<ilX 
C'J""'-C'l /lrtll IL, Ll, L2, H, H;, ILS, l~S, !US, !!IS, KOOE 
a 
(~»w~~; /~~!:;.~!/ ftT v::>TfiT, !eLC:K 
C1'-'8L~ ?FEC!St:·~ iJ ::'\-,',Lr ll,.l2, MCRT'nT 
C!T~ ~·!=, ;-,..~ t:. J:J, 2.')~:0/ 
.!2 :::: T,_;:' a :, 
'l2 = T;;) * 5 ,..o ")Ji = ., 
111J'i = ".': 
nJ'l = c 
CtLCUL!T~ w=!G~T F~:T~~s FC~ J~INTS 
I"° (: p L 'J-<. • c~. 2) '1 '" = ',ol J 
IF ( ! =~ '":-< .~;. ) l .IJ>i = •J 
CCU.~ = TRC • WJ& * 'CR iWT 
CO"'H = Th: * WJH • l'r:RTWT 
oo 1M1 J = 1, l\B 
C!LCULATE BLJCK ~=!GHT 
~ = J~·1E 
:! = AZ 
!O!:t.'3 = A2 * B2 
IF (t.S( 1,Jl .::;T. AZI Gel TO •co 
t./.. ~ EL:C 1,Trt 
A>E/..!> = El=~TH * B2 
C = ELENTH I AZ 
Bl''.:KllT ·1 = !;•·~T + (ASl1 1 Jl*~B(2,JI - AREABI * CO>!S 
IF (!BLCK .Eu. 2) lil1KWTIJI = i!LOK~T(JI + lt.S(l,JI - AAI * 62 
,. I CC,.. .. - CCMS l 








!F (J .\': •• , ~{J)) G'J T·'.:: 5)( 
f'.;O r;;, = RCW + l 
AC~ = N ~ - ~~~W/2 
AEO = t·, ;:<. - C·F'.:IC-! )/2 
IF CIUS .·~E. 3t G': T~ Sf\ .. 
l:.J:( = AG~ + '\~R. 
!;: 0 : AEQ: • \~~ 
G'J TQ 55.C 
! F { J • ~i~. •.:~ ~ { J) ) G ~ T:; !::::- C 
v=~7~ = !XJ • s * c:~~ 
VE~~3 = TXJ • ~T I {7~[ ~ ~2> 
S = G~= 
IF IAB(l,JI .GE. !2) S = - C~E 
P(2,J) = - A:~_*9L0K~!(~~ - AE~·<~L:~wTtJ) - s~v~~r~ + S0 
V~ATBI 
GI) TIJ 700 
Pf Z,JJ = - BL':J~~Tf JI * IA.DI< + AE"l 
IF {~,~c:'ft .~~=. 1) G:J TO 5r-,, 
:.? = T3J /" Ti.Q 
IF [TYJ .~~=· T8JJ AP. : ( IYJ - TBJ l $ ~.::Y 
P,2,JS = P(2,.J) + !t~ t. :03{:.,..;l ~ :_:-v~ 
IF iTYJ -~~- TuJl ?(2,Jl = P(2,J) + (TYJ-~0J)~!3(1,Jl~c:~st!": 



















~ ~~·i:·1:~:: C!~:JL!T~ T~~ v~~S t~C ~A~S ~C~ENT 2F I~ERT!A 





!"'O;.. TC!T o- '·L * 3 [!-r , C-Z) 
C'::'1 1.t·""'~: / !.. ~ I J., 3, C, WJ, T!, TE, El-, ELE~TH 
C:"•:·, I c· :~I t.L~ll251, \~~fl<5J 
:~": ... "':~, I "J:\~ I TXJ, TiJ, TLJ, Ti'J, TUJ, TDJ 
:::·-~~ .. I ! 3'.:: I ? Ui.125l, "'! s:r.\fo.1251. 6lCJ1<.11Tf 125l 
:"". ......... ,~ r . ..-.?-'_-_•:/ :..:.:tZ,125}, .. i~t ~~x. Nev. ~ER, N~W, NO~x. ".N~X 
c- .... .,.-.: /,.!:_:,. I ;_. Ll, ~2, Hf r.~. !LS, IPS, Ius, 13S, SCDE 
c:.,.w-:~. /;..:-!~"1T/ ~I, ·~:;;::,;:, !i:LCK 
:::·..i~L;; ~?;C!S!L'.{ L, Ll, L2, "'ASINV, M(;iT\otT 
C~Tl ~~!VTY/3a6.C88DJJ/ 
G!-~ rJuE, ~"=l•= /4.0!110, 12. CDO~/ 
D!Tt. z=.c:, ~~LF, c .. J::, Tn'J 1.c.acoo, s.00-1, i.oooo. 2.o:Joo1 
•-:-: .... ·~ ~ s : CF T:--t: {'-1~ MATRIX "'rLL BS: DEVELJ?~D J!;:crt.v 
!2 = ! • -"'·: 
:::? = .:; . T ti., 
C2 = : * 1':.r..J 
!.2S~ = AZ "' A2 
szs~ = 52 • !!2 
':2~ 1 = !:.2 " C2 
"''.?X! = "''-~X + l 
c: - . - J = ! ''",3 
Ct.~:~1_:.r:= Tt-:; 1·~v·=;,s~ Gr Tt-:: 1"ASS !'}f TH~ BLOCK 
xu:.-; = Go~vT~ I BLOKllTIJJ 
•SS!G~ VALU5S TC F!~ST 3 ELEMENTS OF INVERSE MASS MATRIX 
l'A'.;!"ZV!l ,Jl 
1"~~!t4V(2 ,J) 





:h5CK !F u15:~qy U~IT IS SCLIC BRICK OP CONCRETE SLCCK 
IF ll8LCK .NE, ll GO TO 250 
[)') 20, J=l,'l5 
CALCULtT5 T~E INVEQSE OF TbE ~ASS MCMENT OF INERTIA 






















.!.'3(~,J) * ttl, 
A~(2tJ) * ;.q;:, 
;r; !\' y I 
:.1!, I .. ;Vt4, J ~ ~v ~ 
~ ~~ ~ 
~ ~v • 
"'1,A ! ·:·1 ( 5, ) 
~!. I •i'/( 6, J 
co:;•;T I•.;u 
';~ Tr; 7 0 
c1~n1-.u 
) 
~ -:r-:;, i (J) 
\ ... ..:. s / t:. 
\' ... !. s / ( .! 
XY!.S I f" 
2 ..-:.:: 
l 'T"" ..... 
T ~ 
I 
~ l ..z, 
~~~ ?~~A!~!~~ PC~T!f~ c~ !hlS SU3~:LT!~~ IS ;:~ cc~c~. ~LCC~s 
10: S = I<:L;J 
":':'~ s = r< ·=~ ~ 
c::~~ ~1 = c:!:t s - J·J~ 
;:;:.,.: = c - \iaJ 
Xh!)L:' = IA2-T>1J•(TE+<:t-1 l - C;J~E!'ll " Tll I CGilES 
YrlOL: = !~~ • R~ 
!'-\. -f = C - ~JI '!ft;; 
?Xl ; A - €~ - T~/T~~ 
q:z = ~ - =~ - T= - x~cL~ - Tf1~~~ 
C!LCUL~T~ V~LU~'~S c:; ~L~u~,TS C~ l CC~CQET~ ~L::~ 
VS H~ L = :. 2 * C. 2 ~ W J 
V~!SI = Y~~L£ ~ 82 t TI 
VP!S= = YM~~~ * 32 «TE 
VTQT = ((Q~Vl ,. v~r EI .. iiolQ * (V?!SE + \tSt-t~L) 
CALCULtT= W~!GHT 0F ~L=~=,~s c~ ~ CC~CP~;E ~l~CK 
t.r~D s:.;P;ic•;'.)!'~G ~A-J.:C:T!l~ :F A ~!.tF J.l!•.T 
UW T = >iT I V 1.T 
WSHELL = vs~ L • ~T I ~TCT 
"P!3I = V:\I~ • r;T / vt::-T 
W'!S5 = VA!~ • dT I VTST 
WE9~0~ = TXJ * K2 • ~w • ~n~T~T 
IF !KORES .EO. 31 WE''i'ILJP. = 2ERO 
!Y:i 60C J = 1, 1\3 
!5501.:: !t8(l •.. ;) *A Cl,J} 
Afl.SQZ:: A:.H2,J, =:.. (2,Ji 
kM~RT = hAL••!BLGKW !JI - >IT) - k~B~C' 
llSH~L = ~SH5LL + W~ RT 
l" (KOO~ .'IE. C .A:·ID. et J,J) .LT. A2l GO T': 65C 
FULL CONCRETE 5LCCKS 





























"!.!.SI 'NI b, JI 
TA:L ~ * ~o~vTY/ 
(nS·· L.*{ {'riJ::a:wJ+teSQ2) + !\oi~LVE:.C:KY*PY} • TioiG 
.. (>. :::1 .. CC'~E"l + TwC*IWR!BEhl=~uc;.11 
* l'\2 SC + Y~CLE**Zl l 
~~;l~~ • GR~VT~ I 
( t13--::L .•( ;.J::-...iJ+:..::s:i1+;·,.,-~1_v=*~Y~~Y) ;& T",.,J 
~•=!~~ #(~~=TE+~~(Lfc~2•T~EL~E•R~:*~2>~ThJ+ 
,(:"~'::I.: ~c: J-*Tl+Yr:Lr::i;~2+; ... ·~Lv=:•?X2* 2 2) •ccr.-.EMl 
.;.,;:;~;:o • ( I TXJ/TnDl**2 + Yh0LE**2 
+>.i:OL \-~ • IA+TXJ/FGU~.)**21 "' TW'Jl 
TWELV~ * GR~~TY I 
I ;;S,..EL * f:OSSCl ,. A!\5021 * T;I-) 
·~~!3E * (TE•TE+82SQ+T~ELVE•PXl**2) * T~C 
+~•!3! * tT!*Tl+B2S~+TWELVE•iX2**21*CC~EXl 
+i<':'l;''.'" '" ( l"'XJ/T;;C)*"'2 + 525::1 
+T~~LV2 ~ (A+TXJ/f00~l~•2) * T~C) 
G'.: T( (;·'.)'.) 
-'t:<'!'!!.L cc·,c,=:~ ~:_ixJ(s 
XL::~:'i = ~!..:;\T<i + HALF * TXJ 





._i.J/T!'i':, + T;: + XHCLE 
X6 + T! 
X5 + x~,...!....:: 
1.4 + T: 
!F l1<.·:::;: =:s -=~- 2) ·o = X4 + T~ 
X2 = x; + .(:...i':LE 
X l = X2 • T: 
Tl = T= 
'!°2 ; T[ 
~3 ; Tl 
CET~D~!•.~ WHICH ~!55 cx!ST IN TME PARTIAL BLOCK 
T-.r- ( XL~~-;TH .G:., X! I GJ T': 475 
IF tXLo•,TH .LT. X21 G~ T<: 4<5 
Tl = XLE\T'i - X2 
G".! T~ 475 
IF I XLE'JTrl .GT. X31 GO TC 40 
IF 1xu:NTH .Lr. x:,J GO TC 4~0 
T2 = XLEl\T-1 - X4 
t,G TC 463 
IF I Xl~'i''.rl .GT. XSl GO TC 462 
IF I XLE'ITli .LT. Xbl GIJ TC 4tl 
'!3 = XLE ~- < - Xb 
GO TC 462 
T3 • HRC 
































Tl = Z 0 RC 
en~.,,. r ·:-..:E 
AM = YH~LE * TXJ/TAC * u::T~1/~~T 
!!"" : !Y 
r;: (rc;,=3 .~:. 31 A"''= z~::: 
!F (Yl~\T~~ .LT. X2 
IF (XLE·.-~ .!..-:-. ).4 
• !. '~ J • '.\!....=·.-~ .c.~. x::1 :..., 
)_~:.-r~ .:;T. (5) !"'. 
!F {XL::--;-:-'"i .tr. X6.I -'·" = z~;;;= 
~ET~~~!~;~ LR~AS C~ ~~3S ~~~ F~C~ 
.!Sr~L = '!'~C' * !.. !l,J} :1 ~J 
!'!9 = Y~:L': * ~ 
,!. T l = y H CLE * l 
t-z : Y~CL~ * T2 
~T3 = Y~~L~ * T3 
Sr ::LLS 
1. :;c· 'J 
l. :::..-_ _: 
.HJT ~Sh~L * !~is + lTl • ~~z • ~TJ • AI~ + ~~ 
CALClf .. :.TC "EiGMT :F ,.,.:::'.;t..P: A:14Cr.:::; TC ~!.:.= St--:LL 
~'I.COT = H.!LF *' [3LJiiC111.T {j) - "'T•~L=P,.;'"H/l.;:!) ;..:: 5vi:c_ 
~~D iTTACHEJ ~c~T!Q T1 ~~!C~~ :F s~~LL 
kS~~L = ws~~LL • ~L~~~~/!2 T ~~c~~ 
OET~Q~?~~ W~!GHT :F ~~~T~~ !T~~:~~~ r: ~xT~~r:~ ~!?S 
~ES~EX ; l~ • A2 • 'CPTnT 
DETFP~INE THE CENTE~ ~F GD!v! lY ~F po;~IAL ?L~CKS 
CG -:: ( .\St-.:'.l * t-~!LF • : .. El 1,J) -+ t.~I 0 * t=tJt +H!.i...F•~ ::_:+T\.J;; 
+ !Tl* (X2 t t-~Li= * "!"lJ 
+ t:.TZ i0.. (X.'t -t- HJLF:;: i2) 
+ _1"'!"') * (X6 + :--:t:.LF ,,,_ ":'"3J 
+ !.Ii.lo * "!"XJ/FCU ~ + t,.•1 &: ( XL~.l;;ji.-J.f-TXJ/Tw:l ·1 !.. "'"'.7 
Ct.LCULATE TclE 11'\IER.S~ ,..,~ Tr-E ~•SS ... ~~c!\T cF !':,,~TP 
M~S!NVl4,JI = T.;oLV'" GF.:OVT'\' I 
('nSt..\El * (~J•~Jtt. 0 S'.JZ+T1'.~LV:er.:;ry"C<;y) • T .... c~ 
+ (~~!<lE • (Tl+Tf)/T~ + h~!3i * (T2+T3)/T!t 
• tP.2 ~c ... v~:L~ • v·~~--Lc1, 
W!:.L:.MS = w::o~c~ * ( ('rXJ/".'"i-:;·jt-t:-2 + Y~:..~t::-·~2 
+ TWEL~E•<CG-T(J/FC~iR}••:J 
MAS!'IV!5,Jl = TW!OLVE * G?.~VTY I I ~E'-"5 
+ WSHEL'" (ABSOl + kJ•WJ+T~ELVE*~Y·~Yl•T•~ 
+ W~!BE "' 1Tl•(Tl*Tl+Yh8LE**2+T.,ELV~*I ~2-CC 






















+ •~IEI o IT2•1T2•12+YhCLE••2•T•ELVE•IJ4-CG 
+T2/T~Ol••2) + T3•(T3•T3+Yh:Lf••~ 
+l~ELVE•'X6-CG•T3/T~C>••2>> I TT 
+ WEE~EX o I IT~J/Tfi0l••2 + YHCLE••2 
+ T"ELVE•IXLEhTH-CG+TXJ/FCU~l••2ll 
Ai::C114CR • t lTX~IT~C>••2 + S2SC 
+T~£LVE•'CG - TX~/FOU~1••2l 
lri(LVE • G~tVTY I ( WES~6 
+ ~Sr.EL • C t£SC1 + AESC2 
+ T~ELVE • IXLENTh/ToC - CGl••2l 
+ k~IEE • fll • fTl•Tl+e2sa + T•ELVE•fl2-CG 
•Tl/TW0>••2l/TE + TE•TE+B<SC 
+ iftELVE•ICC-TXJ/To0-EH-TEIT•Cl••21 
+ oRlel. 112. IT2•T2+92S~+ T•ELVE•IX4-CG 
+ T2/ToC•••2l + T3. •T3•T3 • e2~; 
• T~ELVE • la6-CG+T3/T~Ol••21l I TI 


















*****::"****•****** **~~ ~*•*:c.:c.~ •=•it ::.s$ c;. ~=a:~ :=i:a~:ol'. :itc .. r ••:a~:- :;i s:r. 111 it.~=~ ~~:i:; s-
* 
• Fu:~CT!c.·~: s=r uP r~c ST!FF'.:s~ ... ;.T= :c::s F:=> E!:::>-- 5-L:C!< 
* 
* 
A:-.tJ 7h:: S~~l]J".:)I~ .. :; :OL"".:C'<~ 
~~c~~~*~~~•~****~*•~=•~~*~=~~~-*~*~*~**•~~••**~=•~c~~~~~•=~~$~•~•• 
!V~L !CIT R~~l t,;r ~ -t!-i, I :.-z t 
C~..,.._.:-·~ /f-L!.0::.- I 
-:-~•.1v~·: /iH.0~ I 
(:->:-'~~:::: /?2~'.;E'.)/ 





CC'l"P: 1~::su~ T/ 
CG•.i,~c·~ /5T~l.6t.T/ 
CCVV'"";t~ /~;l.Ll 
!i :> '.::... ~ " S p ~ ~ ;,,_ t ;' 'T ! t.•:: ' ( ! ! " : t :· T ! "' ~ ., TY ~ :'. t ! '_ ~ !. '.:' t I\. JV ·~ 
!., 3, ':', HJ, "'1 r ,.=, =~~ ::L;:\·~ 
~:L:!ll25l, •:•'('.£5l 
t\ST~G~(48,!2::, $i;f5S( :-1, s"i"==.t.:': 5), ~{i;). ~.s::c 
KS.£4311~5>, ':t.:..i::,:J, L!."';,, L.!'-'L, L!"'',·, L;,.~1', .':.~'\. 
TXJ, TyJ, T .... , 1~J, T ~' T~J 
P(b,125),." ~I·~·f(6,12 ), 3L~-l(.;.T(l.Z5J 
~F\2 125}' ?, ~ex \ y, ':=-, ·~:~ '.;3-XX, \t'~3X 
fGqC (43,!.2 }, t.Cl ,l S:, :;:Stt-.,1 5}, T:...,:: 
! !(,. ! 7 -: ~ 6 J ' • { 7 ~ j, j ' : .... l 7 5 ~' C" 1 ' "'l 7-;::':: ~ ' 
::K\75:,ol. ;: "<-\7:·J,~), t"°":(75:,~l 
L, Ll, t-21 H, nL, r:..s, !'-S. !GSr =~s, ...-.::: 
S ! "\£ "~ S ! :::~.. ST { 4 , 12 5) , l !. 1·' \ 2 l 
D'.!JPLc PRFCIS! 'i LA'', L, Ll, L2 
DCU3L= ?t-CC!S! \4 KS·, "..\S!P;y,. L~·~R, Lr··'"'L, l!.')1/1 L!.""w 
DATA Z'=PC, o~-l t TWO t:i.oo·Y-o. i .C~J. 2.cc:~/ 
~2 : Tk': • A 
i<< = - l 
:<~ = 2 
K '~ = l 
DG lC'.l J = 1,\3 
rF IJ .•it:. f<LBCJI l GO TO 12( 
KR = -KR 
K'I = K" - KQ. 
t<.t\ = KN -r KQ 
LU-\(!('°') =LA'IR 
L ~"' ! K'd = L 4 "L 
C [t~T I !\i!J~ 
~!JLTIPLY SPRING STIFF~~::ss:s ClLC.JLllTfD ro..; St!f\~CJ~I\.': "!...:.\1':l" 
BY TtiE P~:CPEQ ·~• VALIJ~. SP!< l'lG STHLS !S u 0 c!TEJ ACC-'OJI~:; 
TO ARRAY •NSTAGE• S~T UP I~ SLB~OUT!'E •SOLV~R· 
DO 200 I = 1,4.8 
NS= NSTAG!:ll,Jl 
IF ms .c;r. lllSEGl G'J TO 150 
IF <Tl"E .EQ. Z!:RC:l ST I I ,JJ = KS Cl ,JI 
KSl!,JI = STl!,JI * ~(~SI 











r;: err"'= .·::=. :> Ge TQ l ( ·~ 
Yl< = H 
!: !!US .cJ. 31 YH 
!i<.K = TkG * C * 
: ':'. T t~.-._1~ 
T;;'} * ~ - T U"J - TBJ + Ty J 






~ '" = 3TY 
A * tG•.;;: 
A * I CNE 
R * IC~~~ 
C * l CJ.iE 
:. + T;(J/c~') 




= a + TY J I T,,Q 
!LLS1 = tl~L * ALML 
~~LSO = !L~~ * Al~~ 
~l~~SQ = 6L~MV * BLA~V 
Cl~MSJ = CLA•W * CLA•W 
~TSO = A~X * ATX 
?TSC = ary * STY 
6 
S~T u> STIFF~~s~ ~~TRIX (K l 
:::~ 45J J = l,'.3 
?F 
~;~ = 6 * (J-ll 
r, l = '-:A + l 
N2 = ·~!., + 2 
-,.l3 = NA + 3 
'~4 :: ,.,~ • 4 
~;5 = ·;.a + 5 
~;6 = ~.:h + 6 
~A = A 
(Lo;(! ,J) .LT. 62 l AA = 
t.!.-x = ~;\ + TXJ I . 
! !. "'.'S:J = .:Oj,'1" x * 
!.L!'-'O: = tl~~ 
AL~"'L = AL'1L 
ALL'15Q = ALLSQ 
A'L"S'1 = ARLSC 
AAT ~ 
EL E"T H 
TwC 
I~ (t~( lrJl .GE. A2l :;o TO :oo 
.!L!.i."' 0 = lEP') 
t..L!"i.. = z~~'.1 
c~~T ! •;u:: 
.!.i<. Tl = ZEKQ 
tKSl = ZERC 
LKSZ = ~i:: ilG 
AKT2 = ZERC 
Ai<Y3 = ZERC 








SU~ SP~I~G ST!FF\~S5~S FJ>. ~I(HT HALF CF gLCCK 
DC 5CO ! = l, l i;, 6 
!!(Tl = .1K Tl +~SC!,Jl 
.!.< s l ; ~I. s l + f.S ( I .,.3 ,J) 
A!'..52 = !«:5 2 + ><St I •l , J l 
~<"."2 = t.< T 2 + o< S ( ! +4 ,JI 
!{ y 3 = !>t. y 3 + k.St~+2,Jl 
!.(X3 = ~,:;::3 + ... s ( ; •5 ,J l 
C~NTI~l:= 
SU~ SPP!\G S~!F"~~ss:s FJ~ LEFT HALF CF BLOC~ 
AKX3". = t.1CO 
!('!"2~ = ~<T2. 
~K = 2~ 
= 31 
'< 
O'.:: 525 LL l. 2 









= 10'-• yu. 3 
Al(T! + KS(!,J) 
:.,;. <; ~ ... "s t'. ! -~.,j , J) 
= !.<.$2 + :<.St! t-l ,J) 
!<""!"2 .,.. KS( I-~:+~,J) 
!f.Y"3 + <S!l •2.Jl 
!.~.X3 .. "'SL I-\+2,J) 
-\ 
K~ = ;;) 
!-'"" = 43 
CCNTI ':VE 
DO 
AKX3L = AKX3 - A<X3C 
i~T=l = lKT2 - !~T2C 
AK(~l.l)= !~~! • !KS! 
~~(~.~,2)= !KS2 ~ !K~2 
AK(!l-:3,31:: ~:\Y3 + ."'.1\.)3 
!<(~~.4) 
LKt~~5,5) 
L? .... :-~t.~u-:~.2> ... ELt"'1sc.u:.KY3 .. s:s_:,.; :, .. ,-:. 
l!.."" :i:rt.<O~},l) + ~LL,V.$~::c,t~"X3L +. !.;;L ... S.: .. ·.,-=..:.: 
~f~ ::. * ~1'~3 
AK(•Jt,t..J = t.L:... 'ASCt:!!(T2t + ARL~-'SC::>:t.~,T,2;<: + SL:.."'5° .. ~~,._ :-! 
+ A~TSQ*AKS~ + AKSl * BTSQ 
AK!Nl,5l = Z~i'] 
!l( ( i{ l' 6) = l i:- ::- ::! 
AKIN2,4) = zo:w 
AK("J2,tJ :: lE~~ 
:.Kt'Or41 = Z':~) 
AK!'l3,51 = ZE'lO 
AK ( ~l4, 5 l = l E~Q 
KI = l 
NI = l 
MI = -l 
560 II = lr43,6 










ye I ; I .:J. 25 • ~R • I! .EC. 37! I I + 3 
! ;: ( ! • ';T • ~'?I <.I : - l 
: F I! • \;T • 7) >..! = -1 
! F I I • GT. 37 I 1; I = l 
IF (! .GT. l9l GO T".' 555 
KS!4 = i<Sll•4,Jl 
K';l5: KSII•S,JI 
c:•:T!~;U: 
'"':< : '-i! • i<.I 
Al(\~l.SJ = !'<(·'~l,5)+ '°-i1 * l{S{I,Jl • Cl!lilft 
!Kt\l,6J .:=:: t.!<(".:l,CJ .. "!. t.S(! ,JJ • CL/.MIJ 
.!'<('~2,4} = Ai<(~;z,4J - ~,: * iC~{;.,.1,JJ * CLAMW 
!<'.P12,6) = A.K(·~2.t.l ... tiI * :t:S(I+l,J) 'C AArx 
.!.<(•;3,4) = AKl'13,4l - ~l • KS[!+2,JI * Slt.MV 
Al((l;J,51 = AKl'l3,51 - H * KSC!+2,JI * AATX 
Ai<!li4,51 = AKU;4,Sl + ~I(• !<S!l+2,JI * Blt.MV * AATX 
! F Cl I • i:' 0. 2 5 • CR. I I • !: C. 3 71 l = ; l - 3 
IF I!! .GT. l91 G1 r: 556 
Kl4 = ~.Sl!+4,JI 
Kl5 = .<$(!+5,Jl 
CCNT!"iU:: 
A•(•; l, 5) 






"I! ; - ..,I 
~~(!,1,5) + ~! * K~~!•3,JJ * CLA~W 
Ai<.c~n,6! + ~! • KSi!•~.JJ ~ BT't 
~q:-;;>,4) - rr"' i<5<I+4,JI "'CLU'I< 
lKl'12,61 • ~I • HS!4•J.l"'< + ><l4"AlMLl 
!Kl'13,41 - H * K~(! .. 5,JI *STY 
!K('13,5l - H * nS!5*.\L""- + Kl5*ALl'.LI 




t.:':TXt; C-K~(2 ,Jj - !'\.:,( E,Jl + 
-KSt2··;.,J} - K.5 (!2,J) 
AK46 t{- KS( 5,J l - KStlt,Jl 
* ALA~D+(-KSl26,JI - KSl35,Jl 
* A LA"L 
t.K(N4,61 = t.K46 * CL~'' I 
~5{1~,Jl + KS(20,J) 
+ KS!4t,JJ + KS!44,Jll 
+ K5117,JI + KSl23,Jll 
+ KSl38,JI + KSl47,j)J 
AK56 = eLA'IV * I- K 511,JI + KS{7,JI + ·~s(l3,Jl - KS(lCJ,J) 
+ K$128.J I - 1<5131,Jl - KSl4:J,JI + KSC43,Jl I 
AK56 = AK56 •I- K5(4,.l + KS(lO,JI + KSIL6,Jl - KSl22,Jl 












AKC 'l2 ,41 
= A:<('l3,4) 
AKPll,5) 
AKI "l3, 51 
AKUJ4, 51 
AK("il,&) 
" AK(N2,il = AKIN4,6) 













!F tJ .ec. \!~ ~~ ~: 22~ 
I~ C(J+li .~:. ·.:~:J+lJ .t..i'.!J. ~211,J+ll .L~. ~2) A~T~ 
lfLE~TH + TXJ~ I :~: 
C JNTI•u= 
E 
SET UP S~P==-..~~S ~.!~~'( CK )· 
! L.:. '"":- = .!.· ~.· =-
!:.L! ""L = .:..' o1 
:.o, ~ s: = !• _ s; 
!.LL~S..) .: !:_:.S;t: 
~r.'1 = !,...x 
~rx2 = t"7x 
IF IKOD: .=Q. 01 G!J T~ 5~0 
ADJUST f'.:R P!~Tl !L S!..'.:C!(S (F lH: RU~i'.l l\G 9CND 
IF {J.S( l,J) .Gf ~2) ~-;c :~ .c;so 
!TX:? = { =:... •;T ... + -XJl I TN!) 
r~ CJ .::;i. '·" i - - S'iJ 
IF [{J•l) .·-.;:. ;_;:, T:f} ~.: i0 59C 
!F (:..5{t,Jt-:i. ~- _'.)-;::TL sso 
!T.Xl = tEt \T~ +. TJ:~l / TW'.J 








no ~c~ ! ~ 1,1s,~ 
=-< { ·.- ~' 
r...:. ( ·,2' 
~;( ! 1\3' 
CONT!!l;VE 
6~(~4 • .;.i 
!c'><IN5,5l 
BK ('.:0,6) 
BK C'n, ~I 
?.t< ( :-~ 1 'c i 
BK Di:<, 4 l 
EK t •..;2 ,tJ 
BK C ... 3,4i 








.-:: : ·.:;.' l ! t' ;<. { 'j ) 
,,,2,2} +Or( { +-1,J) 
··q·.3,3) + f { +2,.J) 
C!_~-..s~-~~<"•2,2> • Ett~·sc·?~(c~3,1} 
Cl!~~o~~K(NJ,l) - ATX•~ATX*~K(~J,3) 
Slt..v.St.:*3'<.(k 1, !> - ATX*A!.TXo.ti-\K{!-~2, 2) 
CL1..'-''..i'•( i(5( ],J)+KS(7,J)-KS( 13tJ>-~St r0 
3~~'h"'(-KS( l,J) +t<S(7,J)-K5( 1.3,Ji~KS( .~ 
CL!."'3~(-KS{ ~.JJ-KS{S,J)+-KS{!4,JJ .. ~${ ,~ 
- ~TXl • ~K(N2,2l 
3L!"~'/*f!( ~t3 ,JJ-KS (9,J·Jt-KSC15,J)-!<Sl2l,JJ J 
ATXl • g<(r:!,31 
.l.TXl ~ 8K(t,:;,4) 
- !iXl * EKCN2.4J 




Bi\l 'H ,51 





e1<1~s.41 • - ATX2 • 3Kl~3,41 
ei".(1;6,l) = 3K(\l,6l 
BK!'•t,21 = ATX2 * ~i<P2o21 
5K("6,4) = l.TX2 * fK(l\2141 
BKC'i6,5J = ~1<(·~5,6} 






!F (KCO:= ... ,=. 
ct<. [ "'!.' l l 
c "-. ' .. , 2 '2 J 
[I( { l~3' 3) 




c.-: (';l. t l 
Cf( l "~2, 4 J 
C~Pi2,6l 
c...-. [ ·~ 3 '1,.) 
CK ( '<3, ;) 
CK!>;4,Sl 
c• c •14, 61 
Ct< ( N5, f:) 
C!it: ( ~;4, 2> 
Cl": ( ·;~, 1) 
':K. t-'i 5' l) 
:KC 'l5, 31 
CK(•; 5, 4) 
CKC%, ll 
('<!'16,21 
('( ('16, 41 
r.<(ri6,5) 
Cl G'l TQ 7i7 
K)(4,J) + r.~(l'>,Jl +KS( 5,J) + ":;t37,Jl 
i.::.s:s.J~ + K~tl7.J) +KS( 6,J) + t<Sl3S,J) 
K'i(6,J) + K~(:3,Jl .. KS! 7,J) + KS!39,J) 
Clt"S~•:K!~~.21 - BTSQ * CKl\3,31 
CLL"ISO*G•(('.l,11 • t~Ll•SQ *(KS(6,Jl+KS(lS,Jll 
+ ALL'-150 * !"Sl27,JI + KS!39,J}) 
ARL'~S:; * (K~(5,Jl+KS!l7,JJl + ALLMSJ • 
IKSl26,J l+K~l.38,Jll - BTSQ * CK!Nl,·11 
CLA"'ol*IK ~(4 ,Jl-KS I l&,Jl-KSl25,Jl+KSl37,JI l 
aTv • CKt'-l ,11 
CLA~~•(-K5(5,Jl+KS!l7,Jl+KS(2&,Ji-KS(38 1 ~1l 
l. LtY~.* (KS (5 .J} t-!<.. S { !. 7, J} ) 
- t.L!.V:L !: fi'St2t..vl ..- KSC33,Jl) 
- 3TY -* (-<{ ~3,3) 
- tL1,J;c(~S!t,Jl .. !<Sli6,J)l 
+ ~L4~l • {($[27,Jl .. K$(39,Jll 
STY * Cl< (\3 ,51 . 
CLA"W*&Lt• 0 •t-KS(5,JI + KS(t7,Jll 
+ CL~''.;*t.L/.~L*!-KSl26,JI + KS!3.8,Jll 
Bn*C'<(r.1,5! 
CK ( ~?, t,) 
-CK~·-:~,4) 
Ct<.C ·a, ~J 
CK( ·;3,5 l 
- CK { ~4, 5 J 
- CKC ~L,t. l 
CK ( '12, r, > 
Ci<. t ~-:4, f: > 
- CK(.';5,t.I 
G1 TO 79? 
(.'":;~;TltrJ:: 
c 
S'::r UP STIFF~~ss '4ATO!X IK I FOR THE RUN~lNG FlC!'<D 
AL&"o = Al'1R 
1.lf,'4L = AL'"ll 
ARL>'SQ ~ ARLSQ 
HL"S'J = ALLSQ 
!F IJ .~O. ~LRIJI .A~D. 
IF ( J • 'OQ. 'IP 8 ! J l • A NO. 
CKHH,ll • KS(4,JI 
A!Cl,JI .LT. ~21 ARLHSQ 
AeCl,J l .GE. AZI ARLHSQ 










K~! 'J l + KS { 7 'J l 
i< 5( 'JI + Ko ( ~ r J J 
·.,. L- s J * CKl\ .21 
:L ~s; • Ch ra,1J - !.j 
- :s:i * '::<C\!,l) - l-:.. 
:L '·'.1 * (o<S 14,Jl - '<~( 
-r * '°:K(~ltl) 





















(:{. (: • I l) 
~<t' ,21 
C<<~ ,41 
- L! 0'• ~ (>$(5,Jl - l<S("7,Jll 
- L ! -...; ~ CK C \2, 2: l 
- Ty * (!((~,3,3} 
!L .,,.~ * Ct<.lt3,3~ 
3"':V e CO('..( ~3,5) 
- t.L!v:;, • C!<Pi2.,4 i 
BTY~CK{f\1 9 5) 
c' ( '-;2. 4) 
- :~1-,3,;) 
C'.(•ll,51 
C~< ... 3, 51 
c.:: ( ... '4' 5 J 
C-:. l ', ~ , [I 
- (-<.{ -..: 't.) 
- C--<. ( '.0:,.' t) 
C.:<t°"e,Sl = - C.:..(\ ,t:l 
!F (.~~{1,J~ .-LT. !.2) ~ TC: 7d0 
IF (.; .\!'. ~;•~!JJ I G:J 2 785 
ci<.c~2.61 = zr:",'J 
c..:1o,;3,51 = zo:o.~ 
CK! •:t,,5) = z~:;,[' 
C:( f .._,,,~,6) 
GC "!::' ""2.5 
c., c '-:.;.:: 1 
Cl\ ( ~5, ·T! 
C'<!';t:,ZI 









'' ·; 3' 3) 
~,,2.~l 
SET UP SrtFF'l':SS v.-., '!"Q rx Ci< I FOR THE ~U~.~,l'J~ ~J\J 
!L'\'1.~ = .!L'-1~ 
AL~.,.!.. = :.L.,.l 
:\p;'L'4S..J = A~LSQ 
JILL'ISJ = ALLSQ 
IF (J .!'~. •:Lfl,IJI .~'l"· .'.E!l,Jl .G~. A21 tll'-'S·;: = l(;:'.C 
IF (J .~O. l\~i3!Jl .~•·;~. Afll,Jl .LT. A2l t.LL'ISC' =lo~: 
EK(Nl,ll = '<5(25,Jl t ~$137,JI 
EK('i2o2l = KS(26,JI + ~sns,Jl 
EKIN3,3l = KS(Z7,JI + ~5139,J) 
EK(~4.41 = CL~MSD * EKINZ.21 - ersc • EKl ... 3oll 
!'K("l5,51 = CL~"Sil * :':K l'il, 11 - tLL'<Sil * EK(':3,3l 
















"'' '•3 ,4) 
I( ( •• 3. 51 
i<(;;4,SI 
r(( •:4,6) 
I( ( •-15' ')) 
1< r ~.4, 2 1 
k: ( ·~ 4' 3) 
1( ( ~~ 5' l ) 
.<('~S,J) 
"< r '!5 ,4) 
~ { ';l, ~ l 
¥. (':6. 21 
i< t ._~e. 4 J 
K ( 'ib, 5) 
= CLA",.' * ( - '<5!25,Jl • KSl37,J)) 
3,..Y • =!<.( '-1,l) 
CU"n' = t-:5 t2o,JI - KS(38,JI I 
l.,t_,!V~ $ =~(•.2,2) 
- ~iy. 7-t1..{'.!,3J 
- !L!Y,t_ • Ei"(~i3,3) 
o•·t * Eo<! ,3 1 51 
!.L!"L • ~i(.( ~2,4J 
HY • E<! \l ,51 
E-< ! •;2, ~ l 
- ::I".( •,3' 4) 
E<f"~l.:l 
- t ir: ( \3 ,· 5) 
~ii". ( ',;4':) 
- <r,( ... 1. 51 
- E '<( '•2, ! > 
E-< I •i4, t l 
Ei<.C J..:5, t J 
I~ (!.3(19JJ .L"r. 12) :;J T': i36 
!F fJ .\~. '.La!Jl I r;~ T'.l 787 
E<.(~·t2,6J = lt.=~a 
l". ! \:~, 5} 
,.· '•.4 r 51 
ii. ( .,,,, 6) 
G: 7': 7;:._7 
C':<° ( i~ CJ I~ ) 
!:i< ( •,5 ,4) 
~KP~6,2J 
El< 1'16, 41 
CO':! i •;u'E 
~:·~~7 n.~j.:: 
z >, ':> 







SET U~ ST!FF~ESS ~AT?!X IK I 
ll~·~: = ~L''° 
!L!."'·l : -!L'~L 
!.~L"'SQ = "'LSQ 
ALL~SO = .~LLSO 
ATJCl = ~·x 
ATX2 = ~TX 
!~ (K~DE .~O. Ql GOT~ 3!~ 
IF <J .<::;. 11 ao TO e1-; 
IDJ~ST FOR PARTl~L ~l~C-<5 CF THE AU~NING BOND 
IF I A 8 < 1, JI • GE. ~2 I t;O "'C ! ~O 
ATXZ = ( ELE'1TH + TXJI / Hl!J 
IF llJ-ll .lllE. NLS(J-111 GC TO SlC 
IF OBt l,J-11 .GE. 121 GC TC 810 











!. ... X2 ~ "X 
~ • ~ x (EL=·:~,;,. TXJl I T'~Q 
\!7• .. l.J 
L.i .~:J. ·~:3) GC TC: 320 
( t J + l J • ~ 0. "· 7. -1 ( J -t-: I ) A~ l X = ~TX 
\T ~'1J 
CK(~l,11 














:-•<. i. '.4. 2} 
:-- ..:. ( ~ ~ -,. I '3 ) 
:_-:<_ i 'i:) I 1) 
::~ t "i5, :n 
':":< r '.S,·41 
DKP.'), lJ 
01< ~·:6 ,ZJ 
9< ~ ., s, 4) 
~i<l~H,, 5) 
KSl23,JI t KS(J!,J) .. KS(4),JI .. ~ i.:.3,JI 
KSl29.,JI + ~5(32,JI + KS(C.!,JI • ~ i.:..•.~: 
KS!3J,Jl + ~Sl33,JJ,. K~l42,Jl + ' i.§,,1 
CL~'~5..; * ~K t2,2) * ~L!'·"'St.: t. ;:-.,~~"~' : 
CLA'.t5·~ * :':-'. !~~l, l} - lT\*!!"l"X'*:''('.~. !~ 
Q,L!'A:SJ e C'~(\1,1) - ~TX*!.A.TXr.~-..{·.::,:: 
CLA"'~~(-1<St2-3,Jl- KS{3l,.Jl +\.S\..,~·,_.:·*'·.::-:! .• ~I 
q l t-. v.-.,,· $ ( -:< S { ~ 3, J} +- KS i 31, J ) - ..: $ i ... ~ , ~ ; - •. ~ ~ - ? , l } 
::LA"11:.,'ft(l((.c2 ... ,J>+ KS(3Z,JJ - ..... s,:..:,;i-·,_~: .... -, 11 
ATXl* [;,'(( 1\2 ,21 
8LA~V•lKS(3C,J)- KSf33,JJ + 'S{~~.Ji-,~,~~,J! i 
- ATXl* ~K('3,3l 
- :.TXL* Si{{ ~3,4) 
~7Xln: JK( ~2,4) 
CL!~°"'··" o: ~!..A!oV * (KSC23,J) - :'\Sl3l 1 Jl --:.~ 1 ~.:,J~ 
+ KS~43,J)) 
Di< { ·~? 't .. ) 
")q':1.4l 
')Kl ., 1 • 5 l 
t.TX'2. * 0:<.(:\3,Jj 
AT XZ * JK ('j 3, 4 I 
DKl'H,61 
- ATXZ * DKl~2,21 
- t.TX2 * CK t:\2,4i 
D'<( '~5,ol 
SET ~? ST:Fc~ESS ~A~RIX (~ ) FQ; ThE HCR!Z~NT~L ST~:< 
!F tr..:C":; ·"'=· Ci (~'.] T•.) ~~C 
ASSIG~ V~LU~S TC ((;) FO H:RIZCN7AL ST!CK 
!:K1-.1,u = z::qc 
F<.to.;2,21 = Z!:QQ 
EK(NJ,3) = zso.I) 
JS 9t'IC ! = 10 ,46 l2 
EK(!';l,~1 = Kl'H,ll + •Sl!,.Jl 
EK ( N2, 2 l = Kl 'i2, 2 l ,. "S (! "l , JI 






CLAMSQ * ~KfN2,2) - PTSQ * ~~(~:3,31 
CLAMSQ * EK (';l, 11 • ~RL,..SC*lKSU2,Jl•'-Sl24,Jl I 
+ ALLMSO * lKS(36,Jl + KSl48,JI I 
= A~lf'SQ * {K~(ll,Jl+KSl23,Jll + ~Ll"SO" 
(KS!35,J )+KS(47,Jll - BTSO"EK!'H.ll 










KUn.1>1 = - BTv • ~Kt n.u 
K ( .. i2, '•l 
i(. (.'i2, 61 
- C ~·•,;• !>-S lil,Jl- i<Sl23,Jl-KS!35,Jl+~.S{47,J) l 















~~ T( l"~J 
C':~cr ;r.u~ 
- .!. .!."L ~ I ~S(35,J)+KSl47,Jl l 
2 'HY * ~r<.(•.3 ,3) 
- ALI.""" {r<.S IL2,J I +KS[24,Jl l 
+!L&~L•(~Sl36,~l+~Sl45,Jll 
- :ITV* ~K( H,51 
Cl4"'W*.!.Lt~P•(-KS(ll,Jl + KS(23,j)) 
+ CL.!."'~*.!.l~"l•l-KS(J5,Jl+KSl47,Jll 
iHY * ':'<l~l,5) 
EKI •:2, 4j 
EKI •.n, 4} 
E'I ( ,. l, -t;) 
EK( •n,, '5) 
EK(~i4,5) 
~r<.1Hl,6l 
EKI N2, tl 
EKI ~14, 61 
EK.( :.,5, t:- J 
F 
SET LD ST!FF~CS~ µ~T~!X (K ) FCR ThE RL~~!~G 3C~D 
!..L~t..t; ~ ~Lf.A~ 
.!.Lt'IL = ~LvL 
.!.QL"S'J = PL<;Q 
ALL"S..I = ALL)Q 
!F (J .::o. "'LEfJ) •. '..~J;). 
IF IJ .='.). '•'J!Jl ·'·':'.:'. 
!Ell,JI .S~. A21 ALL~SO 







F:< t '• 5, 5) 
FK ('<6, 6 l 
Fq'll ,51 
FKl'H,61 
1{~(31t,J) + P.${!t(_,,J) 
l<S{35,Jl + ;:,f47,J) 
i.,<;( 3·0,Jl + i<S(4~, Ji 
:L:.i.o!),J..:: ;:I' (".2,~J 
C LA'-' S :; * FK ( "~ l, l ) -
- 8 T ) 0 * FK t 'll .l I -
- CL.\".W • ( >5134,Jl 
<OTS:l * ~K(N3,3l 
~L~~s~ * fK(N3,31 
ALL"S' " Fi<!N2,21 
- KS 146 ,JI l 
FY Ul2,4l 
Fl<' ( "~2, 6) 
Fq.-;3,4j 
Fl< !.'i3,5l 
f(, I ••4. 51 






- ~TY * FKl~l,11 
CL!>.''A " CKS n~. JI -
Al~~l * F~1~2.2l 
&TY * FK1!;3,3l 
- ALl,L * Ft(N3,3l 
P,Ty * FK( IJ,51 
AlA"l * FK(l'<2 0 4l 
















FK ( •-i4, ~) 
- Fi<. { 'i2, ! ) 
- Fi.{:'·~!, ~l 
- ::::<.t'i4,Ci 
-F!<{\5.£;) 
IF (t-S[l,}} .tr. !2l G~ '"'C S6~ 
IF <J .·.~. ~a1111 ;;:i T!J 9H 
FK { ~~2 • i = l :3~: 
F~ 1·;3, I = ZE>J 
Fl(_ { ·:t. ,5) 
Fi" ( "-.4 ,t l 
.'.;0 T::' 97J 
Ft,( N5, 3) 
f!<.Pl5,4l 







z ~~ '.1 
Ell.'.' 
~ 
SET UP STIFF~~ss .... ,~IX (K l FCC r~= ~L":*'~~i...:s s::!\J 
.!L~v.~ = !Ll.'.~ 
!.l!.~L = !L"L 
t.'=._'-lS1 = c;;;LS'.} 
!LL';,.S:-: = tLL'S:t 
IF lJ .~..;. ".L~tJ) .t•iC·. 
IF IJ .FQ. •:•e!JI .!·n. 
HK I'll , l I = KS ( l 0, J l 
HK{tlZ,2) = KStll,Jl 
~~{~3.31 = ~5112,JI 
~ttl,J_) .L"!". !2) 
.! f { l , J t • G E • t..2. J 
+ >5122,Jl 
.. !-:5(23.-J} 
+ "s { 2.:. 'j' 
!=L""SJ 
!.;: L .._ _;,;:; 
c:_t. .. 'S ~ /.s rr .. r'-t ,2 i - ,.~ • Hl< r~3, 3l 
l ~ ;- : 
~E=: 
HK ( 4,4} 
i-t'\ ( 5, 5) 
H~ ! .::, ,6} 
t-li( ( l ''..;.) 
1-<K ( ,1, t>I 
H.((t.,?.-41 
HK [';z ,c) 
Hi< l:-i3,41 
HKP·r;,~) 
Hr, [!,'t, 5 l 




HKC '<5, ll 
HKIN5,Jl 
HK(N5,4) 
HK{N6 .. 2l 
HK l~H>t U 
HKP/6,4) 
HKINc,5) 
CL!!-1SJ ir:t r-i<. v~ ,: } - " ~ • i--·i-:(•:3,3) 
- ~7SQ ~ ~~f\ ,:l - ~ ~ • ~~l\~,2) 
CL~'-' ""i c. (KS ( ~ , J ) - KS 2 t J ~ ) 
- ~-y .. t-!'..(~l,~J 
Clt..~~~ = ( - !-.:.Sl: l ,Jl ... K5(23,J) l 
- Al•~= • hK(~2,2l 
STY * '<( 13,3) 
~,L,e,u~ .- l-'l<.{~3,3) 
~.Ty ~ ,_K( t3,5} 
- /'"LA'-"·;\ 1t H~{!';,2 .. 4) 
- ~TY * le K ( 1l0 5 l 
HK!tl2, i,I 
HKI °'3' 41 











IF (t~ll,JI .LT. !21 :;o 10 <;S') 
!F IJ .:.E. ':'ii(Jl: G::J TO 'i9C 
H!o;(';2,h) = lE"'::: 
.-q·n.s1 z z::~a 
H< (';t. ,5) = l~~Q 
"~ ( •;.:,,6) = l ::::_ry 
G ..... Tr"' 99·: 
;+•: (•-.5 ,3) = l".>:: 
I-'< (',5,t.I = ZE;;Q 
Hq',6,21 = z::•') 
Hl((\S,4J = Z!:~j 
<;9.; cc•,,. :.i:: 
1110 c~~7 ~c 
iF I ~= .'iE. Z::"CI G'J T[ 1050 
IF ( !. <( .c,::;. z~;-~~ C:'l y0 l ~5C 
~:12,JI • PIZ,JI I l~K 
:r {J .!..:. ~.;:)'X) 'j'.J ,.-') 4~J. 
uC•Z.Jl = u:12,Jl + uc12,J-~EXXI 
G T <.SJ 
11)5J c ~.,. l;J 























* i=VtCTICP.:: C~LCUL!';:: Th£\-:::~:... t~;°'!~~l c:.::-:;:5 F2K Et.C~ :,l'°:(1' 
• * 
·~~~~~**t~~=4•~:*=•~*••=$~:~:*~S*=1~~:r••~~~-~~~••tt•*;~~b*••*tt•• 
l"?llCll R. t.L" 8 IA-f', C-ll 
((•'·">r.\, /f.L" I A,:;, c, r\J, T! I~£,~ .... =:..::~~"!'"--! 
C':'-'~C~: /:.C JERI NLE(l25t, ·~'-'~!1::3J 
c:-;·.1vr·\ ICC VE I ~S'!.iG'=C4~,12:}, s-r=~S5i 51, ~T;;!!'d 5), ::(5;, \S:::-
(['1.!:~C"'i /CL!.~~1'.S/ K..Sl4i3,125), (.(..:,f,6), !..! .. •;, L!.~'L, Lt..~".-..;, L.t.~Af..r /..K'<. 
C:J~'-!C•~ /~.iSLC!)/ ?(6,1251, '-'lS:•~'.{6,12~J, s:...·.::~~7_(125) 
cr:vu;:--..._: 1~~r-rl,L-:·'ZI t.3{2,125), ,:;., P.-:0._"Z",. ".':''!. -..::,,•,-:::,\•~xx,-..,~.?;). 
C.·:'o\'-'L'. /~~SuL.T/ Fo:.:~c45rl25}, t.C(t,1~:1, _;,,:~:C,!25}, "!"!~:: 
c:~t-·.c~. /WALL IL, Llt LZ. H, HC, !'LS, !i=S, i:JS, IDS, KGUE 
DI"'=~s!~~~ StG"J(49), hO::~t43 }, r..:-:~r .... ~1. l.".. ... (2} 
DI~E~~SIO•. DTSP(48,l25), STF'JPC(~,t25lr l.\{.,..:3,125) 
DO...i2L~ ~&.· c:srl'~ L~~Y., Lt Ll, l2 
D:1:..;3L~ ?;:' C!srr·>f KS, ~As1--,v, lf..~;. L!.~L. !..!..~·.:, L..\~W 
DAT.A zE: J c·~~, "!"\1= /G.·J~CJ, l .')D:':, 2.::':t:./ 
J~iA -r-H;..~:;, FGd;; /3.0JGJ, 4.'J:JC/ 
:ATA ~~FF I 24*J,25,26,27,6*~,?4,3~.3~,37t~!,3G,6~J,~6,47,45 I 
D!T~ ~~Crl /3~J,4,5,6,J 2 J,11,:! ,!2,3•:,lt,!?,:i,~•J,2~.23,2~,2,±:/ 
J~T~~~!~~ ~:~)AL D!SCLACE~~·:s F~:~ c~~-~:i:lL "D!SPL!(~~~~TS; 
Tti~OUGH USE JF G~2~~~~y (T~A~SF:;u!!IC~-l ~!T~!X : G 
A2 = T>;O * A 
NCt•Ll = 0 
C~LL SlJB~8UTINE 11 GECM~T'1 TC FC~~ULAT~ T~~ (GJ MAT~!X 
FO~ THE H0~1~2NTAL STACK 
I~ (KCOE .EQ. 0) CALL GEf"E l(!.,. lt:,...O::, Ll-"'L) 
KP = - 1 
K'I = 2 
KN ~ l 
D" 100 JB = l rM 
IF (Kl'.10c .EO. 0) GO Tt1 1C5 
CALL SUROOUT!NE "GEC~ET" TC FCR~ULA•E !GI ~AT~IX 
FD~ THE RUN~ING BC~D 
IF IJB .~;:. NLBIJBll GO 10 101 
KR = -KP 
KM = K1'1 - KR 
KN = KN + K<t 




L!"( K'Jl = l !""L 
l 'J 1 ': ~·. T ! ~.· .. l:: 
!O (:.5( l,J3) .GE. !2) G~ iC 102 
L2 ELE\T~ t· T~~ 
C!LL ~<~• T ( L2, L!u(ll, t:.•(21) 
C ! L = '.) 
GJTc :c5 











c:.tl ;:,::;-:u T (l, Lt•(ll. LA .. (2)1 
C!LL = l 
c:•. T: • . ..;;:: 
IF ~ "": 1111 C .::.-:-. zi:~:i ::iJ T~ - :.ca 
l~!T!AL!Z! 5TtT!C FCRC~S TC ZfRO 
... :~ !'J? I = 1,4 
STF~~Cll,J~I = ZERO 
G 1 Tc 1 Q9 
·;( ( 2 .J?) = z=~-1 
C":"•zT: ·,··J: 
C!Lt:=.JLl~~ ·,:=J!L J!S~LAC~"'~t TS: (UN) 
JJ !!') !·~ 1 • 43 
~uµ lE"r\:'.; 
C"" 12: r<.6 : l,6 
Su~ • Su~+ Gll~,K61 ~ UC!~6,JRl 
c °";'!i: ·~-j~ 
'.!!'!,J:l • SJ" 
!c { J .~·=· '".L~(J=)) I ':iC "0 115 
"' (.~ ILJ31 .L"'. :.z .t'J'.:l. !'J .EC. MCEFl!Nll UN!JN,JBI 
_,_ '!'':" i:J 
lF IJ5 .•1=. l.P~I J31 l GC TC 110 













::~ cc--.~ 1~~;JE'. 205 
-->> ~cr~~~1·.~ C~A'lG~ !~4 SP~I~G L~~STHS <:IFF. BE~W~EN NCOAL 





~.~Xl ; '3X + 
01 3CO J~~ = l,~8 
OETf~~l~E BLOC~ 'uws~PS CF RLCCKS SLRRCUND!NG A GIVEN BLOCK 
FOµ USE !N CALCUL1TI~~ ~CJ'L C!SPLACE~ENTS "OISP" 
J~;?; 1. 
J• .. 31 
.; -~ 1 
.;\.( 
Y!P. + N?X 
s J!-;;i + l 
J:-d - l 










J G:: TC l 7C 
, 15), l 5,: J, KCDE 
J "~ t- ~-~~X!. 
.JF X = J'-:X - l 
GJ re .?.~: 
!F {j' 3 .·.~. ';L~( ~'<ill I GC T( 165 
IF It {!,;·,o,J .GT. !21 GC TC 160 
;o = 1 
, = 2 
C.!J "T 15.5 
•,:> = 2 









DC 2CO .., 
Q 
C~ 2C~ 1' 
j ~.~ X + '\P 
J'>X - "!? 
JCX - l 








QET:~~:~~E !".;I)'~ \U"'5Ei\.S t=CR USE IN -C~LCL'L~T!~-;G tiQIS~" 
! != (;.:":;~~ .. E~. 
=~+M-1 
TG 2 C5 OJ .:;: 
""l : 46 -~Ti( 
~2 = 37-1'+<( 
"3 = 22-"+I( 
u.4 .• lb-l'•K 
Gt;. T('" 207 
"1 = ! + 'J 
~2 = 1+3 
... , = 1+33 
Y.+ = !+24 
c:NT!~.u~ 
CALCULATE "'1CQAL OIS~l~CE~Ef\TS 0 DISP" (~~T Ct-rA~~GE :~ SP~I"l;,::. 
LENGTH! ·~o SIG~ ACCORDING TC ESTASLIS~ED BEAY SIGN co~~E\TJC\ 
IF CJl\i;J .EO. 'J~5( JNBI I GC TC 2!0 
DlSP(!,JNSl = R * IUM{l,J•;fll - UNl40-~'+S.,J'dill 
ClSPC!+6,JNBJ = R * HJr-.ll+C:,Jt,f'I - UNC43-~+i<.,JN:lli) 
GO TC' 220 
DIS?!! ,J';BI 
DIS?ll+6,JNBl 
R * t:>. ( l , JN R l 




















~ => .: - F 
t.: .~.j. i .c=>. 
'.:!SP (I ,J •;'3) = 
G ! 5:> l ! .. 1; ,J'l3 I 
SI~·, 11 I 
.!:C. 131 pq = P 
D!SPI l.J~21 • QR* UNIJ,J"<!!l 
O!SPII•&,JNSI +RR *UNI l+b,Ji.!H 
= - R 
s rt;'• t •l , = - ~ 
IJ~3 .S • ~NSXl GO TC 23C 
f~"'.::'.;E • ~. CJ G'J T~ 225 
IJ'.3 .•:. 'Q~(J><<;)) G: TC 225 
ft~(l,J ~J .GT. A2l S': TC 225 
SJS,7JC •3,J'~8} = Z£R': 
G<:: r: 2.:.0 
r:·t :;;(!•?. ,J"i3l 
G'J TC 244.!_ 
Q * tu•;l ! •],Jl\Sl - UNI Ml,JCXI I 
015~1!•3,J~Bl = Q • LN<I+3,JNEl 
I~ IIUS .~:. 3) GO TO 240 
o-: = - CJ 
tF (! C. 2 .~Q. 
i· ?< r .:;,J·:a> 
! ':I!•:;) 
.:c. 141 cc = c 
aIS~ll+3,J~aJ +co* U~ll+3,iNSl 
= - c 
!i=(J'.r: .L~. ~.~.1.X) G!") T(I (:50 
:t: (~:~~ .::.:; .. ·:l GC TJ 245 
!r: { .,;~.::::: ... ~=. '~~~( ..;:-t~j} Gr: T:: 245 
I~ (~i:>!l,J'i~J .GT. A2l GC TC 245 
Dl~P(l+9,JN~I = z~~c 
GJ !~ 260 
CI SP( I +S ,J:.iB I 
~~ T':' 261) 
S! ~~ ( ! +9 ,J':B) 
s r c:·a I .-c,. l 
J = l • 24 
S•R * !Uf;(l+S,Jt-Bl - UN(,.2,JNXll 
S• 0 * tf\:1+9,Jf\81 
- s•o 
!F (J,8 .GT. ~~ax) GO TO 27( 
Ir U-:"')< .e~. 'JI G'.J TO us 
IF IJ';i) .-.;~. •,LP.I J"<'lll G'J TC 2b5 
If (.!:':(l,J'/8i .GT. 421 GC TC 2&5 
C!SP(J,J~9l = z~o~ 
G1 iC 2CJ 
D!~?(J,Jf\al = a * IUN(J,J~Bl - UN(M3,JN9X)) 
::;o Tr 2~0 
DlSP(J,J"3l • 0 * lNCJ,JNat 
I~ IIUS .N~. 31 GQ TO 28C 
00 = - Q 
IF {J .i::o. 26 .OR. J .~c. 381 QC = Q 
O!S<>(J,J•lBI = OISP(J,Jl\Bl • ~C • UN!J,JNAI 
SIGN(J) • - Q 
IF {J~B .Eo. NLBIJNall Gr T[ 290 
O!SPIJ+J,J•itl). s .. a * IUNIJ+3,JNBI - UN(l3-~+K,JNlll 
Ol~PIJ+&,J'ISI = 5'"0 * IUN(J+6,JN9') - UNl19-11+K,Jllill) 


















! FI J , 
! F [ 
!C ( 
! F ( 
G·: r: 
!:OfJt-3 t.J':!:) S*O • l'•(J+3 1 JNeJ 
:~~lJ+6.J•,5) = S• • L\lJ•6,J~~~J 
:-;·~(Jt-3) = - -c: 
'.'.;':(J•51 = - •: 
.L~. \~ 'i'!'.} G:J i"C ?2°J 
=-~ .::·:. :1 ~J ;~ 3t 5 
~ .•;E. ·~L;:oi.;~;3}) s: ;: 315 
C!,J•;:;1 .~.,.. ~21 GC TC 315 
!S~tJ+9,J',~J = ZEOJ 
3 3':' 
:·: ;;::J ( J+..: ~J\::) S*" > lu\lJr<;,J~S) 
G'J -:-- 33':' 
r: ? c J +c; , ..;.~, 3 1 ~ s * ~ = L !'\ ' J + c; , J '"' e ) 
S! ~1fJ+9) : - S$~ 
GO TC ( 4~, 15:, 20~), K 
Q. = - :]•.:: 
O : ~~lE 




:. .... ~ 
c~.~ 
C~LC~L!T~ ~CJ!~ F:~cEs ~N ~~c~ 5LCCK 
co· 45.:'.I !FC i.:t3 
- U"~t""'4,J;:J.i; 
F~:>CE! FC,J'~~J = S!C,{· FCJ * KS(Ii=C,J~?.) ~ :·!::-~:~:- .. ; ... ::; 
IF 1r1~.E ..... z~;-1 G: TC .:.5,) 
CALC~L!iE T~= STtT!C Fn~:=~ C\ ~ACH BLCCK 
! ! = ~ t C I ~c • ~ l / 6 - l 
!F ! •er .:: • Zt: .1=-. ! .~O. 38) !I 
IF CI FC .E. 2'> .::c.. l C .F~. 4li II 
t..K :; z.::F: 
! F ( FC • ::t. !!) ~,:; AKK I FCJR 
IF ( •,p. • t::. v~.3Xl G.~ TO 4'JC 
I 1 + 3 
J 
IF ( ff • ~. 5 .r.::. !F' .f~. 17) !tK ~ l~RJ 
!F f lFC :J. 26 .C~. t =c .::Q .• 3€) lK = lE~'2 
C J~T i ~::..:? 
F':·::-c=t!c::,J'-.~):; SI(\(Ii=C) *AK ~ OI~Pt!FC,J\:'.-? 
Cl"l~:Tl';vc 
IF !Tl"-E ."<;::. !';O() G'1 T' 5<1 
IF 1 IUS .!'lE. 31 GC T'l 46: 
IF (J'\13 .LE, ~.~EX) G'.J 'f'1 ~6( 
fJP('.:{ 17 ,J'i3) 
FGPCEI 5,J.';tl) 
FC'PCEl26,J':3) 
F:;i<CEI 3d ,J'\B I 
STFCR:;( l ,J';3) 
STFO~C 12 ,J\SI 















3 "" ,_ 
S!FJoCl3,J'i:'!) 
S'!'~-:=>1: t 4, J\ ~) 
t;: T~ 3 .'>) 
C :\,.I';~: 
FCRCEI ll,JNal 
F'.J? CEI 35,JNB I 
~ F-LL: ~ s·a1=·E~TS A0 E CES!G\EC TO R~ASSIGN T~~ ST TIC 
L'.J!) c:o; ~y A srv=~ BLCCK TO THE RE~AINING BCTTGM S? :~GS 
"~E "L , ~~:JL: !NY CF T~E ORIGINAL FOUR AXIAL B8TT ~ 
5;:::• . .:;!: r!!LS 
~~~;~~!~~ ~~!:~ S~RI~GS HAS FAILED 
!5 
!~o 







~ I _.T' 
: { ·.1T 
F ( •:; 








~ ~ "''..F.· ·, 
Et..:::J 
\S~! 15,J~~I I 8 
','.:"A 117,J':!'>l/8 
'iS -~ {26, ..;~~::.I /- 6 
•;s·!. t:..~,Ji.~J I 8 
"iST~ fl!·,"''.~l/8 
'.S"! 123,J':'\) I 3 
~~-: £35,J'~B) IR 
'.S"L 147,JNBI I 8 
! 5 + 17 .. ! z b + 138 
!l: • !23 + 135 + !47 
•• ":'-.:.l s~.r = !='." r:u~ I T~'=<EE 
;: • ~ =:; J) 5 ~T = : ·\ : 
'_·.~ i S~3 = ~::·J: I i~~rE 
Lo".C I sv~ = ~.·.:: 
t S,.Jf'.~};:: F:.~'::='.{ 5,J~~~) + {1-!SJ :r:<S~T•S.TF.::?.C(l,Jflt3i 
( i 1 ,. j'. ~ ; ;: ~ "}P (,-: f l 7' J "t 3 , ... ( l - I 1 7 ) ,. s ~ T. s .... ;::: J ~ c ' l ' J ~= ) 
(2t,J'.3) = F~;(.C=<~6,J~"il + {l-I.26l*SMi*STFC~.C:2,JN·ffJ 
135 ,J•;;; I = FCRCfi !8,J'lill + ll-!38l•S!<<T*STF'.}OC!Z,J:O.!il 
lll,J\31 = Ff'~Co(ll,J~·IB) + ll-llll•SY3•STF:::i<CD,Jlll5l 
(23 ,J,j'.\) = FC~C~t ;3,J'l!ll + Cl-!23J•Sl'~"'STFJRC!J,.;•;Bl 
135 ,J'dl = F'JRCEC35,JNBI + ll-I351•S''e"'STf'')"Cl4,Jf'>Oll 

















SUSPCUTH;E GEJ"l<;T (.U, l'i'l., L!llL I 
•~•~ch******~••*~*•r.~•*~~:~~~~•••~~****~~z~c=~~~•••=~•·*~••~*s••#& .. • 
• FU'.-':Ti[.•,: c~~LCt.:l~":"f: Tr-4:'. c::c)if::-r;:,y v::.TP;x !GJ 
***~***••••=•~•*~*~~~•~r.~~-~~•v1•~•**~*•~•-~••*~:••*~****~s=~••••« 
!~OLI::IT ::: !L * 8 [!-~ , 'J-l J 
C~..,,.!:~j /SL K I :., B, C., rfJ, ~I, ':"5, i--, :L~'.;"ri 
(~~~·;/Ji'~ "'oTS/ TXJ, TYJ, Tl Jr l~J, T J, T;;J 
C:JY.-.rc•4 /C-L ~K~/ KS!43,l251, ((45,cil, !."'= L.!."!.." L!"'/• LA"'.-i, !.~~ 
~G!...J5L:: ?::= !Si~~~ L~·~=\, L!vL, L!."''/, L! ,., ~,~, Lt..1.L• K'S 
O!.Tt. ZEP'J, c~:~, TA"J 10.:.;c'), : .)C'~·~. 2.C ;:::1 
LL t"IJ> = i ~ ~:: \ - l '<RI 
tl!""l = ! . ( c:' - L~LI 
IF (AA • Lr. ~I AL~~~ = u c 
IF It: .. .LT. A I !L!~!.. = l ~ ~-:) 
Blk"'V = 3 • tC"!f - LA"WI 
CU.'4w = c " 1·:•; 0 - l~~"' .!.TX = .. .- TXJ/TfLJ 
!HY = 3 + TYJ I 1 ;.:-:'• 
Fe;,\.!~;_~,..= ... r--i=: G ((;i:::u£TRY) ~!.~~!X 
:::·-; 110 I = 1,43 
DJ 100 J = 116 
GI I, JI 
COM !~~Jf 
;:;::i 5 '.l ! = l. 3 
~C CJ K = J,48.3 
ZERO 
G ( K, ! l = CNE 








300 J = 4,5 
350 l = K,11,3 
GCI,J)- =-CL!"W•f\ 
GI H·l2.JI = CLA"-o • r-, 
G<I•24,J) = CLA .... .,. •I\ 
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PROGRAM 11 WALBLAST' 1 : GUIDE FOR DATA INPUT 
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Cards No. ·1 and 2: IDENTIFICATION OF RUN 




Card No. 3: IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM 
One alphameric card for each problem. 
Program terminates execution, if NPROB (Problem Name) is blank. 
NP ROB Description of Problem 
~ 19 A4 
1 4 11 
Card No. 4: WALL DIMENSIONS 
KODE 
I LF LI HF HI 
In!. I4 FlO.O I5 Fl 0. 0 
1 5 1 5 20 30 
where 
KODE = Rattern specification. See Figure 12. 
LF = Length of wall (portion in feet) 
LI = Length of wall (portion in inches) 
HF = Height of wall (portion in feet) 
HI = Height of wall (portion in inches) 
Card No. 5: SUPPORT CONDITIONS 
ILS IRS IUS LBS 
15 15 15 15 






ILS = Condition at left support 
IRS = Condition at right support 
IUS = Condition at upper support 
IBS = Condition at bottom support 
Specifications for all supports: Free - 0 
Simple - 1 
Fixed - 2 
Symmetric - 3 
Card No. 6: MASONRY UNIT INFORMATION 
IBLOK A2 B2 C2 WT WJ TI TE EH 
I5 FlO.O Fl 0. 0 FlO.O Fl 0. 0 F~.Q F5.0 F5.0 F5.0 
5 
where 
15 25 35 . 45 50 55 60 65 
IBLOK = Block type: solid bricks - 1 
2 - core concrete blocks - 2 
3 - core concrete blocks - 3 
A2 = Length of unit (inches) 
B2 = Height of unit (inches) 
C2 = Depth of unit (inches) 
WT = Weight of unit {pounds) 
The following items are for concrete blocks only: 
WJ =Thickness of face shell 
TI = Thickness of interior web 
TE = Thickness of exterior web 






Card No. 7: SPRING LOCATIONS 
LAMR LAML LAMV LAMW 
~10.0 FlO.O FlO.O FlO.O 
where 
l 0 20 30 40 
LAMR = :\,,, .:.r 
LAML = :\uQ. 
LAMV = :\v 
LAMW = :\ 
w 
[See Equation (2.1) and Figure 3 for definitions] 
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STRESS-STRAIN CURVE COORDINATES FOR MORTAR 
As many cards as the number of segments (NSEG) are needed. 






Dl 0. 3 
25 
Where 
STRESS(!)= Stress value at the end of segment I (I=l ,2, .. ,NSEG) 
STRAIN(!) = Corresponding strain value 
Subsequent Cards 
I 
Three cards follow the last card of the Stress-Strain 
specifications. They contain: 
1. MORTAR PROPERTIES 
TS BOND SS BOND CSMORT MORTWT 
FlO.O FlO.O FlO.O Fl0.0 
10 20 30 40 
where 
where 
TSOCJND =Tensile bond strength for mortar (psi) 
SSBOND = Shear bond strength for mortar (psi) 
CSMORT = Compressive strength for mortar (psi) 
MORTWT = Unit weight for mortar (pcf) 
2. JOINT WIDTHS 
TXJ TYJ TLJ TRJ TUJ 
FlO.O FlO.O FlO.O FlO.O FlO.O 
l 10 20 30 40 
TXJ = Thickness of interior head (vertical) joint 
TYJ =Thickness of interior bed (horizontal) joint 
TLJ = Thickness of left boundary joint 
TRJ = Thickness of upper boundary joint 






3. LOADING INFORMATION 
I LOAD 
TYPE l DPEAK SPEAK RTIME CTI ME DTIME 
EJ lnl FlO. 0 Fl 0. 0 Fl 0. 0 FlO.O FlO.O 
l 4 
where 
9 10 20 30 40 
TYPE = Type of loading distribution: 
Sinosoidal distribution - SINE 
Uniform distribution - UNIF 
Sinosoidal and uniform - COMB 
50 60 
!LOAD = Pressure-time history code. See Figure 18 
DPEAK = Peak pressure for uniform distribution 
SPEAK = Peak pressure for sinosoidal distribution 
RTIME = Rise time of pressure to peak value 
CTIME = Duration of constant peak pressure 
DTIME = Decay time of pressure from peak value to zero 
END OF RUN 
A blank card must be added as the last card in the data cards. 
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APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PRINTOUTS: INPUT DATA AND RESULTS 
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C&lJo ~C~Ull :F ELJ!TICITY1 ~•O SPlilNG STIFF~ESSES FGQ 
PRCBLE~ PPtS~hTED I~ SECT!C~ 5.2 
P<lCELE~ EEl"::.: 8-Uhli ~'~C&R~ EEA~; SI~PLY S~PPC~TfCi SCLIC ERICKS 
···················~·············· 0 A T A 
.•.•.•.....•.•....................• 
------------------------------ ~ALL SY STE~ ---------------------------
CLEAP LE~GTnfFT--I~I 















LE ~r; TH hEIGHT CEF-TH I.kES E.f\~8 F~CE HCEL. 




1s.,;2~ e.cco a.coo NOT APPLrCAeLE 67.70il s:LIC ~;o:cic 
-------------- JCI~T THICKNESSES !I~CHESI ----------------
------I~TE~ItR ---- ------------~ou~c~~Y ------------
Hf'-C BEO LCFT A~GKT UP~E~ LC~C~ 
c.315 o.c· c.375 c.31s c.c o.o 
-------------------- ~CATAR PPCPEPTIES ------------------------------
~:~~ sr~E~GTHCPSI> COMP~. STR(~GTH U~IT ~CIGHT 
TEP;SILE SHfAP. IPSll IPCfl 
9C.OCG 110.ooc JOOO.OCO 11c.ooo 
------------------------------------ SPRINGS ----------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - LOCATirNs - - -
LA~acA " LA~a~~ L L~~cn~ v LA!WIBOA 11111 
o.sooGc o.5cooo o.~cooo 0.•2265 
STR~SS-ST~LIN cu~v~ COC~DINLT~S• 
STRESSIPSll 0.2500C+O• 
STPAl/\I I~/ al o.1cooc-02 
---------------------------------- ~LAST LGACING --------------------------------






IP SI I 
-o.soo 
RISE TIME PEA~ OURATIC~ DECAY TI~E 
I S E C 0 ~ D S l 
0.000200 Oe035DOO o.o 
. ..•..••••...........•...••.••..•.... 
• • 
• P~CG~A~ ' 1 •tLSLASTn • 
• FC~ Tt--E • 
• CY~A~IC A~~LY~I~ CF ,A~C~~y aJLLS • 
• 









SCHCOL CF CIVIL E~CI~£E•T~( 








NOOULI OF ELASTICITY: 
SEG!IENT 1'.C. 1 o.2soocooococc~t+o1 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S P ii I 11; G S T J F F h E S S f S •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A X I A L 
1111-PLlhE SHEAQ 
Z-DIRECo ShEAR 
A X I A l 
1111-PLJliE SHEAR 
Z-OIREC • SHEAR 
--------------- INTERICR JO II'. TS -------------------













----------------------------------- BCUhDARY JOINTS -----------------
























01!11 MODULI Cf ELASTICITY, AaD SPRING STIFFNESSES FOR 
PR05LEM PRESE~TEO IK SECTION 6.2 
PROaLE!I CB!ll: 8-UNIT MASONRY BEAM; SIMPLY SUPPORTED; CONCRETE BLOCKS 
*•*•****************************** D l T A ········•************************** 
------------------------- iilLL SYSTEM 
CLEAR LEaGTH(FT--IN) CLEAR HEIGH!(F~--IX} 
s 4.J7s o a.coo 
PATTERN TYPE . VERSION 
H. STACK NOT APPLICABLE 
--------------- SUPPORT TYPE -----------------LEFT RIGHT UPPER LO~ER 
S!IPL SYMH FREE FR~E 
------------------------------- BLOCKS ----------------------------------
LENGTH HEIGHT DEPTH r.vc:a £.lllEB FACE HE!::L iiEIGHT TYPE 
CI Ii :: ii E S} (LBS) 
15.625 a.coo a.coo 1.250 i.sco i.5oc o.o 45.732 2-CORE CONC BLK 
-------------- JOIKT ToICK~ESSES (IMCH~S} ----------------
------lN!~RICR ---- ------------BOUNDA~Y ------------
dE.l.D am LEFT RIGHT UP?ER LO•ER 
0.375 o.o 0.375 O.J75 O.O O.D 
-------------------- HORTlR PROPERTIES -----------------------------DONO STRENGTHCPSI) COMPR. STRENGTH UNIT mEICHT 
TE!ISILE SH EAR. (PSl) (PCF) 
9 o. 000 11 o. 00;) 3000.0uO 110.000 
----------------------------------- SPRINCS ---------------------------------
- - - - - - - - - LOClTI~NS - - -
LAMBDA R Ll~BDA L L&MaDA V 
O.SOCOO 0.50000 C.50000 
STRESS-STRlIS CURVE COORDI~lTES: 




---------------------------------- BLAST LOADING -------------------------------








RISE TIME Pill DURATION DEClY TIME 
( S E C 0 N D S ) 
0.000200 0.035000 o.o 
**•**************************•******* 
* * 
* PilCGRA "~ALl!LlST" * 
* OR TH:: * 
* J~Ni~IC ISlLY IS DF MASONRY WALLS * 
* 







SCliCCL CF CIVIL ENGINEERING 









MQOULI CF £1.lSTICIT~: 
SEGi1£llT NO. 1 o.2soooooooooooo+o1 
***t*•************************************* S P R I N G STIFFNESSES ••*************************•*•************** 
l X I l L 
u-n~s:: ss;;;n 
Z-DIR::C. SP.c;J.R 
l X I ..\. L 
U-i'L.lSE SHEAR 
Z-DI :\EC. SHZlR 
------------- Ili?ERIO!l JOINTS ------------------

















---------------------------------- BOU~Dl«Y JOINTS -----------------
















DATA. MCC~LT ar ELASTICITY, A~D SPRI!oG STIFFNESSES FCR 
PROSLE~ f~ESENfE) IN S~CTIG!o 5.3 
PliCSLE" tiS•i: HO~?ZC~T!L STACK alLL; SIMPLY SUPPOKTEO 3!o !l~ ST~ES 
.••••............................• D A T A . ...•..••...................•...••• 
----------------------·------- ~tLL SYSTE~ ---------------------------
CLEAR LEhGTttlFT--l!ol CLEAR HEIGHTIFT--INI PATTEli!o 
H. STACK 
TYF-~ ~EiiSIC"-


















D EP Tt! 
" c 
".coo 
I.&Ef £.•EB FACE !<EEL 
t1 l: s J 
l<OT ~PPLICAaLE 
aEICrT 











LEFT KI GMT UPPER l:•f ~ 
c.315 ·c.!75 a.!75 0.315 
-------------------- MORTAA PROPERTIES ----------------------------~-










- - - - - - - - - ~C(ATlC~~ - - - - -
L£VB~l " ~A~eOA L . LAM~CA V 
o.JJ~~! o.JJJJJ o.J3lJJ 
STRESS-~TFAI~ CURVE COGROINATES• 
SHIESSIFSI I C.31iSi0+04 C.5199C+O• 





---------------------------------- BLAST LOADING --------------------------------






I PSI I 
-1.000 
RISE TIME PEAK DUR~TIOH 










• OYhA~IC LNALYSlS OF ~ASChNl •!LLS • 
• 









SCNCCL CF CIVIL E~~l~EE;:~~ 








-~CULI OF ELASTICITY: 
SEG•EST hC. l c.1s261116acsoec+c1 
SEG"ENT llC. :< 0.10l4451206223C+07 
SEG"EN T llC. 3 o.:<a9•1•sco1003c+c6 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S P R I N G STIFFNESSES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A X I .a L 
111-PLl.l•E S~ EAR 
Z-Dii<EC. Sr.EAR 
A X I A L 
IN-?L!hE St-EAR 
Z-DH<E C. St-EAR 
--------------- INT ERIC~ JOINTS -------------------








































o•T•· ~CC~L: :f ELASTI~ITY· A~O S?RI~G STIFFhESSES re~ 
P~:~lE- F;~~~\TEC l' SECTI:' ~.4 
t'-' "::i~:." _;::, "i l: ~U\~I~~ ~=~o -~LLI Sl~PLY su~FC~TEt c~ ALL s:cES 
··············~···-··············· 0 A 
•............................•....• 
------------------------------ aALL SYST~Y 
C~EA~ lf~~T~CFT--INl CLEA~ MEtGHTfFT--I~) ?ATTES:' 
q. 5~'.C 
iYPE VERSICh 
1 ~ o.!7': s .r..~75 










L...C!'1G':' t- !-- ~ r (;t" T c:PTr 
1. I c 
15.62~ 7. 62 s •• ccc 
I .llEB 
H t 








-------------- JG!~T THlCKN~SSES II~:HESI. ----------------
------I~TEQICQ ----
~:: .:~ 




LEFT rIG~I UF~E~ LO~ER 
c.~15 e.315 ~.315 c.315 
¥CR TAR PRCPE~TIES ------------------------------
ec~t ST~E\GTHl·PSI> CC~PR. STFE~GT~ U~IT ~EIGHT 
TE~Silt SHEAR. l?~II IPCFl 








STOES·~-!T~AIN CU~VE COOR~!~4TES: 
STP.ESSIFSil o.3g3J:+C4 c.s1'HD+O• 





---------------------------------- BLAST LO~DING --------------------------------




















P~CGRAP "••LE~•ST 8 
FCR HE 
• 
• DYNA~IC ANALYSIS CF ~4S~~P.1 ''·:~ • 
• 








SCHOOL OF CIVIL E\~l•EE•:~G 









!tOOULI OF EL~ST!CrTY: 
SEG!'ENT 11.C. 1 Ool926711cS69060+07 
SEG!tENT l\Oo 2 Co10144512C62230+07 
SEGl'ENT l\Q. 3 0.2S9•149cC7063C+06 
·················~························· S P i; I r; G 5 T I F F N E 5 5 E S •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A X I A L 
IN-PL.ll'IE St-cl.R 
Z-OIREC. St-:E!::; 
I X I ' L 
IN-PLl:SE St-fAl'i 
Z-DIREC. ShEAR 
--------------- INIERICR JOINTS -------------------





















--------------------------------~-- BOUNDARY JOINTS -----------------





















Sample Results for the Horizontal Stack Wall (Section 6.3) 
TI~E s 0.0075000 SECONDS 
------------------------------- OISPLACE~E"TS ------------•------------------ ------------------- VELOCITIES ---------------------9LOCIC u v II THETA BETA PHI u y II THETA !ETA PHI 
1 0069500-20 -0.15570-20 -0.16660-02 o.o o.o o.o o. 0000 -o.oaca -a.0755 o.o a.a o.o 
2 0.10960-19 -0.97C10-20 -a.23430-a2 -0.42980-13 a.a a.a o.ooao -a.cooo -o.1a92 -a.0204 o.a a.a 
3 0.14440-19 -0.16680-19 -a.2so10-a2 -a.62630-03 o.o o.o o. 0 000 -o.ooco -0.1320 -o.a2S6 o.o o.a 
4 0.11670-19 -0.94400-21 -0.25060-02 o.o 0.25770-03 o.o 0.0000 -0.0000 -a.1221 o.o a.0159 o.o 
5 0.25530-19 -0.11550-20 -o.64940-02 -0.35740-03 0.19400-03 -0.114090-;21 0.0000 -0.0000 -0•2911 -0.0174 0.0056 -0.0000 
6 0.34530-19 -0.13550-19 -o.ss520-c2 -0.54310-03 0.72660-04 -0.9969'0-21 0.0000 -o.ocoo -0.39511 -0.02511 0.0016 -0;.0000 
7 0.15550-19 -0.56700-21 -C.34010-02 o.o 0.40810-03 o.o 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.1549 o.c 000204 o.o 
11 Oo39•JD-19 -C.56560-20 -0.97C1D-02 -0.24730-03 0.32290-03 -0.81130-21 0.0000 -o.ooco -o.•J97 -0.0120 000145 -0.0000 
9 0·5•570-19 -0.11560-19 -0.13510-01 -0·36&60-03 0012170-03 -0.94120-21 o.ocoo -o.cooo -C.514.\ -0.0175 0.0040 -0.0000 
10 0.17740-19 -0.47540-21 -0.39410-02 o.o o. 48260-0 3 o.o 0.0000 -o.o;ioo -0.1828 o.o 0.0219 o.o 
11 0.466e0-19 -0.50790-20 -0.11450-01 -0.87200-04 0.39050-03 -0.53560-21 0.0000 -o.cooo -0.5226 -a.a043 a.0203 -0.0000 
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